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(i) 

Abstract 

In a theoretical framework where variation is accorded 

\, a central role in language analysis, the educated spoken 

`: Arabic of Jordan (ESAJ) is recognized as a viable variety 
)in 

the Arabic continuum, intersecting with modern standard 

Arabic (MSA) and the colloquials. The recognition of 

ESAJ raises serious questions against the concept of 

diglossia in its application to Arabic. Evidence is 

adduced to show that diglossia is insufficiently sensitive 

to the facts of language; in particular, its functional 

basis of definition is in places mistaken. By the same 

token, such related concepts as 'well-defined' versus 

'ill-defined' applied to vernacular Arabic and MSA are 

shown to be ill-conceived. The more recent work of, say, 

W. Labov, C-J. Bailey, D. DeCamp, D. Bickerton and J. R. 

Ross provides on the whole a more satisfactory conceptual 

framework for dealing with variability in ESAJ. 

The present study is in two parts. Part I deals with 

diglossia and related concepts, educated spoken Arabic and 

its place in the Arabic continuum, and the demonstrative 

system as an example of variation in ESAJ. Part II is 

devoted to a systematic analysis of 'aspect' in the verbal 

phrase in ESAJ, and also to the extent and regularity of 

aspectual variation and the aptness of 'variable rules' 

to the analysis of Arabic. 

The thesis concludes that aspect in ESAJ exhibits a 

fairly extensive range of variation. Aspectual rules can 
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indeed be formulated, but unless variation is given serious 

consideration such rules will fall short of satisfactorily 

accounting for the facts of language. The evidence 

presented, to quote Mitchell (1978b) 'supports a theoretical 

view of language, the object of the linguist's study, 

as simultaneously embodying continuity and change, 

stability and flux ...; it is not the homogeneous 

tightly organized affair in which many wish to believe. ' 

The study of variation necessarily involves facts 

and figures. The percentages and averages that are 

introduced in the analysis are not empty statistics. 

Without them one cannot do justice to the linguistic 

facts . 
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READING CONVENTIONS 

The following symbols and reading conventions are 

used in the thesis. 

I. Consonants: 

Consonants are divided into two categories: non- 

emphatic and emphatic. The feature of emphasis is in 

fact prosodic and is never restricted to one segment. 

It is treated as if it were so, however, for the practical 

purposes of these reading conventions. In the articulation 

of non-emphatic consonants (i) the tongue is laterally 

contracted along its length and its 'front' is raised 

towards the hard palate , and (ii) there is usually some 

lip-spreading. During the articulation of emphatic 

consonants, on the other hand, (i) the tongue is 

laterally expanded along its length and is much flatter 

in the mouth, with a consequent reduction of the pharyngal 

volume, and (ii) the lips are typically neutral or slightly 

rounded. 

(a) Non-emphatic Consonants 

(i) Plosives: 

b 

t 

d 

k 

g 

q 

voiced bilabial plosive, e. g. /bayt/ 'a house 

voiceless denti-alveolar plosive, e. g. /taab/ 

'he repented' 

voiced denti-alveolar plosive, e. g. /datum/ 'blood' 

voiceless velar plosive, e. g. /kiis/ 'a bag' 

voiced velar plosive, e. g. /gaaEid/ '(He is) sitting' 

voiceless uvular plosive, e. g. /garya/ 'village' 

glottal plosive, e. g. /iana/ 'I' 
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(ii) Fricatives: 

f voiceless labio-dental fricative, e. g. /fuul/ 'beans' 

6 voiceless inter-dental non-sulcal fricative, e. g. 

/6umma/ 'then' 

5 voiced inter-dental non-sulcal fricative, e. g. 

/banab/ 'a tail' 

s voiceless denti-alveolar sulcal fricative, e. g. 

/saam/ 'he bargained' 

z voiced denti-alveolar sulcal fricative, e. g. /zeet/ 

I oil' 

I voiceless palato-alveolar sulcal fricative, e. g. 

/f aaf/ 'he saw' 

x voiceless uvular fricative, e. g. /xoof/ 'fear' 

y voiced uvular fricative, e. g. /yariib/ 'stranger' 

b voiceless pharyngal fricative, e. g. /bass/ 'he felt' 

E voiced pharyngal fricative, e. g. /Film/ 'science' 

h glottal fricative, e. g. /haaba/ 'this' (masc. sing. ) 

(iii) Affricates: 

c voiceless palato-alveolar affricate, e. g. /ceef/ 'how' 

j voiced palato-alveolar affricate, e. g. /jamal/ 'a camel' 

(iv) Nasals: 

m voiced bilabial nasal, e. g. /maal/ 'money' 

n voiced denti-alveolar nasal, e. g. /naam/ 'he slept' 

(v) Laterals: 

1 voiced denti-alveolar lateral, e. g. /lamas/ 'he touched' 

(vi) Flaps: 

r voiced alveolar flap (trill when geminate), e. g. 

/Eirif / 'he knew' and /Earrif/ 'introduce' 
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(vii) Semi-vowels: 

w voiced labio-velar semi-vowel, e. g. /walad/ 'a boy' 

y voiced palatal semi-vowel, e. g. /yoom/ 'a day' 

(b) Emphatic Consonants 

(i) Plosives: 

T voiceless denti-alveolar emphatic plosive (the emphatic 

correlative of /t/), e. g. /Taab/ 'he recovered' 

D voiced denti-alveolar emphatic plosive (the emphatic 

correlative of /d/), e. g. /Darab/ 'he hit' 

(ii) Fricatives: 

B voiced inter-dental non-sulcal emphatic fricative 

(the emphatic correlative of /6/) e. g. /Bulum/ 

'injustice' 

S voiceless denti-alveolar sulcal emphatic fricative 

(the emphatic correlative of /s/) e. g. /SaEb/ 

'difficult'. 

Z voiced denti-alveolar sulcal emphatic fricative 

(the emphatic correlative of /z/) e. g. /ZaabiT/ 

'officer' 
(iii) Lateral: L voiced denti-alveolar errphatic lateral, e. g. /iaUcLah/ 'God' 

ii. Vowels 

Each vowel symbol stands for a range of vocalic sounds 

of the type indicated. Long vowels are shown by doubled 

letters, e. g. /aa/ stands for a long front open vowel. 

i front, close, spread 

e mid, front, spread 

a front, open, neutral 
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CL back, open, neutral 

0 mid, back, rounded 

u back, close, rounded 

ABBREVIATIONS AND OTHER SYMBOLS USED 

ESA Educated Spoken Arabic. 

ESAJ The Educated Spoken Arabic of Jordan. 

MSA Modern Standard Arabic 

masc. masculine 

fem. feminine 

sing. singular 

pl. plural 

N noun 

Adj . adjective 

V verb 

NP noun phrase 

VP verb phrase 

"implies" 

"more than" 

S stigmatized 

P prestigious 

t. s. temporal specifier 

lit. literally 

An asterisk * precedes an unacceptable/ungrammatical string. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Diglossia and related concepts in the 

light of current theories of variation* 

1.1. A critical review of diglossia and related concepts. 

Copious literature exists on Classical Arabic (CA) and 

what has been called Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) . Not 

as much, but certainly a great deal, has been written about 

Arabic dialects or vernaculars, mainly by non-Arab linguists 

and Arabists, and in the form of theses for research degrees 

by students from the Arab world in departments of Linguistics, 

and/or Phonetics in the universities of Europe and America 

(cf. Bakalla (19 75) ). By contrast, very little is known 

about educated spoken Arabic (ESA) as it is used in par- 

ticular Arab countries and 'inter-nationally' between them. 

There are, to be sure, allusions to ESA in a number of works, 

but these are little more than skin deep. The best that 

we have to date on the subject is to be found in: 

1. 'Style variations in spoken Arabic: a 

sample of interdialectal educated con- 

versation' by Haim Blanc, in Contributions 

to Arabic Linguistics, ed. C. A. Ferguson 

(1960) . 

* Most of the material in this chapter appeared under the 

title 'Educated spoken Arabic in Egypt and the Levant: a 

critical review of diglossia and related concepts' in 

Archivum Linguisticum, VIII (new series), 2,1977 pp. 112- 

132. 
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2. Mustawayaat ilLarabiyya lmuEaaSira fii MiSr 

(levels of Contemporary Egyptian Arabic') 

by Al-Said Badawi (1973). 

3. Intelligibility among Arabic Dialects by 

Ali Ezzat (1974) . 
But before examining these works and in order to put 

them in proper perspective, it is first necessary to 

consider the two articles by C. A. Ferguson ('Diglossial, 

in Word 15,1959) and A. S. Kaye ('Remarks on diglossia 

in Arabic: well-defined versus ill-defined', in 

Linguistics 81,1972). 

Virtually all linguistic literature on Arabic to date 

is informed by the concept of 'linguistic duality' (in 

Arabic: iizdiwaajiyyat, u lluya), i. e. the coexistence of 

'standard' and colloquial varieties of Arabic. The French 

term diglossie was used to refer to this duality nearly 

fifty years ago, when the French Arabist William Marqais 

wrote his paper entitled 'La diglossie arabel. C. A. 

Ferguson, who borrowed the term Idiglossial from the French 

in 1959, is responsible for spreading it in the English- 

speaking world. The early Arab grammarians and philologists, 

however, were well aware of this phenomenon. 'Arabic 

diglossia' , writes S. J. Altoma (1969: 4) 'can be traced as 

far back as the Pre-Islamic period (i. e. to a period 

preceding the seventh century A. D. ), and a number of its 

facets has been the subject of many philological and 

literary studies which began in the ninth century and 

continued up to the present. ' 
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In his influential paper,, which --to quote Haim Blanc 

(1960: 160) is 'a tentative and not wholly successful 

attempt to incorporate the Arabic Classical-Colloquial 

dichotomy into a more general linguistic theory, using 

Modern Greek, Swiss German, and Haitian Creole as homologous 

cases' Ferguson has recognised two forms of Arabic: a 

high form (H) and a low form (L) It is not, however, 

clear what it is that belongs to each of these categories. 

Although he is not unaware of the spoken language of the 

educated Arab, Ferguson does not give it explicit 

recognition; in fact, he implicitly considers it to be 

part of L. He writes, 'The communicative tensions which 

arise in the diglossia situation may be resolved by the use 

of relatively uncodified, unstable, intermediate forms of 

the language (ialluya lwuSTa) and repeated borrowing of 

vocabulary items from H to L' (Ferguson (1959: 332)). 434 

He goes beyond simply alluding to this 'intermediate 

form' ialluta lwuSTa) and specifies it, a1beit in 

rather impressionistic terms, as 'a kind of spoken 

Arabic much used in certain semi-formal and cross-dialectal 

situations [which] has a highly classical vocabulary with 

few or no inflectional endings, with certain features of 

Classical syntax, but with a fundamentally colloquial base 

in morphology and syntax, and a generous admixture of 

colloquial vocabulary I (Ferguson (op. cit. 332) ). Neither 

of the preceding quotations makes it unequivocally clear to 

which of the two I extremes I (H/L) ESA (, Talluya lwuSTa) belongs. 

But it is surely implicit in the following quotation that ESA 

is seen as part of L: I ... if words are cited in their L 
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form, what kind of L should be chosen? ... for Arabic 

the choice must be arbitrary, and the ordinary conversa- 

tional language of educated people of Cairo ... will be 

used here' (Ferguson (op. cit. 327)). This is not only 

an arbitrary decision which cannot be formally justified, 

it is also misleading because colloquial Arabic and educated 

(spoken) Arabic can, and indeed should, be distinguished 

analytically as will be shown in the present study. 

But even if we tentatively assume that educated 

spoken Arabic is subsumed under L, much of what Ferguson 

says about Arabic in his article cannot be validated by 

empirical language data. Consider, for instance, what 

he says under I. Ibnction', which presumably is the main, 

determining criterion for keeping H and L apart. 'One 

of the most important features of diglossia is the 

specialization of function for H and L. In one set of 

situations only H is appropriate and in another only 

with the two over-lapping only very slightly' (Ferguson 

(op. cit. 328)). This is a very strong claim which cannot 

be maintained, partly because language is a fuzzy phenomenon 
I 

which defies rigidity, and partly because of the failure 

to recognise educated spoken Arabic as a 'level' separate 

from H and L. Thus, a 'sermon in a mosque' (Ferguson H) 

is quite often (in fact, more often than not) given in 

educated spoken Arabic, or even in 'pure' colloquial, 

depending on the type of audience listening to the sermon. 

An extract from a sermon given by (Sheikh) Abderrahim 

Ibrahim in a mosque in Upper Egypt illustrates the point. 
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sammaahu nnabiyyu SaLLaLLaahu Ealayhi wasallam 
EabduLLaah. kamaa kaana yuTLaqu Ealayhi iismu 
r, atiiq. lee? f aqiila liýusni w(: Ljhih. wi I ju 
kan ýilu kida. waqiila lii. annahu lam yakun fii 
nasabihi jayTun yuEaabu Ealayh. nasabu Taahir. 
waqiila liianna rasuula LLaahi SaLLaLLaahu 
Ealayhi wasallam qaala lahu '. Tanta Eatiiqu 
LLaahi min annaar' FLinnabi gallu Iiinta yaa 
Tabu bakr Eatiiq aLLaah min annaar. 1 ... waraymi 
zaalik gaal Ilaa iaiman limakr illaah. law 
iibdaa qadamayya fijjanna, wa iuxraa xaarijaha. ' 
... wanalaia iabuu bakr iSSiddiiq raDiya LLaahu 
Eanh kariimu nnafs, kariimu lxuluq, jammu 
flamaaiil; raajil mawzuun battaa qabla Hislaam. 
maEdinu Tayyib. lam yasjud liSanam lam yaltarik 
fii iaEmaal iljaahiliyyah kamaa naErif. iaxraja 
bnu Easaakir, raDiya LLaahu Eanh, qaal: 
'qiila liSabii bakr iSSiddiiq (winnabi smaEu- 
Eawziin nismaE; ilýitta diyya bilwa gawi, 
gawi, gawi, gawi) fii majmaEin min iaSbaab 
innabiyyi SaLLaLLaahu Ealayhi wasallam 'hal 
faribta lxamra filjaahiliyyah ... ' waabad 
milEulamaa. T gallak inni lbiira matsakkarl ... 
yaa rcLcLjil Eeeb Ealeek; laazim waaxib girfeen 
min firkit stella, walla firkit ilbiira. da 
ýcLrcLcLm Imaa S! askara ka8iiruh, faqaliiluh ýaraam' 

faqacLla 'iaEuuzu billah'. yaa salaam! fuuf: 

. 
Tilli bilrab xamra da lu giimah biyimli fillaariE ... 
biyitlaxlaE, yifakkcLr ilgcLmarcL mayya wixawwaD 
wiyitEctrra;. ma yiEraff ummu mn uxtu min muraatu 
min bintu. 

'The prophet, peace be upon him, called him 
Abdullah. He was also called Atiq. Why? 
Perhaps because he was good looking. He had a 
handsome face. It was also said that this was 
due to the fact that there was nothing in his 
lineage which was liable to criticism. His 
lineage was pure. And it was said that this 
(i. e. the title "Atiq") was because the Messenger 
of God, peace be upon him, once said to him: 
"Abu Bakr, you will be spared by God from hellfire" 
Yet, in spite of that, he (i. e. Abu Bakr) said, 
'Even with one foot in Paradise, I can never 
be secure against God's wrath'. 

' Abu Bakr Al-Siddiq, 
grew up as a generous 
good and he had good 
balanced personality 
origin was good. He 
before an idol, and n 
Islamic (bad) habits,, 

may God be pleased with him, 
person. His conduct was 

qualities. He had ... a 
even before Islam. His 
never prostrated himself 
ever indulged in the Pre- 

as we know. 

'Ibn Asakir, may God be pleased with him, reports 
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that Abu Bakr was once asked - for the Prophet's 
sake listen, we need to listen, this bit is very, very interesting - in the presence of the companions of the Prophet, peace be upon him: 'Did you drink 
any alcoholic drinks (in the Pre-Islamic period)? 

'One of the learned men of Islam tells us that beer does not intoxicate. Man, you ought to be ashamed of yourself. He must have received 
a bribe from Stella - the beer company. 'This 
is forbidden (in Islam). (The general rule in 
this connection is the prophet' ,s saying): "It 
is forbidden to take even a little amount of 
something which intoxicates if taken in large 
quantity". 

'(Abu Bakr) answered: "I seek refuge with God. " 
(Meaning that he had never drunk any alcohol. ) 

'How wonderful! See. Does a man who drinks 
alcohol have values? He wouldwalk in the street 
and stagger. He would take the moonlight for 
water and would wade through and take off his 
clothes. He would not be able to tell his 
mother from his sister or from his wife or his 
daughter'. 

This passage In toto constitutes an example of educated spoken 

Arabic. Some sentences and phrases in it can, without hesita- 

tion, be allocated to Ferguson's H. For instance: 

kamaa kaana yuTLaqu rýalayhi smu Eatiiq. faqiila 
libusni wajhih ... waqiila liiannahu lam 
yakun fii nasabihi jayiun yuEaabu ý; alayh. 

Other sentences and phrases can, though with much less certainty, 

be allocated to Ferguson's L, e. g. 

lwcLrcLymi zaalik' , and 'maEdinu Tayyibl 
and '. Tinta yaa S!. abu bakr Eatiiq cLLLaah min annaarl 

After all, it is utterances like these which are typical of 

what Ferguson (op. cit.: 327) calls 'the ordinary conver- 

sational language of educated people I. Moreover, since these 

and their like are not H (cf. CA 'warayma baalik W', and 

I maEdinuhu Tayyib (un) ' and I ianta yaa iabaa bakr (in) Eatiiqu 
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LLc1cLhi min annaar (i) , they must, by elimination, be L. 

But what, then is to become of phrases like: 

1 wi I ju kan b ilu kida ', and I yaa raaj il Eeeb 
Ealeek' and 'biyimli fillaariE, biyitlaxlaE, 
yifcLkkcLr ilgcLmcLrcL mcLyycL wixciwwcLD wiyitrcLrrcL "? 

That they do not belong to H is indisputable, but nor do 

they belong to 'the ordinary conversational language of 

educated people' of Upper Egypt - notwithstanding the fact 

that they were used by an educated person from Upper Egypt - 

Such phrases belong rather to the ordinary conversational 

language of the illiterate people of Upper Egypt and con- 

sequently are typical of a level below L which Ferguson 

does not explicitly recognise. In fact, Ferguson cites 

examples of speech ascribing them to L which must, strictly 

speaking, be ascribed to this inf ra-L I level I. At al 1 

events, a sermon in a mosque is not categorically H as 

Ferguson has asserted. 
11 

Similarly a speech in parliament, or a political speech 

elsewhere (Ferguson.. H) is usually given in educated spoken 

Arabic and sometimes in pure colloquial. Nasser's political 

speeches are a case in point. Nor is it true to say, as 

Ferguson does, that a university lecture is given in H in- 

variably. To be sure all depends on what is meant by a 

university lecture. If by this, Ferguson refers to the 

language generally used by an instructor of, say, maths, 

1. One is not referring to a Friday /xuTbcL/ 'sermon' , which 
is usually scripted and read aloud (in H) More and more 
preachers are now avoiding writing out their /xuTba/ in full, 
thus allowing for style shifting. 
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engineering, history, etc. when addressing a class of 

university students, then it is not nearly correct to 

say categorically that the instructor uses H. Part 

of the lecture may be given in H, but the main body of 

it will almost certainly be in ESA. In fact, we have 

evidence on Tape 28 of the Leeds ESA corpus of a lecture 

on Arabic Linguistics at the University of Kuwait where 

the lecturer, an Egyptian and specialist in Arabic address- 

ing students reading Arabic, used educated spoken Arabic 

as his medium of instruction with a good deal of style- 

shifting spanning the whole spectrum of the continuum of 

spoken Arabic, e. g. 

maEaleeli; Tibna mina liaan fa SaaEidan ya(a) 
jamaaEa mil Eaawziin nistaEmil kilmit. buruuf. 
iilburuuf tumaeeil - laa wala Tabruf wala 
buruuf - iilburuuf tumae8il iljaanib ilkitaabi 
liSSoot. iibna banistaEmil kilmit iaSwaat 
liRanna bna bnidris Eilm il-Raswaat milEilm 
il ... Eilmi liimlaai ma8alan iaw Eilm ilkitaaba. 
fa iilburuuf haabihi murtabiTa bilkitaaba iaw 
bil! Zimlaal? 

'Never mind! From now on, everybody, we do 

not want to use the word /buruuf/ nor /iabruf/ 
"letters". Letters are orthographic rep- 
resentations of sound. We will use the term 
/! ZaSwaat/ "sounds" because we are studying 
phonology, not the art of spelling or writing. 
Letters are associated with orthography and 
spelling. ' 

However, if by a university lecture Ferguson means one 

that is written in full and recited to the audience, then 

he must be right. 
I)tI 

The same objection applies to 'personal letters' %-ý- 

(Ferguson H). It is true that a personal letter is sup- 

posed, by virtue of the fact that it is written, to be in 

H, but all too often parts of a personal letter are in L. 
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One may take issue with every item of the list of 

functions which Ferguson correlates with his H and L con- 

structs. But enough has been said to point out the 

illusory nature of the H/L dichotomy. 'It may, of course, 

be convenient to posit a one-for-one correlation between 

a set of linguistic forms and a situation'. write Crystal 

and Davy (1969: 63) 'but while this relation does some- 

times genuinely existy it would be a mistake to assume 

that it always exists , and to talk rigidly in terms of 

"one language one situation". It is more meaningful 

instead to talk of ranges of appropriateness and accept - 

lability of various uses of language to given situations. ' 

Before discussing Blanc's paper, which recapitulates 

Ferguson's somewhat impressionistic generalizations, we 

should do well to review the following articles by Alan 

-S. Kaye: ý, 'Modern Standard Arabic and the colloquials' 

in Lingua 24,1970, pp. 374-91, and 'Remarks on diglossia 

in Arabic: well-defined versus ill-defined' in Linguistic. c 

\\81,1972, pp. 32-48. Kaye's two articles are essentially-- 

the same - indeed almost identical in places. 'The 

hypothesis to be advanced', says Kaye (1972: 35), 'is 

that C. (i. e. colloquial) is always a well-defined system 

of language, whereas MSA (Modern Standard Arabic) is ill- 

defined. If a Cairene is asked to supply the word for 

"bread" in his colloquial (his native language) the answer 

is INVARIABLY /Eeel/. Similar responses would include 

will write" /baktib/, "the name of Mohammed" 

/ma bammad/, "man" /raagil/, "house" /beet/, "what do you 
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want? (masc. sg. ) " /raawiz eeh/ or /raayiz eeh/, r etc., r 
etc. All the forms and all the sentences which one 

would elicit must (and do) conform to well-defined rules 

of phonology, morphology and syntax'. 

But this deterministic model of language advanced 

by Kaye is odd; it does not tally with the realities of 

the language. For in Cairene /Eeej-/ may also occur as 

/Xubz/; /baktib/ as /haktib/; /mabammad/ as /mubammad/; 

/beet/ as /bayt/ or perhaps /daar/. To sweep variation 

of this sort under the carpet for the sake of producing 

a neat statement makes the analysis superficial and 

obscures the facts. 

The range of variation is even greater at the level of multi- 

word utterances. Thus /Eaawiz (Eaayiz) eeh/ which is 

claimed by Kaye to be INVARIABLE in Cairene is, as he him- 

self paradoxically-recognizes, only one of many options 

open to a Cairene. Subject to biographical and situational 

constraints the same Cairene may also use /fuu biddak/, 

/Juu bitriid/ (both of which are cited by Kaye himself) and 

/maabaa turiid/, /maazaa turiid/, /mallabii turiid/, 

/mallazii turiid/ or even /Eaawiz (Eaayiz) ee/, /6aawiz 

(Eaayiz) Tee (FLeeh) / or possibly /. Tee (h) 6aawiz (Eaayiz) /. 

other possible - even probable - Cairene phrases 

for the same question are /iayyi xidma(h)/ and /FLayyi 

xadamaat (ya(a) beeh)/. In fact, it is expressions like 

these which are more frequent than any of the ones mentioned 

by Kaye. Consider for example what a Cairene shopkeeper 

i 
t 

or hotel receptionist or bank or telegraph officer or school 
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headmaster etc. might use when a customer or stranger 
is standing face to face with them. In these situations 
/raawiz (Eaayiz) eeh/ would not only be inappropriate, 

it would also sound downright rude! 

Kaye's objection to expressions other than the ones 

he prescribes for Cairene, namely 'They are, statistically 

speaking, extremely rare in comparison to normal /Eaawiz 

(r, aayiz) eeh/ and have embedded in them, so to speak, 

extra- linguistic materials' (pp. cit.: 36) is simply 

meaningless. To say that they are extremely rare is not 

true - if anything, some of them, e. g. /iayyi xidma(h) 

(ya(a) beeh)/, are much more frequent than Kaye's 

favourite /Eaawiz (6aayiz) eeh/. And to throw them in 

the waste-paper basket on the assumption that they 'have 

embedded in them, so to speak, extra-linguistic materials' 

is like throwing out the baby with the bath water. After 

all it is such meaningful variation which makes the study 

of language in its 'social context' interesting and worth- 

while. Kaye's suggestion that 'frequency should be our 

guide in all matters' pertaining to the question of deter- 

mining what is Cairene and what is not is not very help- 

f ul because it says nothing of how to measure ' frequency I, 

and, moreover, it entails a good deal of arbitrari. ness as 

to the critical number of occurrences ofaform. in order to 

make it Cairene. Besides, the probability of occurrence 

of one form or another largely depends on establishable 

extra- linguistic' - situational and stylistic - constraint 
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This is not to say that there is a categorical co- 

occurrence relationship between language form and 

situational-cum-stylistic constraints; only to say 

that there is a probabilistic relationship. In the 

words of Gillian Sankoff (1973: 45) 'Briefly, I posit 

that linguistic behaviour, like other behaviour, is 

subject to statistical variation which can best be 

accounted for by an underlying model which is Proba- 

bilistic rather than deterministic. I 

In short, one searches in vain for a miraculously 

homogeneous and well-defined Cairene that is spoken in 

an INVARIABLE way by old and young, educated and un- 

educated, Muslim and Christian, male and female, Azhar 

and AUC graduates, of urban and rural origin, in a 

multiplicity of situations ranging from an informal 

domestic chit chat to a formal talk at the Arab Socialist 

Union, say. 

Arabic vernaculars - Cairene included - cannot be 

considered as homogeneous and static varieties of 

language. They are, and always have been, undergoing 

change - albeit slow change - and a number of factors 

like education, urbanization, the mass media, the mosque 

and so on are, and have been for some time, contributory 

to this change. It is unrealistic therefore to assume 

that all members of the speech community in Cairo share 

the same language rules, notably at the level of perfor- 

mance. 

This brings us to the second part of Kaye's hypothesis, 
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namely that MSA is ill-defined! Again, it is the futile 

search for homogeneity in MSA, and consequently the 

intolerance of heterogeneity, which must have led Kaye 

to consider MSA ill-defined. The form /katabataa/ 

'they (fem. dual) wrote' will have more than one phonologica 

realization depending on who says it where and under what 

socio-stylistic constraints. Similarly, the pausal phrase 

/fii madaaris / 'in schools' is attested, contextually, as 

/fii madaarisi ... / and /fii madaarisin ... /, as well as 

/fii madaarisa ... /. Educated Arabs who have not mastered - 

at the performance level - the prescriptive conventions 

of standard Arabic grammar are likely to say /fii madaarisi 

jadiidah/ or /fii madaarisin jadiidah/ 'in new schools', 

both of which are unacceptable to the orthodox grammarians 

of Arabic who would only accept /fii madaarisa jadiidah/ - 

the form /madaaris/ being 'mamnuuE min aSSarf', i. e. it 

takes an a-ending when it is the object of a transitive 

verb and when it follows a preposition. 

But this type of var-ýation does not warrant sticking 

the label 'ill-defined' on MSA. It is by no means peculiar 

to MSA, all living languages have it. Analogous examples 

could be cited for Modern Standard English. For instance, 

the words 'hurt', 'box', 'either', 'fast' and 'often' 

cannot be said to have the same phonetic realization 

irrespective of the biography and origin of the native 

performer. Similarly, lexical variation is exemplified by 

the occurrence of pairs of items like 'side-walk' (U., S. A. ) 

and 'pavement' (Britain), 'railroad' and 'railway', 'fall' 
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and 'autumn' 
, and so on. Nor, of course, are English spell. 

rules the same in America and Britain; compare, for instani 

'color' and 'colourl, 'leveled' and 'levelled', 'center' 

and 'centre', and so forth. Standard English is not 

free from variations at the grammatical level, either. 

Consider: 

I have got/gotten a new car. 

None of the students know/knows the answer. 

This horse is different from/to (? than) that one. 

One should know what one/he is talking about. 

(Where the alternative 'he' has the same 

referent as the subject 'one'. ) 

Or consider this quotation from R. Quirk's essay on 

'Acceptability in Language' (1968: 185). 

But the assumption we have begun to 
criticize was not merely that the English 
teacher made rules but that he had no usage 
problems himself. How justified is this latter 
part? I have recently been reading the proofs 
of a book by a man who has been a professor of 
English for over 30 years: twice on one galley 
I found him using 'false concords' of the type 
discussed by Professor B. M. H. Strang in a 
paper presented to the International Association 
of University Professors of English at the 
Venice Conference of August 1965 and published 
in the Proceedings of the Conference: 

the language and sentence-structure 
of the story is completely native. 
Inevitably the language and style 
is simple and direct. ' 

He has accepted my correction is to are without 
demur, but the fact remains thýi_t is had seemed 
perfectly natural to him when he had written 
these sentences or rather that no clear rule 
dominated his choice of grammatical forms in 
this instance. 

The above are only a few illustrative examples of 

variability in Modern Standard English. Some of these 
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are regionally bound, others cut across regional boundaries 

They are of the same types and orders of variability 

attested in MSA. But nobody has ever said, on the basis 

of such variability, that Modern Standard English is 

'ill-defined''. 

Let us now return to the three works mentioned at 

the beginning of this review. Blanc's article is by far 

the most detailed of these, and, quite naturally, Badawi 

and Ezzat acknowledge it and include it in their bibliograpt 
0 

The paper by Blanc is based on a single 'recording made by 

four Arabic speakers employed at the Army Language School 

in Monterey, California' (Blanc p2. cit.: 86 ). As 

such it has its own limitations. The writer of the article 

himself is indeed mindful of these limitations. 'The 

reader', he says (op. cit.: 86) 'may be shocked to 

discover that the recording was done with all the customary 

safe-guards thrown to the winds: not only are all four 

of the speakers teachers of Arabic, but a good half of theii 

conversation centres upon the "language of the educated"'. 

We must pay tribute to Blanc for his pioneering 

contribution to educated spoken Arabic. His analysis 

of the sample he obtained under the circumstances he 

describes is not only interesting, but also penetrating. 

But as the analysis is based on this extremely limited 

sample of educated spoken interdialectal Arabic, the 

conclusions he draws - although quite pertinent to his 

data - are not borne out by a richer and more varied 

corpus of educated spoken Arabic. 
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Blanc's article is of course informed by Ferguson's 

diglossia. But Blanc makes a fairly significant departure 

from Ferguson: Blanc soon realized that any such dichotomy 

as the proposed diglossic one was insensitive to the facts. 

His paper is entitled 'Style variationsin spoken Arabic: 

a sample of interdialectal educated conversation'. He 

proposes to analyse spoken Arabic not just in terms of 

what Ferguson called H and L forms, but in a rather more 

sophisticated framework of stylistic variation. He 

recognizes five stylistic levels, namely, 'plain colloquial' 

Ikoineized colloquial' , 'semi-literary', 'modified classica- 

and 'standard classical'. 

Stylistic modifications in Spoken Arabic are 

attributed by Blanc to two devices: I levelling' and 

'classicizing'. 'In general, levelling often takes place 

not so much in imitation of a specific dialect as in 

an attempt to suppress localisms in favor of features 

which are simply more common, more well known; these 

may be region-wide dialect features (Aleppine /ii1ju/ 

"what" replaced by "general Syrian" /Juu/) , features 

shared by many dialects and classical (/maE/ "with", 

for Baghdadi /wiya/) or widely understood classicisms 

(Baghdadi /laax/ 'other', replaced by classical /iaaxcLr/). 

The last two are clear and common instances of overlapping 

between levelling and classicization'(op. cit.: 82). 

(My emphasis. ) By 'classicizing' Blanc means the use 

of f orms like /maE/ and /iaaxcLr/ instead of the more 

'genuinely dialectal' forms, e. g. /wiyya/ and /laax/. 
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It is very difficult for educated native speakers 

of Arabic to accept Blanc's five stylistic levels. 

Perhaps levels 5 and 1, i. e. 'standard classical', and 

'plain colloquial' respectively are fairly easy to 

establish in terms of formal linguistic features; but 

the other three levels can hardly, if at all, be verified. 

For level 2, i. e. Ikoineized colloquial' is presumably 

distinguished from level 3, i. e. Isemi-literary' , by the 

claim that the former is marked by levelling devices 

while the latter is characterized by classicizing 

devices. But since the boundaries between the so-called 

'levelling' and 'classicizing' devices are not clearly 

drawn in the first place (cf. Blanc's acceptance of 

'overlapping between leveling and classicization' above) 

it is not clear how these processes are recognized. 

At any ratey Blanc's attempt is a welcome addition 

to the literature on Arabic linguistics. One might even 

say it constitutes a turning point in the history of 

Arabic linguistics. For the first time, variability in 

spoken Arabic is recognized and an attempt is made to 

systematize it without sacrificing inappropriate data 

Blanc's article should have served as a warning for those 

who some ten years later were still talking of 'well- 

defined' and 'ill-defined' languages or forms of the 

same language -a prescriptive approach typical of 

almost all the literature on Arabic linguistics which 

has failed to come to terms with variation. Blanc's 

article therefore merits a more detailed scrutiny, not 
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so much to discredit it as to expose the linguistic 

statements it contains to further illumination. 

These general linguistic statements will be considered 

in the light of a sizeable corpus of educated spoken 

Arabic collected during January, February and March of 

1976 in four Arab countries, namely, Egypt, Syria, Jordan 

(including the West Bank) and Kuwait. 

Altogether we have recorded fifty-two tapes of 

educated spoken Arabic in the above-mentioned Arab countries 

This large body of data comprises unscripted, unprepared 

conversations and discussions based on a wide range of 

inter-personal relationships. The informants are native 

speakers of Arabic - men and women - whose ages range 

from 17 to 60 years. Occupationally, they fall into 

the following categories: 

i. Students (at high school, teacher training 

college and university) . 

ii. Teachers and lecturers. 

iii. Civil servants from many departments, e. g. 

Health, Islamic Affairs, Telecommunications, 

Income Tax, as well as Radio and Television 

services. 

iv. Private business employees. 

V. Singers , musicians and actors. 

vi. Writers and 3ournalists. 

vii. politicians and diplomats. 

viii. Doctors - 

ix. Engineers. 
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A random sample of about ten of our tapes will be used 

for demonstrating that Blanc's statement is inadequate. 

In order to be both brief and to the point, we will 
limit the discussion to Blanc's description of morphology 

and syntax - the area where Blanc's data are extremely 

impoverished. We will try to show that Blanc's conclusions 

do not have any predictive validity outside the small 

body of data from which they emerged. In fact, most of 

his conclusions fall short of approaching the status of 

general tendencies, let alone rules, of educated spoken 

Arabic. 

At the levels of morphology and syntax we will be 

particularly concerned with the following features of 

educated spoken Arabic: (a) iiEraab, i. e. case endings, 

(b) negation, (c) the passive, (d) numerals, (e) 

complex sentences, and (f) word order. 

(a) FLiErcLab (case endings) 

Blanc (op. cit.: 101) says that in his sample of spoken 

Arabic 'There is no trace of iiErcmb, except (a) in the 

one proverb quoted in Classical Arabic; (b) in the 

phrase /pakullin/ I in any case', which is widespread 

in many colloquials and not peculiar to semi-literary 

style; (c) in the /-an/ ending of many adverbs'. It 

is a mistake to assume that such is also the case in any 

sample of educated spoken Arabic. Consider the following 

counter-evidence - the relevant endings are underlined. 
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lluycL lEarcLbiyye yaEni lahaa waBE xaaSS 
-Tannahaa luycýtu lquricLan, wa hunaaka 
rtibuaT bayna Hislaam wa bayna llu-ycL 
lp, cLrcLbiyye . 

-.. illuya lEarabiyye tabmil 
turaae ! ZarbaEata Eajara qarnan. (Tape 
4: The speaker-is an Arabic specialist 
(like Blanc's informants) talking to a 
group of listerners about the role of 
Arabic in the school curriculum). 

'Arabic has a special position in that it 
is the language of the Koran. And there 
is a connection between Islam and the 
Arabic language. The Arabic language is 
the vehicle of fourteen centuries of 
heritage. ' 

Note that the underlined endings fully conform to the 

system of case endings of Classical Arabic (and MSA). 

Of particular interest in this example of educated, 

spoken, unscripted, unprepared Arabic is the occurrence 

of the phrase iarbaEata 6alara qarnan 'fourteen centuries', 

which not only nicely illustrates the use of the 'right' 

case endings, but also exemplifies the Classical concordial 

relationship between the so-called 'compound number' 

. TcLrbcLr, cLta Ea Icira and the noun, qarn. 

2. S! ahlan f 
il. Turdun 
final -n 
rules of 
Lebanese 
Jordan; 

iik wcL filiurdun wcL fii iahl 
wcL mustamiEii lTurdun. (With 
of mustamiEiin deleted by the 
iiEraab. ) (Tape 17: A 
actor interviewed on Radio 
unscripted speech). 

'You are welcome and so are Jordan and 
the Jordanians and the listeners. ' 

3. bibaye yakuun qarai mina lkutub, wa 
Earafa maa fiihaa. (Tape 27: An 
Egyptian proof-reader (Arabic mubaqqiq 
'verifier') of new editions of classic 
books on Arabic talks to the interviewers 
about his job at the Ministry of 
Information in Kuwait. ) 
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'Such that he will have read some books 
and known what is in them. ' 

4. wcL laa qiimata lahaa. (Tape 2 7) 

'And it has no value. ' 

5. kuntu Turiid. Tan Taquul 
. 2anna lxaliig 

ilEcLrcLbii rdyrrýcL ! ZannahuiguzYun min 
icLrDi lwaTani lEarabii . 

7. (Tape 31: 
An Egyptian journalist - English 
specialist - talks about his job. - 
and hobbies to an interviewer on 
Radio Jordan. ) 

'I was going to say that the Arabian 
Gulf, although it is part of the Arab 
land ... I 

6. btuTlub S! afyaai yaEni ma ttufiqa 
Ealayha nihaa! Ziyy4n. A (Tape 20: 
Syrian fourth-year maths student at 
Damascus University talking to a group 
of eight people (men and women) about 
his ex-fiancee's unrealistic demands) 

' She demands things which were never 
agreed on. ' 

The conclusion to be drawn from the above illustrations 

of educated usage is that, although a good deal of educa- 

ted spoken Arabic exhibits no case endings, it is none- 

theless wrong to claim that 'There are no occurrences of 

classical iiErcmb other than such as also occur in plain 

colloquial'. A fairly large proportion of educated 

spoken Arabic does carry full marks of Classical iiEraab 

which in no sense can be said to be restricted to what 

Blanc calls I set phrases' and 'proverbs' . 

It is also worth noting that speakers who know the 

'rules' of Classical iiEraab are not consistent in 

applying these rules to their speech. This is reminiscent 
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of what William L-abov (1972b: 93) has called 'inherent 

variability,, i. e. variation in the speech of the same 

person which is without (or seems without) any apparent 

motivation (cf. Bickerton (1971: '458)). Perhaps such 

variation is after all controlled by a set of variable 

linguistic and extralinguistic constraints. To deter- 

mine the exact nature of these constraints would require 

a more systematic investigation than the present rather 

sketchy account. But one thing is clear from the corpus 

of data on the tapes we have collected, namely, that such 

inherent variability is indeed characteristic of many 

features (phonological, grammatical and lexical) in the 

speech of educated Arabs in contradistinction to the speech 

of illiterate, older Arabs (notably women) who, by sheer 

necessity rather than design, tend to be committed to a 

fairly homogeneous colloquial which exhibits little or no 

variation at any one time. 1 

Negative Particles 

According to Blanc (op - cit .,. 105) , 'Negative particles are 

entirely dialectal, except for the fixed expression /la 

baas/. In general, any such categorical statements about 

language are either misleading or too simplistic, or both. 

1. This statement must not be taken to contradict what 
was said earlier on when discussing Kaye's 'well-defined' 

concept of colloquial Arabic. Here I am talking about 
the speech habits of a certain sector of the community, 
whereas Kaye was referring to a very broad front of 'well- 

defined' colloquial. 
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But since Blanc's description relates specifically to his 

own corpus of data, one cannot take issue with him on 

that score. However, anybody who reads Blanc's article 

might unwittingly be led to thinking that his (i. e. Blanc'$) 

conclusions apply to educated spoken Arabic at large. 

That this is not the case can be illustrated by the follow- 

ing examples. (The relevant particles are underlined. ) 

yarni bihimmna iinnu ykuun 
yayr muqallid. (Tape 4: 
specialist (female) talks 
six people about the aims 
in schools. ) (cf. collo 
she does not use. ) 

Tbal. ib n-ubtakir 
A Palestinian art 

to a group of 
of art teaching 

quial mil, which 

'It is important to us that he be a student 
with originality - not a mimic. ' 

2. haabihi FLadawcLat laa yastaynii 6anha 
iinsaan. (Tape T--. An Arabic specialist 
(male) talks to a group of six people 
about the aims of teaching Arabic in 
schools). 

'These are devices which no one can do 
without. ' 

3. ba. Taali bcLwcLcLli sabiE siniin lam icLqr, cLT 
nafrit iaxbaar. (Tape 17: A Lebanese 
actor talks about his experience in 
broadcasting to an interviewer on Radio 
Jordan). 

'For nearly seven years I have not read 
anews bulletin. ' 

4. tatawctqqcLf Eala lj aah wa laysa iýala 
lkafaaiah. (Tape 23: An accountant 
from Jordan talks about the attitudes 
of the management of the firm where he 

works; four other participants (three 
being his colleagues) are listening to 
him. ) 

'This depends on prestige, not qualifications. ' 
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5. raiiis ilqisim hoon laa yatamattaE 
(Tape 23) (See ex. 4) 

'The head of the department here does 
not enjoy ... 

(c) Classical Passive Forms 

In Blanc Is words (. 2p. cit.: 104) ,I Classical passive 

forms occur three times, all in B; two of these occurren- 

ces are in the set phrase /maa yusamma/, /maa tusamma/... 

and one in an inflected perfect which, however, comes close 

to being a fixed technical expression in educated discussions 

of this sort /tustarmal/ Taken to its logical con- 

clusion, this statement means, in effect, that 'Classical 

passive forms' are not attested in educated spoken Arabic, 

apart from a few stereotyped 'set phrases'. This claim 

by Blanc, in fact, echoes what he says about iiEraab and 

negative particles - Blanc is very consistent. But the 

corpus of educated spoken Arabic that we possess - contrary 

to what Blanc might expect - abounds in what he calls 

classical passive forms. Consider the following examples 

in support of a very strong counter-claim - the relevant 

passive forms are underlined. 

kaan yuSawwar Eala lhawaa! Z (Tape 17: 
A Lebanese actor talks about his 

experience to an interviewer from Radio 
Jordan). 

'It used to be photographed and trans- 

mitted direct. ' 

2. da yuqrai filmaktabaat. (Tape 27: An 
Egyptian proof-reader of new editions 
of classical books on Arabic talks to 
two interviewers about his job at the 
Kuwaiti Ministry of Information) . 
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'This is read in libraries' 

3. bii, 7r,! xa. Trij ilkuweet. (Tape 27) 

'It was sold outside Kuwait' 

4. wcL min hunaa tursam iaýyaanan ... (Tape 31: Egyptian journalist) 

'Hence it is sometimes pictured 

wcL TuF. Tivat bcLqq ilmubaamaat. 
(Tape 20: Syrian college student) 

'And she was given the right to become 
a lawyer' 

6. rindamaa qubilt muEiid. (Tape 20: 
Syrian Graduate Assistant) 

'When I was accepted as a demonstrator' 

7. law Tutiibat iili BBuruuf. (Tape 11: 
A Palestinian student reading English 
at Ein Shams University in Cairo, talk- 
ing to a group of five persons - all 
men - about his future plans) 

'If I was given the opportunity' 

lirLannahaa iunliiat bixadamaat ... 
(Tape 23: An accountant from Jordan) 

'Because it was established by the 
service of 

9.5! intudibt lilmurcLcLfEcL fii qcLDiyyi. 
(Tape 22: An Egyptian female barrister 
interviewed on Radio Cairo) 

'I was commissioned to defend a case' 

10. ilmasrcQ ijjamaahiiri lam yu baEd. 
(Tape 23: A Syrian English-supervisor 
participating in a discussion on 'The 
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Cinema and the Theatre in the Arab 
World'. Four other participants are 
involved: two men and two women) 

'The public theatre has not been 
"born" yet' 

Numerals 

'The numbers above "one" remain entirely colloquial", 

says Blanc cit.: 107) (my emphasis). Once more, 

Blanc is being very categorical! The phrase 'entirely 

colloquial' is not compatible with the title of Blanc's 

article: 'Style Variations in Spoken Arabic', for such 

categorical claims leave no room for variation. Even 

if we accept it as a fact that all the examples of 

numerals in Blanc's corpus happened to be 'entirely 

colloquial I, we should still be unhappy about his in- 

f lexible claim. 

It would have been dif ferent if Blanc had just said 

that all the occurrences of nuinerals in his corpus were 

entirely colloquial. This would have been appropriate. 

But it is obvious from the way he actually puts it that 

he is claiming more than just that. Reading Blanc's 

paper one cannot help feeling that his statements are 

intended to have a wider and more encompassing applica- 

bility. If so, then he is wrong, as the following 

examples will illustrate. (The relevant numerals are 

underlined. ) 

**. tabmi 1 turacLE) S! cLrbcLrcLta Ea jara 

qarnan. (Tape 4: An Arabic specialist 
(male) talks to a group of six people 
about the aims of teaching Arabic at 
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schools) Note that in this example - as has been mentioned - the numeral 
occurs in a form which is 'entirely 
classical''. 

transmits the culture of fourteen 
centuries' 

2. ... lam tazal kamaa kaanat munbu xamsiina 
Eaaman. (Tape 20: Syrian graduate 
assistant) 

I... is still as it used to be 50 years 
ago' 

3. yaEni S! aflaam ilxamsiinaat. (Tape 23: 
Syrian English-supervisor) 

'I mean the films of the 50s' 

4. TcLcLlbeh S! infaai maEhad lirraqS iffarqi 
maE ilbaaleeh ilEaalami yaEni wcLIattaan 
maa bayn ilii8nayn 

, 
ya6ni. (Tape 23: 

A Syrian woman-student at the University 
of Damascus participating in a group 
discussion on 'The Cinema and the Theatre 
in the Arab World'. Total number of 
participants five: three men and two 
women) 

'She has asked to be allowed to establish 
an institute for Oriental dancing along 
with the international ballet, and how 
different the two types are! ' 

5. min sanat iuula iibidaaii. (Tape 23: 
A Lebanese book-agent in Kuwait telling 
two Egyptians about his early experience 
with co-education) 

'From the first elementary class' 

The above examples show that numerals in educated spoken 

Arabic are not 'entirely colloquial' . However, in fairness 

to Blanc, it must be added that in the speech of even. high- 

ly educated Arabs numerals tend to occur much more frequently 

in colloquial forrm than classical f orms. And yet the restricted 
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occurrence of classical numerals in educated spoken 

Arabic is very interesting from a linguist's point of 

view and almost certainly has implications for such 

factors as the speaker's curriculum vitae, his atti- 

tudes to language usage and the formality of the 

situation. For it is usually the Arabic specialist 

who is aware of , loyal to, and proud of the classical 

norms who, in formal (or even semi-formal) situations, 

tends to abide by these norms. In a Labovian quanti- 

tative analysis of educated spoken Arabic, the language 

habits of these 'classicalists' are bound to raise the 

proportion of prestigious to stigmatized forms. 

(e) Complex Sentences 

Blanc is very brief on this point. He observes that 

his informants tend to use long sentences with embedded 

clauses. 'While not strictly a feature of classiciza- 

tion I, writes Blanc (op. cit.: 109) , 'the notable 

tendency, especially in B, to use long-winded sentences 

with many subordinate clauses ... may be regarded as a 

feature characteristic of elevated style'. Blanc men- 

tions only one very popular type of subordinate clause 

which his informants tended to use, namely the relative 

clause. He adds that one of the consequences of this 

tendency is that the antecedent of the relative pronoun, 

S! al8aaiid gets I lost in the shuf f le 

One might add that it is not only relative clauses 

that are very frequent in educated spoken Arabic. As 

frequent, if not more frequent, are the following, where 
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the relevant clauses are underlined: 

1. noun-clauses introduced by iinn(u), e. g. 

yaEni bihimmna 2innu kuun Tactlib mubtakir 
yayr muqallid. (Tape 4). 

'It is important that he be a student of 
original thinking, not a mimic. ' 

2. adverbial clauses of 'circumstance' introduced 
by /wcL/, e. g. 

badait ilfann wana sinni Zyiir yaEni. (Tape 17). 

'I started art in early childhood. ' 

3. adverbial clauses of time, e. g. 

bisannt issittawxamsiin lammaa iafalat 
iiffcLrq iliadnaa ... taEaaqadat maEi 
iaHibaaEa ssaEuudiyye. (Tape 17). 

'In 1956, when the Near East (Broadcasting) 
Corporation)was closed, the Saudi Broadcasting 
Corporation and I signed a contract. ' 

4. Conditional clauses introduced by /. 2iba(a)/ 
or one of its allomorphs, e. g. 

wcL qabla kulli layi, iinnamaa tufliýu 
lmaqcLcLlatu filmaii ii5aa Saadafat hawcLn 
filfuiaadi; (Tape 20). 

'And first of all, a statement about a 
person will be pertinent if it is genuinely 
felt. ' 

5. adjectival clauses, e. g. 

wibtuTlub maTaaliib maa ianzala LLaahu 
bihaa min SuLTaan. 

'And she demands things (which) "God has 
not authorized". ' 

It is worth noting that very often educated Arabs 

spontaneously complicate their syntax by using too many 

embedded clauses which amount to a mere display of 
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verbosity (Cf. Labov (1969 0, -. 11-19) ). Not only does this 

vacuous verbosity complicate the utterance; it also 

obscures the meaning. As Labov (op. cit.: 19) puts it, 

'The accumulating flow of words buries rather than strikes 

the target'. The following example from Tape 3 illustrates 

this point. 

kamaan binnisbe lalmabaaSiil iSSeefiyye haabi 
iahamm ... ya6ni muhimme jiddan iinnu raab 
itsaaEid TilicLmTcLar haay Ealaa ziraaEit 
ilmcLýcmSiil iSSeefiyye wa xcLaSScLtan ilmcibcLcLSiil 

_ilbaEliyye-, ... wa kabaalik Ealaa tsaaEid 
Ealaa ... zircnEt iliajjcLcLr ilmuemira wa 
li2annu fii qisim kabiir min ilialiaur 
ilmuemira mi8l izzeetuun willooziyyaat iuu 
yeeru nzarcLE haabi liamTaar TcLbEan bitsaaEid 
Ealaa numuww haabi lialjcLar illi nzarEat. 
(Tape 3: An agriculture specialist responding 
spontaneously to a liv,, e question on radio Amman). 

The gist of the above display of words is that 
'the recent rain will help summer crops and 
fruit trees (like olives and almonds) grow'. 

(f) Word Order 

This is the last of the features we arbitrarily selected 

from Blanc's article for discussion in this brief survey. 

Here again - in his typical style - Blanc states at the 

outset that 'The dialectal word order is essentially 

retained, except that classical morphemes may come either 

at the place required in classical or at that required 

for the equivalent dialectal morpheme. Thus /faDTarreet 

. 2ana Tan Taltuyul FLayBan/ "so I had to work also" (B 2***) 

has /iayBan/ in its proper classical place, ... Similarly, 

/fcLqcLT/ "only" is in its classical position in 

/bilEaammiiya faqaT/ "in colloquial only" (B 2'** ), but 

the same speaker puts it where colloquial /bass/ would 

occur in /fcLqaT billuya lEaammiiya/ "only in colloquial" ... 
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107). 

Blanc says very little about word order, and what 
little he says is neither informative nor accurate. For 

in Classical Arabic the word /iayDan/ is not confined to 

sentence-final position. Thus in the classical equivalent 

of Blanc's example, i. e. in 

fcLDTurirtu ian ialtayil, 'I was forced to work' 

the word /. TayDan/ can occur either after ialtayil, viz: 

1. fcLDTurirtu £an £altayila £ayDan, 

or between the first two words, viz: 

2. fctDTurirtu £ayDan £an ialtayil. 

Similarly, the word /faqcLT/ has no invariable position in 

Classical Arabic. Consider: 

3. haaba rrajulu fcLqcLT muSaabun biljadarii. 

4. haaba rrcLjulu muSaabun biljadarii faqaT. 

Of course, the meaning of sentence 1 is not the same as 

that of sentence 2, and the meaning of 3 is not the same 

as that of 4. But Blanc does not seem to be interested 

in meaning; he is only concerned with distribution. 

Blanc's article has influenced the above-mentioned 

two works by Badawi and Ezzat. The first of these - 

Badawi's book - owes to Blanc its main theme and details 

of technique, although naturally the writer contributes 

a great deal of his own, notably in connection with the 

mutual interaction between language, on the one hand, and 

society and culture on the other. 

Like Blanc, Badawi recognizes five levels in contemporar 

Egyptian Arabic. However, as mentioned above, Blanc's 
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corpus is restricted, whereas Badawi's is much more 

f lexible. Badawi takes into consideration data arising 

from various real-life situations of language use - 

greetings, buying and selling, lectures , political discus- 

sions, and so on. moreover, Badawi claims that,, whereas 

Blanc's five stylistic I levels' are recognised on the 

basis of formal linguistic criteria, his own five levels 

are established, in the first place, in terms of socio- 

linguistic criteria. 

Badawils five 'levels' are defined as follows: 

fuSbcL tturcLcLG (i. e. Classical Arabic) : 
Traditional, literary (language) rela- 
tively uninfluenced by anything. 

2. fuSba ledx (i. e. Contemporary or 
Neo-Classical Arabic): Literary 
(language) influenced by contemporary 
civilization. 

3. raammiyyatu lmuGcLqqafiin (Vernacular 
of the educated): colloquial (language) 
influenced by both the literary (language) 
and contemporary civilization. 

4. Eaamiyyatu lmutanawwiriin (Vernacular 
of the enlightened): colloquial 
(language) influenced by contemporary 
civilization. 

Eaammiyyatu liummiyyiin (Vernacular of 
the illiterate): colloquial (language) 
relatively free from the influence of both 
the literary (language) and contemporary 
civilization. 

The first of these five 'levels' is, according to Badawi 

almost exclusively the prerogative of Azharites in their 

religious talks. The second level is the vehicle of 

4 

discussing a variety of contemporary topics which call 
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for the use of literary Arabic. The third level is 

the language of the educated and is used for talks and 

discussions concerning abstract topics and contemporary 

cultural issues in the domains of science, politics, art 

and social problems. The richness of this level's 

lexicon and expression and its flexibility have made it 

the vehicle of Egyptian culture and scientific discourse. 

The fourth level is used by literate people in such prac- 

tical daily affairs as buying and selling and, for 

example, relating the news. It is also the medium of 

family talk about daily observations, friends, neighbours, 

food and clothing. The fifth level is associated with 

illiterate speakers of Egyptian Arabic. It is the lan- 

guage of comic plays and country folk. 

The arbitrariness of these functions and the con- 

siderable amount of overlapping between them make it 

extremely difficult to accept this stratification of 

contemporary Egyptian Arabic. The author of the book 

recognises this difficulty of correlating topics with 

language levels, which, incidentally, is reminiscent of 

what Ferguson has unsuccessfully tried to do. 

At all events, Badawi attempts to associate with 

each of his five levels a set of phonological, morpho- 

logical, syntactic and lexical features. Once more , his 

argument is not very convincing and many of his decisions 

are arbitrary. Take, for example, his account of the 

distribution of the so-called verbal (as against the 

nominal) sentence over the fiNýe levels of contemporary 
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Egyptian Arabic. (pp 
- 102-103) : 

in level 1, 'The verbal sentence takes precedence 
the nominal sentence comes next' (in terms of frequency of occurrence in usage). 

in level 21 'The nominal sentence is preferred 
to the verbal sentence by contemporary 
writers. ' 

in level 3, 'The verbal sentence loses ground 
and almost disappears 

... except in 
e. g. sentences beginning with a 
passive verbal form. ' 

in level 4, 'The verbal sentence is curtailed 
even further, and occurs only in 
cases comprising answers to 
questions in which the verb plays 
an important role,, 
e. g. 
- miin laafak hinaak? 'Who saw 

you there? ' 
- lafni naas kitiir 'Many people 

saw met, I 

in level 5, 'The verbal sentence occurs only 
in common expressions and ready- 
made sentences, 
e. g. 
/yismaE minnak rabbina/ 
'May our Lord respond (lit. 
'listen') to you! ' I 

Now,, a linguistic statement capturing the distribution of 

the verbal sentence over the 'social dialects' of Egyptian 

Arabic requires a more scientifically orientated survey of 

the speech community - something along the lines followed 

recently by, for instance, Labov (1972b) - The scanning of 

radio speeches and the impressions of the native speaker - 

important though they might be - are hardly sufficient for 

making a statement of this type. The same criticism 

applies to the asserted distribution of other language 

features on the five levels. 
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Nonetheless, Badawils third level, i. e. Eaammiyyatu 

lmu8cLqqcLfiin, is of special interest to us because it 

has some relevance to the study of educated spoken Arabic. 

Badawi attributes the emergence of this level in Egyptian 

Arabic to the spread and impact of European civilization, 

on the one hand, and to the inadequacy of the colloquial 

(of the illiterate and even enlightened Egyptians) to cope 

with the rising tide of western culture, as well as the 

failure of the majority of Egyptians to use the literary 

language in their spontaneous discussions of all that 

relates to modern life, on the other hand. 

As for the general linguistic characteristics of 

this level, Badawi mentions the following: 

(a) Phonology 

This (third) level is the richest of all five levels in 

respect of the phonemic inventory, which derives from three 

sources: 

the literary language 

2. the colloquial 

a few foreign languages. 

Thus, for instance, a speaker of 6aammiyyatu lmuGaqqafiin 

addressing his equals might use any one of the following 

three forms of the same word: 

/E)-q-b/, /s-q-b/ /t-T. -b/ 'hole'. 

This choicer Badawi claims, is not available on any of the 

other four levels, because the classical (i. e. level 1) 

admits the form /8-q-b/ only, the neo-classical (i. e. level 

2) admits /s-q-b/ and /E)-q-b/ only, and the vernacular of 
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the enlightened and the illiterate (i. e. levels 4 and 
5) admit /t-2-b/ only. Badawi does not say what determines 

the choice between /8-q-b/, /s-q-b/, and /t-i-b/ in the 

'vernacular of the educated', corresponding to a single 

written form. This is a very interesting area in the 

morphophonemics, of Egyptian Arabic and indeed of educated 

spoken Arabic in general. As the example shows: 

)A 
S 

Lt 

ql 
12 

The above variants, however, are not in free variation. 

It should be possible and well worthwhile to investigate 

linguistic and socio-cultural constraints determining the 

probability of occurrence of one or other of these 

variants. 

Morphology 

Since this 'level' is at the centre of the continuum, it 

comes under the influence of the upper and the lower 

strata. Badawi regards the vernacular of the educated as 

an 'entrance' (particularly) into the upper levels. 

Therefore, classical morphemes undergo considerable change 

as they get to this intermediate level. For example, the 
I 

13-term demonstrative system of the literary language is, 

according to Badawi , reduced to a 5-term system for this 

le ve 1; [dal (sing. masc. ) [di] (sing. fem. ), [dool] (pl. 

mas c. & fem. ), [hinal (near spatial reference) and 
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I hinaak I (far spatial reference) . 
Like Blanc, Badawi provides interesting details of 

the phonological and morphological features characteristic 

of the vernacular of the educated. These details may 

lack precision but they make a useful guide for researck- 

ers interested in describing educated spoken Arabic in 

Egypt. 

To turn now to Ali Ezzat's monograph: Intelligi- 

bility among Arab Dialects. This is a study of the 

mutual intelligibility of some dialects of Arabic, carried 

out while the author was lecturing in linguistics at 

Beirut Arab Univers4ity. 'This University is attended 

by students of various Arab nationalities: Lebanese, 

Syrians, Jordanians, Palestinians, Kuwaitis, Bahrainis, 

Iraqis, Algerians, and Egyptians. The question of lack 

of reciprocal intelligibility has not been raised among 

these students who conduct their daily affairs in their 

own dialects. Thus, it occurred to me to investigate 

the common features that help towards this mutual under- 

standing' (Ezzat (op. cit.: 9)). It is almost cer- 

tainly untrue to say that students of different origins 

'conduct their daily affairs in their own national 

dialects' . For%while it may seem that they are using 

their national dialects a closer investigation would show *1 

that they in fact resort to a conunon koineized variety oý LO 

Arabic - ESA. Although Ezzat himself elsewhere recog- 

nizes this fact, it is irreconcilable with the preceding 

alm. 

UNIVERSITY 
LIBRARY 
LEED. Sj 
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Ezzat's study is based on (1) a tape-recorded 
I 

natural conversation in which five Arab students from 

Egypti, the West Bank of Jordan, the East Bank of Jordan, 

Bahrain and Algeria took part, (2) the author's own ob- 

servations over a period of three years of the Lebanese, 

Syrian and Palestinian dialects, (3) some literature 

pertinent to the dialects in question, (4) intuitions of 

native speakers of these dialects. 

Among the author's observations are two, by now 

familiar ones, namely, that educated Arabs use 'hosts of 

classical words and expressions', and make adjustments 

whereby a speaker replaces some of his own dialectal 

features with their equivalents in the dialect of another 

speaker in a particular situation., Thus, the East Bank 

Jordanian informant who took part in the recorded con- 

versation mentioned above is quoted by Ezzat (OP. cit.: 

12) to h ave s ai d: 

I. Tinta. txalliina. niuul gaamea ... li! Zannu 
S! inta-lli 6am btis. Tal ... law waabid taani 
byis2al yeerak ma baiul gaamEa ... I 

(You are making me say [gaamEal ... because 
you are the one that is asking (me) ... If 
somebody else was asking I wouldn't have said 
[gaamEal. ) 1 

The author considers the recorded conversation mentioned 

above as 'a fair representative of educated spoken 

Arabic (henceforth referred to as ESA) which is the sub- 

ject of the present paper' (Ezzat (OP. cit.: 

1. The point here is that the Jordanian informant con- 

cerned usually says /jaampa/ not /gaamEa/. 
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I Ezzat gives a brief account of the 'points bf similarity 

and difference in ESA varieties' at the levels of phonologyr 

grammar and lexis. His approach is similar to that of 

Blanc and Badawi in the sense that he takes a particular 

feature, e. g. 'Negation of verbs', and examines how it is 

employed by the dialects under consideration. However, 

there is a fundamental difference between Ezzat's approach, 

on the one hand, and that of Blanc and Badawi, on the other 

hand.. Ezzat has tried to describe ESA in its own terms 

without resorting too often to the classical and collo- 

quial for frames of reference. To illustrate this app- 

roach, consider how he deals with, for instance, the 

grammatical feature: 'Negation of verbs' (op. cit.: 26). 

'The particles ma(a), ma ... 1(i) and mil are 
used for the negation of verbs in ESA, but 
they are distributed as follows: 1. In Egyptian 
Arabic the particle ma ... I is affixed to 
perfect, simple prefix imperfect and bi-prefix 
imperfect verbs, e. g. 

ma kalli ktiir (He didn't eat much) 

The particle mil is affixed to ba-prefix verbs, 
e. g. 

milbayzurna-nniharda (He is not going to visit 
us today. )' 

Having done this for Egyptian Arabic, the author goes on 

to describe the distribution of the negative particles in 

the other varieties of Arabic. Not once does he mention 

Classical Arabic or Colloquial Arabic as frames of refer- 

ence for his description of this grammatical feature. In 

so doing Ezzat saves himself the trouble of having to 

force the facts of ESA into the strait-jacket of the Classi- 
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cal and the Colloquial. However, Ezzat's monograph is 

rather disturbing for two main reasons: (1) the author 

sets out to describe the intelligibility of ESA, but he 

seems to have confused ESA with the colloquials, (2) the 

author's statement is surprisingly inadequate. 

Let us consider point one first. Reading Ezzat's mono- 

graph one gets the impression that he is not actually 

addressing himself to ESA; rather he is talking about 

the intelligibility of the dialects. In other words, 

he has confused ESA with the dialects. His opening 

sentences when discussing the features he has selected for 

analysis will illustrate what is meant by this confusion. 

Consider: 

I "Negation of Verbs": The particles ma(a), 
ma ... I(i) and mil are used for the negation 
of words in ESA 
'Adverbs: Adverbs in ESA may be classified 
'Use of Prepositions: A large number of pre- 
positions used in the colloquials are identical 

*** ' (Ezzat (op. cit.: 26,27,33) 

It would seem from the above that the author is using ESA 

and Colloquial(s) (or dialect(s)) interchangeably, which 

is unjustifiable. 

In regard to the second point, it may be noted that 

once the author has chosen a particular feature for analysis, 

e. g. INegation of Verbs'. he satisfies himself with a very 

brief discussion of only a few of the elements of that 

feature. Thus, under negation of verbs, for instance, 

Ezzat discusses the following relevant particles only: 

ma(a), ma ... f(i), and mil 
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But surely there are other relevant negative particles in 

ESA which should have been mentioned under this category, 

e. g. lam, laa, lan, etc. The author undoubtedly does not 

do justice to the subject, but there is a mitigating 

circumstance, namely, his warning that 'This study, however, 

is not meant to be either extensive or comprehensive. ' (op. 

cit.: 12) . Ezzat's remarks on some of the features of 

ESA are very interesting. For example, in his discussion 

of the use of prepositions he observes that 'different 

relations obtain between certain verbs/nouns and some of 

these prepositions in the different Colloquials. This 

cannot be accounted for on a grammatical basis. They can 

best be regarded as a matter of collocation in the colloquials 

concerned. For example, in Lebanese and Syrian Arabic 

certain verbs collocate with the preposition /fi/, whereas 

the same verbs collocate with the preposition /bi/ in the 

same place in Egyptian Arabic. The following attested 

examples (Ezzat, (op. cit.: 33) ) illustrate this point: 

Lebanese Egyptian Translation 

yit. Tayyid fiiha yit. Tayyid biiha (He is bound by it) 

But Ezzat also notes that with certain other forms the 

distribution of /fi/ and /bi/ is reversed. Thus, whereas 

in Lebanese, ' 100% 1 is translated as /miyya bilmiyya/, 

in Egyptian Arabic the same phrase occurs as /miyya filmiyya/. 

In his monograph, Ali Ezzat succeeded in establishing 

two important things: (1) there are more similarities 

than differences between the educated varieties of the 

five Arabic dialects he studied,, (2) there is no lack of 
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intelligibility among the educated speakers of these 

dialects. 

This review has in the main been critical of the 

works discussed but, it is hoped, not carpingly so or 

without some justification. The objective has not at 

any time been to underestimate the value of previous 

work - on the contrary, the contribution to Arabic 

linguistics of Ferguson and Blanc, to name only two of 

the scholars whose work has been reviewed, is and will 

certainly continue to be highly regarded. The basic 

difficulty has*been. that the view of language 'variation' 

hitherto adopted is not particularly apt to the analysis 

of ESA. The more recent work of, say, Labov, C-J. Bailey, 

and Bickerton provides on the whole a more satisfactoy 

conceptual framework for dealing with the facts of ESA, 

as will be shown in the present study. 

Current'theories of'variation 

Variation is a controversial issue in contemporary 

linguistics. Opinion is divided between: 

1. those who regard variation as irrelevant 

to language study and consequently ignore 

it by abstracting away from it (e. g. 

Chomsky) 

2. those who give it marginal recognition and 

attempt to. graft variability onto some form 

of core-grammar (e. g. Klima (1964) and 

Butters (1971a)) - 
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3. those who regard variation as the core of 
language study (e. g. Labov, C-J. Bailey and 
Bickerton). The following quotations will 
illustrate the point. 

(a) 'Linguistic theory is concerned primarily 

with an ideal speaker- listener, in a com- 

pletely homogeneous speech community,, who 
knows its language perfectly and is unaffected 

by such grammatically irrelevant conditions 

as memory limitations, distractions, shifts 

of attention and interest, and errors (random 

or characteristic) in applying his knowledge 

of the language-in actual performance. " 

(Chomsky, 1965: 3) 

(b) 'In the present study the relationship 

between systems as well as the nature of 

their differences will be approached in the 

following way. The syntactic structure of 

each system will be considered revealed by 

the set of rules which most economically 

generates the sentences of the system. That 

set of rules will be designated as its grammar 

The relationship between one style (Ll) 

and another (L2) will be thought of in terms 

of the rules (ýý1-2) that it is necessary to add 

as an extension to the grammar (Gl) of L, 

in order to account for the sentences of L2- 
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A convention will be adopted regarding the 

place where extension rules may be added to 

the grammar. They may not be added just 

anywhere, but must come at the end of 

certain sets of rules; e. g. extension rules 

dealing with the case forms of pronouns must 

come after the set of grammar rules for case 

in the previous system. By this convention, 

extension rules. are prevented from superseding 

previous rules. " (Klima, 1964: 2) 

(c) "It should also be said that my position 

is not that of some Isocio-linguists' - 

viz. that the study of variation is simply 

a valuable adjunct to linguistics - but rather 

that the study of patterned language variation 

in its communicative life cannot be omitted 

from linguistic theory and practice without 

invalidating them. " (C. J. Bailey, 1973: 23) 

While agreeing that variation should form the core - 

not the periphery - of language study, committed variationists 

however, seem to disagree on how variation is to be incorporat 

into the grammar of a language. Basically, there exists 

(at present) som kind of rivalry between two branches of 

variationism. On the one hand, Labov's model proposes to 

incorporate variability into the grammar by means of 

variable rules of a quantificational-cum-probabilistic 

type: in environment E1 use the alternative a, x% of the 

time. On the other hand, C. J. Bailey's dynamic (i. e. 
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time-based) model seeks to incorporate variation into the 

grammar by means of polylectal, implicational rules: if 

a variant X occurs in a less favourable (i. e. lighter 

weighted) Environment E2, it will also occur in a more 
favourable (i. e. heavier-weighted) Environment Eli, etc. 

The Labovian quantitatýve model appears to assume a 

kind of isomorphism of individual- and group-grammars. 

Thus, for. example,, H. Cedergren and D. Sankoff, who 

subscribe to this model, are quoted in Bickerton (1973a: 25) 

as saying 

We have written our rules in terms of 
individual speakers' grammars, and not in 
terms of group or social grammars; but 
these constructs can be attained if 
desired by appropriate adjustments of 
input probabilities [emphasis added] 

Commenting on this issue Bickerton (1973a: 25) says: 

At first sight, this might seem to deny 
the isomorphism of communal and individual 
grammars; but in fact the basic principle 
is preserved. As betwmn the two, only 
relative PROBABILITIES of rule-application 
are seen as varying; the actual rules 
that are applied are shared by both. 

On the other hand Bailey's dynamic model suggests 

that different individuals in the same speech-community 

may have different grammars; variability is related to 

the spreading in time and space of language change, so 

that at a given time, a particular change will not have 

reached some speakers, will be just reaching some, and 

will have passed others. Language variability in this 

model means language change which begins (variably or 

otherwise) in a limited environment and spreads like a wave 

to other environments. This kind of model allows for 
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inter-speaker variability, as well as (where appropriate) 

intra-speaker variability. If the outputs of all the 

individual speakers are arranged sequentially, it is usually 

the case (notably where speech is unmonitored) that 

implicational patterns manifest themselves which are valid 

for the various outputs of any speaker. The matrix on an 

implicational (polylectal) scale portrays what Bailey has 

termed isolects, which are varieties of language with 

only a minimal difference (i. e. change) between otherwise 

identical forms. It is a dynamic - time-based - model 

where an 'earlier-later' relationship holds valid for 

isolects in the polylectal sequence. 

Bailey (1973: 27-28) claims that such a polylectal 

grammar has psychological validity. He says: 

It should be obvious that a polylectal grammar 
can be a psychologically real one, even though 
no single language-user has all of it inter- 
nalized, if every pair of adjacent subsystems 
which are attested are unified in some 
language-user's internalized competence. In 
such a case, there is no risk in positing 
that the whole grammar is potentially 
internalizable for a given language-user 
exposed to all the subsystems of the language. 

But since Bailey's model does not envisage two competences: 

one for speaking and one for understanding, the assumption 

must be that the rules induced from outputs are identical 

with the hearers' and understanders' internalized ones 

(Cf. Bickerton, 1975: 19). 
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CHAPTER 

Definition of ESA and its place in the Arabic 

continuum 

2.1 Towards a definition of Educated Spoken Arabic 

We have so far used the term ESA without defining it. An 

attempt will be made in this chapter to give ESA a tentative, 

working definition -a precise definition entails a full 

description of the forms and functions of ESA, and this 

can only be achieved in retrospect. 

We should do well to try and distinguish ESA from 

two related varieties of Arabic: (1) Classical Arabic 

(and its modern offshoot, Modern Standard Arabic) henceforth 

MSA, (2) Colloquial Arabic. The first of the two sub- 

divisions of this chapter is devoted to this topic, the 

second, consists of an attempt to show that MSA, ESA and 

Colloquial Arabic constitute a continuum. 

2.1.1 ESA vis-a-vis MSA and Colloquial Arabic 

At the very outset it should be emphasized that ESA is not 

an easily identifiable form of language. It is not a 

variety of Arabic that is acquired in full, if at all, by 

any speakers in early childhood; rather the greater bulk 

of it, if not all of it, is acquired later on in life 

principally through literacy and education via Arabic. 

Education, as is well-known, comprises processes and 

activities that help change the behaviour of individuals 
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and groups - usually in culturally desirable directions. 

We are chiefly concerned with those aspects of education 

which are connected with language behaviour. As conceived 

of here, education consists not only of formal schooling, 
but also covers the influence of such institutions as 

clubs, societies, peer groups and the mass media of 

communication. So. when we speak of educated Arabs we 

mean those who have been to school and college as well as 

those whose linguistic behaviour has been appreciably 

influenced by any social, cultural and professional 

institutions, whether or not the latter group has undergone 

any course of formal instruction. 

Now ESA may be regarded as some form of Arabic 
C/l, 

representing the spontaneous, unscripted speech patterns 

of educated Arabs in a variety of social contexts. This 

variety of spoken Arabic is recognized (at least 

impressionistically) by educated native speakers of Arabic 

as representing their own spontaneous speech patterns 
1; 

but, understandably, the average educated Arab is incapable 

of describing the formal and functional characteristics 

of ESA. The evident circularity of the above working 

1. Even-uneducated Arabs can tell when someone is not 
speaking their colloquial. He is speaking /naýawi/ 
'grammatical', they would say. But /nabawi/ for an illiterate 

Arab is a general label for all the noncolloquial forms of 
Arabic he might hear. It is not possible for him to 
distinguish within the category of Arabic he calls /nabawi/ 
between MSA and ESA. 
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definition Of ESA should not be a cause for concern at 
this stage. Faced with the very similar question of 
defining 'Educated English' , Randolph Quirk (1968: 79) 

puts it as follows: 

'A working definition like 'Educated English' 
is English that is recognised as such by 
educated native English speakers is not as 
valueless as its circularity would suggest; 
it can be made the basis of reaction tests and 
in any case draws frank attention to the 
social basis on which such concepts as 'standard 
language' uneasily rest. ' 

ESA is not coextensive with MSA; while the latter is 

essentially a written form of Arabic which is highly 

codified, the former is a spoken variety of Arabic, not 

nearly as codified. The freedom from rigid standard- 

ization enjoyed by ESA allows the speakers of this variety 

a fairly wide range of choice - by no means random choice - 

at the levels of phonology, grammar and lexis, as can be 

gleaned from the sporadic evidence adduced below. This 

characteristic of ESA makes it a powerful and flexible 

instrument whose use, being relatively free from the com- 

plications of rigid prescriptivism and the attendant in- 

hibitions experienced by speakers, is not confined to a 

few privileged specialists in the community. On the 

contrary, all educated Arabs are cordially 'invited' to 

make use of this variety, and are assured that their usage 

is the sole arbiter as to acceptability. To illustrate 

what is meant here, consider the following example of 

ESA taken from a sample contributed by Speaker 4 (cf. 

appendix 2(i)) who is a Jordanian college principal ex- 
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plaining at a staf f meeting some of the regulations for 

Final Examinations. 

/FLu maa fii maaniE iinnu yuwaDDab haaba 

lbaki liTTuLLaab filqaaEaat min qibalna 

. 2iýna/ 'and there is no objection that 

this speech (i. e. these deliberations) 

be explained to the students by us'. 

The corresponding text in MSA would read - or be read 

aloud as follows: 

l(b) /wcL laa maaniga min £an yuwaDDaba haaba 

lkalaamu liTTuLLaabi filqaaEaat/ 

A comparison of l(a) and l(b) shows the following (among 

others): 

1. The speaker has not used any case endings 
12 

cf. for instance, /liTTuLLaab/ l(a) and 

/liTTULLaabi/ l(b); 

2. The speaker has used the string /iu maa 

fii maaniE/ which MSA does not allow in 

this surface structure form for two reasons: 

(i) the formative /iu/ in the surface structure 

of this string is not generated by MSA rules - 

the corresponding realization in MSA is 

/wcL/, as in 1 (b) ; 

(ii) the 'existential' formative /fii/ does 

1. But one should not prematurely hasten to generalize this 

point; the same speaker does in fact insert some case- 

endings elsewhere in the speech sample. 
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not occur in MSA at all 

equivalent to it being 

/yuujad/ 'there is/are' 

\/'w---jd, which can appear 

cally different version 

l(b): 

- the nearest 

the verb-form 

from the root 

in a stylisti- 

of l(b), viz: 

/wa laa yuuj adu maanirun ... etc. /. 

3. The speaker has used the passive form of 

as indeed would also be appropriate 

in MSA. But he has, in addition, used the 

so-called 'agentive phrase' /min qibalna 

FLibna/, which, quite apart from morphopho- 

nemic considerations (cf. /min qibalina 

naýn/), would be regarded as either odd or 

unacceptable in MSA because the latter has a 

rule which obligatorily deletes agentive 

phrases in passive constructions. 

4. The speaker has used the form /. Tinnu/ which 

consists of the particle /iinn/ plus the 

third person singular pronominal suffix /-uh/ 

realized elsewhere than prepausally as /-u/ 

in this variety of spoken Arabic. This form 

/ýinnu/, which does not, indeed cannot, appear 

in the MSA version l(b) 1. is very common in ESA. 

1. Elsewhere, an MSA form 'equivalent' to /iinnu/ can occur, 
cf: ESA: /qcLalat iinnu jaay/ 'She said he was coming'. 

MSA: /qcLalat iinnahu qaadim/ I She said he was coming 
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5. The speaker has used the verbal noun 

'talk, deliberations, etc. I. Although MSA 

has the root \Tb-ky and the derived nominal 

/bikaaya/ 'tale', yet the form /baki/, or 

even the more likely form /ýaky(un)/, is not 

in the lexicon of MSA; Lisanu 1' arab, the 

well-known and comprehensive Arabic Lexicon 

does not gloss this form. Semantically the 

nearest MSA form to /baki/ is perhaps /kalaam/, 

which derives f rom the root \/R-1-m. 

The above example shows that while ESA and MSA intersect, 

i. e. have features in common, they are by no means coex- 

tensive - Among the features shared by l(a) and l(b) are 

the following: 

same word order, at least with regard to 

certain elements of structure - cf. verb 

and complements in: 

/yuwaMaý liTTuLLaab filqaaEaat/. 

2. verb-particle accompaniment as exemplified 

by /yuWaDDaý/ - /li-/. 

3. use of the passive form /yufaEEal/ exemplified 

by /yuwcLDDaý/ (the backness of the vowel in 

this form can be accounted for by the phono- 

logical rules of Arabic). 

4. use of the demonstrative form /haaba/ for 

[+ masculine, + singular, + near] reference. 
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5. use of the voiceless uvular plosive /q/ 

where appropriate as in /qaaeaat/. 

In addition, most of the lexical items are common to 

both l(a) and l(b) cf. /maaniE/, /yuwaDDab/j /TULLaab/i 

/q(: LcLEcLcLt/. 

But these similarities must not obscure the differences 

between ESA and MSA. Some of the differences exhibited by 

1 (a) and 1 (b) have been dealt with above, and need not be 

repeated here. But it is important to note that, in spite 

of similarities that exist between 1 (a) and 1 (b) ,a con- 

siderable amount of editing - at the morphological, 

syntacticall, phonological and lexical levels - is required 

for converting 1 (a) into 1 (b) . This is hardly surprising! 

ESA is a spoken variety of Arabic which MSA is essentially 

not, land the man who wants to talk at all times like a 

book or a newspaper is a decided oddity' as Mitchell (1975a: 

70) says. The distance between ESA and MSA is, in general, 

far greater than that between educated spoken English and 

written standard English. 

once more, 

To quote Mitchell (1975a: 71) 

1 *-* the distance is much greater between the 
written standard and a spoken regional vernacular, 
cultured or not. Proof of this is the amount 
of editing necessary of a lexico-grammatical 
kind in order to prepare for written publication 
a radio discussion programme between educated 
speakers in, say, the Lebanon. ' 

it must be added that while, as mentioned above, ESA 

is a spoken varietyr it does, in fact, lend itself to 

writing in a slightly modified form of the normal Arabic 

orthography. It is doubtful whether in the foreseeable 
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future ESA will become a fully written variety on a par 

with MSA. Committing ESA to writing would help stabilize 
it and lead ultimately to its codification (standardi- 

zation) , but if ESA should become codified, it might there- 

by lose a good deal of the flexibility it enjoys by 

virtue of being essentially a spoken variety of Arabic. 

ESA is not, however, the only variety of Arabic which 

is spoken, for it shares this aspect with Colloquial 

Arabic. Indeed the position to date in the Arab world 

is such that a spoken colloquial (or vernacular) is the 

first form of Arabic children acquire. In a sense, there- 

fore,, colloquial Arabic - whatever it entails - is the 

nucleus from which ESA emerges under certain conditions of 

education and acculturation. But Colloquial Arabic varies 

from one Arab country to another, and even from one area 

to another in the same country. This variation is 

reflected in some measure in ESA as it is spoken at the 

intra- and inter- country levels. Moreover, of the diverse 

colloquial varieties that exist in the Arab world at 

present none can be properly claimed to be 'pure' or 'well- 

defined' as pointed out in Chapter 1. The improved means 

of transport which have facilitated and speeded-up contact, 

the telephone services, and the mass media of communica- 

tion which expose the old and the young to all sorts of 

spoken utterance are only a few of the instruments which 

contribute to an ongoing process of change in the Arabic 

colloquial itself., The colloquial a father learned in 
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his childhood some 40 years ago cannot be the same as the 

one his children are learning now, in the same region. 

But in spite of this fact linguists do 'idealize' 

and speak of this colloquial or that as though it were 

homogeneous and possessing discrete boundaries. For the 

sake of argument let us define as 'pure' colloquial the 

speech patterns of native speakers of Arabic 

1. who are illiterate, 

2. whose speech is relatively free from the 

influence of educated Arabic. 

It is reasonable to claim that speech communities in 

the Arab world satisfy these two conditions to-varying 

degrees on a scale ranging from 0% to 100%. For instance, 

. 
the spoken language of rural and bedouin regions, by and 

large, comes closer to the pure colloquial end than, say, 

the spoken language of urban regions in the same country. 

In fact, middle-aged and elderly illiterate persons, notably 

women, in a rural or bedouin area, who do not have occasion to 

travel far and are taken up with the daily routine of life 

at the settlement, are not, at present merely hypothetical 

entities. In spite of the fact that their numbers are 

fast diminishing, such persons exist; and it is their 

language patterns that meet the above definition of pure 

colloquial Arabic. 

Yet even in a small restricted village population there 

are educated people, e. g. the Sheikh of the village 

mosque, the school teacher, the health clinic staff, as 
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well as the new generation of pupils and students. 
Hence, even within a small group there will be at least 

two grammars of spoken Arabic 
1: 

one pertaining to the 

educated, i. e. ESA grammar, and one pertaining to the 

pure colloquial. But the colloquial is 'historically', 

i. e. developmentally, a forerunner of ESA; in other 

words, the grammar of the colloquial comprises, in theory 

at least. a subset of the grammar of the speaker of ESA 

It is also the case that ESA (1) is more flexible and 

more complex phonologically, grammatically and lexically 

than the colloquial, (2) serves a host of functions which 

the colloquial falls short of being able to handle. 

Suffice it to say, at this point, that while the collo- 

quial, unlike ESA, is excellent for a domestic chit-chat, 

it is hopelessly unsuitable for such functions as, for 

instance, a scientific discussion on radio or television. 

This should not be taken to imply that the situation 

envisaged is diglossic; for one reason we are not divid- 

ing linguistic features into L. and H. - there are more 

categories than two involved, and, in any case, we are 

dealing with a continuum (as will be illustrated below) 

of a kind that calls the whole theoretical basis of 

diglossia into serious question. 

1. To say this is to assume, as Labovians do, that npxbers 
of the group share the same grammar; but cf. C-J. 

Bailey's and Bickerton's views on this matter. We are 

also, for the moment at any rate, not taking into con- 

sideration the possibility that in extremely rate cases a 

particular individual might, on occasion, use in his 

speech MSA grammar only. 
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Nor should it be thought that reflexes of colloquial 

Arabic must necessarily be overtly present in a parti- 

cular utterance of a particular ESA speaker. However,, 

in principle, it remains possible to convert utterances 

of an educated Arab into a colloquial form having more or 

less the same meaning. This is not a question of 

translation from one language into another; after all, 

we are dealing with varieties of the same language, and 

indeed - once the conversion is made - then similarities 

of the linguistic features involved will be discernible 

even at the surface structure level. Consider, for 

instance, the same example of speaker 4 quoted above (and 

repeated here): 

l(a) /! Zu maa fii maaniE 2innu yuwaDDab 

haaba 1ýaki liTTuLLaab filqaaEaat 

min qibalna iibna/ 

First of all, the probability of this utterance being 
kv, 

used by an uneducated speaker, i. e. by a speaker of a 

colloquial only, is virtually zero. This is so 

because the utterance was said by a College Principal, 

in a staff meeting, authorizing the members of staff to 

explain to students in examination halls principles of 

some significance for the smooth running of final examin- 

ations. This very specialized context of the utterance 

obviously makes it inappropriate for an uneducated speaker. 

However, an uneducated speaker from the same region as that 

of Speaker 4 might conceivably use one or the other of the 
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following utterances, whose similarity to l(a) is 

remarkable. 

2(a) /. Tu maa fii(j) maaniE (. T)innu yitbayyan 
hcLaDa lbaci lalEummaal bilEamra/ 1 

(Rural) 

'And there is no objection that this talk 

be explained (clarified) to the workers at 
the construction-site. ' 

(b) /iu maa fii(j) maanie (, 2)innu yitbayyan 

haada lbaki lalCummaal bilEamra/ 

(Urban: same meaning as in 2 (a)) 
I 

Now 2 (a) or (b) might be used by the owner of a business, 

say a landlord, authorising his interlocutors - who might 

be his sons? brothers, foremen, etc. - in a 'staff' 

meeting to explain to workers at a particular construction 

site principles (or regulations) of some significance to 

the smooth running of the business. 

it may of course be objected that while l(a) is a 

"real" utterance, 2(a), (b), which are 'invented' to 

match 1 (a) in order that a comparison can be made, are 

not so. Such an objection, if it should arise, can only 

be met by appealing to the judgement of native speakers 

of the varieties of Arabic under consideration. If these 

1. one can imagine an uneducated speaker reporting what 
the college Pincipal said as in: /iu maa fii(j) maanip, 
(i)innu yitbayyan haaDa lbaci (haada lbaki) laTTuLLaab 

biliuwaB/t which retains the original meaning as well as 
the phrase /laTTuLLaab/. 
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native speakers do agree that 2 (a) and (b) are, 
(1) admissible outputs generated by the rules of the 

colloquials in question, and (2) the closest match to 

1 (a) - notwithstanding the existence (or otherwise) of 

other possible outputs - then that should provide justi- 

f ication for treating 2 (a) , (b) as acceptable utterances 

which, for purposes of analysis, can legitimately be 

compared with l(a) . 

Chief among the similarities and differences between 

l(a) and 2(a)/(b) are the following 

1. The string /2u maa fii maaniE 2innu/ is common 

to l(a) and 2(a)/(b), allowing for the pos- 

sibility in 2(a), (b) of attaching the 

(apparently semantically empty) suffix J-1} 

to the form /fii/ thus producing the form 

/fii j/. 

2. The word order in l (a) and 2 (a) /(b) is 

remarkably similar. The only difference 

in this regard is that l(a) has the 

string /min qibalna iibna/ - the agentive 

phrase - which is missing in 2 (a)/ (b) , 

because it is inadmissible in the grammar 

of the colloquials concerned. 

3. The passive f orms /yuwcLDDab/ and /yitbayyan/ 

in l(a) and 2 respectively are not without 

interest. The form in l(a) is derived from 

the root\/w-WD-bl and almost certainly does not 
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belong to either the grammar or the lexicon 

of the colloquials under consideration. 

Hence a form derived from another grammar 

and the totally different \/E-yn root is used 

in 2. Thus, in l(a) the nonpast passive is 

of the generalized form /yufaEEal/ (cf. the 

generalized root \/T-6-1) whereas in 2 the non- 

past passive takes a different form genera- 

lizable as /yitfaEEal/, which typifies the 

colloquial nonpast passive of the sub-class 

of verbs with geminate middle radical: e g. 

/yitgaddam/ 'to be of fered' ( -\/-gi-Tm-) 

/yityabbas/ 'to be dried' ( 

/yitxcLf f af / 'to be made lighter' ( 

It is noteworthy that in l(a) and 2 the verb 

forms derived from the roots \/w-Db and \/b--yn 

take a prepositional NP as indirect object viz: 

yuwaDDab liTTuLLaab (la) 

yitbayyan lal6ummaal (2a, b) 

However, the surface structure realization of 

the preposition is not quite the same in these 

related constructions: in l(a) it is realized 

as /li-/, but in 2 it is realized as /la-/. 

In the environment of [- Noun] i. e. before 

a noun,, not a pronoun, the former realization, 

that is to say,, /li-/, is more formal 

and more prestigious than the latter. The 

choice of the one or the other of these slightly 
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different variants carries implications 

with regard to the biographies of the 

speakers, so that /li-/ indicates that the 

speaker is educated whereas /la-/ indicates 

that the speaker might be 1 
uneducated. In 

this environment, /li-/ is, so to speak, the 

'marked' form of the two. However, in the 

environment of [-Pronominal suffix], with 

the exception of the first person singluar 

pronoun, the same preposition is realized as 

/la-/ and /lee-/ or /il-/, cf. 

/yuwcLDDctb la-hum/ 

/yitbayyan lee-hum/ ilhum/ (stigmatized) 

In this case the form /la-/ is the marked one, 

i. e. the one indicating that the speaker is 

educated; the other forms /lee-/ and /(. T)il-/ 

are stigmatized and indicate that the speaker 

might be uneducated. 

4. The choice of the lexical items /TuLLaab/ 

and /Eummaal/ is of no consequence to the 

comparison we are making. Both items are 

in the lexicons of ESA and the colloquial. 

But the lexical item /qaaCaat/ 'halls' does 

not belong to the colloquial - the nearest 

(prestigious) 

1. The uncertainty is due to the fact that in Jordan 
/la-/ is used by educated and uneducated speakers. 
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semantic equivalent is /iuwaD/ (or /yuraf/). 

In addition, the voiceless uvular plosive in this 

region (though not elsewhere) is itself a marker 

of education. The collocational dependency 

between, on the one hand, /liTTuLLaab filqaa6aat/, 

and on the other, /lalý: ummaal bilEamra/ is worthy 

of notice. In fact, the syntagmatic relationships 

and dependencies obtaining at the lexical (i. e. 

collocational), grammatical and phonological 

levels between the various elements of structure 

in each of these two constructions, i. e. in 

liTTuLLacLb filqaaEaat/ and /lalEummaal bilEamra/, 

are systematic and fairly predictable. Consider, 

for instance, the cooccurrance in the former of 

a series of contiguous prestige markers: 

/fi-/ and the choice of the lexical item 

/qaaEcLat/ with a voiceless uvular plosive /q/ 

as against the corresponding stigmatized elements 

in the latter, namely, /la-/, /bi-/ and the 

absence of uvular plosion. 

Finally, it is instructive to observe that l(a) 

contains the [+ masculine, + singular, + near] 

demonstrative, form /haaba/, which is formal and 

prestigious, and therefore corroborates the 

evidence elsewhere that the speaker is educated. 

In contrast, both /hcLcLBcL/ and /haada/ are 

stigmatized variants occurring in contiguity 

with a set of similarly stigmatized forms 
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(in 2(a) and 2(b)) all of which indicate that 

the speaker(s) of these utterances are likely to 

be uneducated. ) 

The foregoing discussion indicates that ESA is the 

child of constant interplay between MSA and colloquial 

Arabic. Consequently it is unwise to push the separateness 

of MSA and colloquial Arabic too far, for ESA 'provides 

5 

evidence enough of their inseparability', as Mitchell 

(1975a: 73) puts it. The question,, now, is whether ESA is 

entirely contained in the two bases: MSA and colloquial 

Arabic! In other words, can ESA be regarded as a 

'universal set' containing only two sub-sets of features: 

(x 1' x2' x3`xn) and (yj' Y2' Y3'* ' Yn) ' such that the 

sub-set of all the x-features is reproduced in MSA and 

the sub-set of all the y-features is reproduced in 

colloquial Arabic (in the same region)? This seems to be 

an important question. If the answer is in the affirmative, 

then ESA must be seen as a systematic (not random) 

blending of features from the two bases; if the answer 

is negative, it follows that ESA has features of its own, 

as well as features assignable to MSA and colloquial 

Arabic. Either way, it seems that the recognition of 

ESA as a 'separate' variety of Arabic is not in jeopardy. 

Of course, the status of ESA, vis-""d-vis other recognized 

varieties of Arabic, would rest on firmer ground if 

ESA can be shown to possess linguistic features that are 

peculiarly its own. 

An answer to the question will be attempted presently. 
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But there is a small point relating to 'jargon' which we 

should do well to clarify brieflyr for it happens to be 

relevant to the issue. We have rather deliberately been 

using the non-committal term 'variety of Arabic' to 

refer to ESA. We have not decided yet whether it is 

appropriate to consider ESA as a 'dialect' (regional/ 

social) ,aI lect I (see below) ,a' koine ', or even a 

I language I. Mitchell (1975a: 71) refers to it variously 

as 'koinel, or 'standard spoken Arabic' and, at least in 

one or two places, as a 'language': 

It is this linter-Arabic' koine (emphasis 
original) or 'standard spoken Arabic' (emphasis 
added) , together with the processes of 
Ikoineizationl/standardization, that need to 
be investigated in the depth they merit. It 
is a language 

, 
(emphasis not original), it 

might perhaps be added that foreigners are at 
present left to 'pick up' as best they may in 
the absence of teaching and reference materials; 
it is one (presumably a 'language') the Arabs 
themselves are today strongly motivated to 
employ and extend. 

It is futile to make a case for differentiating 

rigorously between 'language', 'dialect' and 'koinel; 

such a task is simply not achievable since all of the 
tlý 

criteria, e. g. mutual intelligibility, isoglosses, etc., 

that have been used by linguists for this purpose leak. 

However, it seems that ESA cannot be considered a 

'language', for to do so would put it on a par with 

Arabic, Hebrew, Amharic, or even English. It is 

probably much safer to regard ESA as a 'lect' (cf. meso- 

lect, below); but let us tentatively - if arbitrarily - 

settle for 'social dialect'. 
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The recognition of ESA as a 'social dialect' is 

justifiable to the extent that it can be shown: 
1- to combine linguistic features systematically in 

ways peculiar to its structure and function vis a-vis 

other recognized social dialects of Arabic, e. g. 

"pure" colloquial Arabic. 

2. to exhibit frequencies of occurrence of linguistic 

features significantly different from the frequencies 

of occurrence of these features in other social 

dialects. 

In this connection, R. W. Fasold (1970: 551) says: 

Social dialects are not differentiated from 
each other by discrete sets of features present 
in the speech of people at one social level but 
completely absent in the speech of people at 
another level. Rather, they are distinguished 
by, differences in the combinations of features, 
and by variations in the frequency of occurrence 
of features which are present in everyone's 
speech. 

In fact features of the sort envisaged are attestable 

in ESA. Some of these are brief ly discussed here. 

1. Agentive Phrase in Passive Constructions 

It will be remembered that the example taken from 

the recorded sample of Speaker 4 contains the so-called 

'agentive phrase' /min qibalna 2ibna/ 'by us' in a 

passive construction. The use of an 'agentive phrase' 

like this one is not attested in MSA or the colloquial. 

However, the phonological, lexical and grammatical 

features of this phrase - qua phrase - are divisible 

between MSA and the colloquial. Thus, for instance, 

/min/ 'from' occurs in both MSA and Colloquial Arabic. 
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/qibal/ (lit. ) 1 via' occurs in MSA only. 

The pronominal suffix /-na/ occurs in MSA and 

colloquial Arabic. 

/q/ (as in /qibal/) occurs in MSA, but not in 

the colloquial of this region. 

/. Tiýna/ 'we' occurs in the colloquial, but not in MSA. 

Nonetheless, what makes the phrase strictly a feature 

of ESA is the syntactic lunction it performs in the 

utterance, i. e. a surface structure agentive phrase in 

a passive construction. 

2. The use of an MSA lexical item with a different 

consonant and/or vowel arrangement: For instance, 

compare the word for 'frog' in the three varieties of 

Arabic (as typical of North-Jordan practice): 

MSA ESA Colloquial 

/Di f di E/ or 

/DcLfdaE/ (as in 

Lisanu l'Arab 

/Bufdar, / /kurrit mayy/ 

or 
/kurrcL/ 

Note, in passing, that, unlike MSA and ESA, the colloquial 

does not have a form for a male-frog, i. e. */kurr mayy/ - 

the attested colloquial form is feminine. In contrast, 

MSA and ESA have both masculine and feminine forms viz: 
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/DifdiE/(masc. ) 

/Di f die ah/ (f eroj 

/DcL f dar 
,/ (masc. ) 

/DcLf darah/ (f em. ) 

As shown by the example, the MSA masculine forms contain 

either two 'close' (front) vowels, /Difdie/I or two 'open' 

vowels (a back, and a front one respectively), /DafdaE/. 

In the ESA form, on the other hand, the vowels are 

'close' (back) and 'open' (front) respectively. In 

respect of consonants, the only differences between the 

MSA and ESA forms pertain to the first consonant: in 

MSA this consonant is a voiced, denti-alveolar emphatic 

plosive, whereas in ESA it is a voiced, inter-dental, 

non-sulcal ampkarLic. ýrlc&tiVP- 
- 

3. The use of an MSA root to derive an ESA form not 

sanctioned by MSA rules: For instance, ESA contains an 

active participle - not a passive participle - form 

derived from the root V*"w7k 'to be/feel ill I, whereas 

MSA 

/Bufdap, / (masc. ) 

/BufdaF, a/(fem. ) 

ESA 

MSA contains the passive participle form only. 

MSA ESA Colloquial 

/mitwap /mcLw, vuuk/ Eik/ 

or 

/mutawaEEik/ 

variously: 

/Sibbtu taEbaane/, 

/mga I Eir/ 

etc. 
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It can be seen that in this case ESA has two variants 

of the active participle: one built after a colloquial 

model /mitwctErik/ (in spite of the fact that N/w-ýEk is not 

in the lexicon of the colloquial) and the other based 

on an MSA model /mutawaEEik/ (in spite of the fact 

that MSA, as already mentioned, does not have this 

particular form). 

Concord 

Concordial relationships in ESA exhibit features 

not shared in toto by MSA or colloquial Arabic. Consider, 

for instance, concord in Noun-Adjective constructions 

where,, to impose a further limitation, the Noun is 

J+ singular, + feminine). 

Examples: 

(i) /luu S! antajt fiihum/ /kammiyya mabduude/ 

'What have I achieved in them? A limited amount. ' 

(Speaker 86) 

We are concerned with the NP: /kammiyya maýduude/, 

particularly with the Noun-Adjective agreement in respect 

of endings, i. e. the vowel pattern of Noun and Adjective. 

To see this concordial relationship in proper perspective 

it will help if this Speaker's output - which is typical 

of ESA - is displayed together with the MSA and the 

colloquial forms the utterance takes. 

variety of concordial pattern 
form of utterance Arabi c N. Adj 

a. /kammiyya mabduudb ESA a-----e 
(Speaker 86) 

b. /kammiyyatan. mabduudah/ MSA an ah 

C. /kammiyye mabduude/ Colloquial ee 
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As can be seen, the speaker has used a pattern of endings, 
(a --- e) , which is neither that of MSA, (an --- ah) , 
nor that of her regional colloquialr (e --- e) . The 

pattern used by the speaker contains dissimilar vowel 

endings whereas the other two patterns contain similar 

vowels,? in spite of the f act that the two patterns in 

(b) and (c) are not identical. 

The form /kammiyya/ which the speaker used is quite 

interesting. it is an MSA pausal-form. The speaker 

presumably deemed it appropriate to use this prestigious 

form, but allowed herself the liberty of using it in a 

non-pausal position. However, the speaker's choice of 

the adjectival ending /e/ seems to indicate that (to 

the extent that she was self-conscious) she did not wish 

to sever all her connections with the regional colloquial. 

Be that as it may, the point we wish to press is that 

ESA tends to combine MSA and colloquial elements in ways 

peculiar to its own structure. Other corroborating 

evidence is presented in the examples cited below, where, 

it is hoped, it is not necessary to repeat the above 

linguistic argument. The relevant NP is underlined. 

(i) SLiliasiila ljaarye (Speaker 4) 

(lit. ) 'the current questions' 

(ii) FLilTazma llubnaaniyye (Speaker 18) 

'the Lebanese crisis' 

(iii) min xaamaat ilbii, 2a lmaballiyye (Speaker 5). 

'from the raw materials of the local environment. ' 

Before we move on to discuss another feature, it must 
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be pointed out that the above concordial pattern is not 
the only one educated speakers of Jordanian Arabic employ; 
both MSA and Colloquial patterns are also used by educated 
Jordanians. For instance, Speaker 5, who used the 

concordial pattern (a - e) in example (iii) , also 

used (in the same encounter) the t MSAOpattern (a h 
-ah 

in /... ittarbiya lfanniyya h /. ' art education', as well 

as the colloquial pattern /e- e) in /Jayle haamme/ 

lan important matter'. This confirms the view (see below) 

that ESA is characterised by more variability than the 

other varieties mentioned. 
I 

5. The use bf the prefix /ka-/ in adverbial phrases is 

an 'invention' of educated speakers of Arabic - probably 

a borrowing from foreign languages, say, English - which 

is not applicable to either MSA or Colloquial Arabic. 

Examples are the following: 

kafiliSTiini, S! ana ial6ur ... 
'As a Palestinian, I feel .*o1 

S! ee I juruurak kaEarabi? 

'How do you feel, as an Arab? ' 

6. Special use of 'the definite article' /FLal-/: 

It was McLoughlin (1972: 64) who made the interesting 

observation that occasionally educated speakers of Arabic 

in Lebanon prefixed the definite article /. Tal-/ to the 

first Noun of the so-called 'construct phrase' in Arabic 

grammar. Consider: 

/. Tal-rubE qcLrn/ I the quarte r- century' 1 

/ial-niSf lubnaan/ ' the half of Lebanon'. 
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Examples like these are not at all frequent (at the 

present time, at any rate) in ESA but they are important 

because they illustrate this peculiarity of usage which 

runs counter to the accepted norms of MSA and colloquial 

Arabic. (cf. MSA: /rubru lqcLrn/. The phrase is not in 

the lexicon of the-colloquial. ) 

In the speech of educated Jordanians, the definite 

article is very often prefixed to the negative particles 

/ycfyr/, /yeer/ and /laa/, a practice which is peculiar 

to ESA. Consider: 

ilqcLfazaat illaa ma6quule (Speaker 78) 

'the incredible jumps' , 

(iv) ilqctfcLzaat ilyeer maEquule (Speaker 78) 

' the incredible jumps' 

Both of these examples are rendered as: 

S! alqcLfcLzaatu yayru lma6quulah in MSA; but 

neither of them occurs in the colloquial. 

7. Loan Words 

unintegrated loan words from English and other languages 

are one of the distinguishing landmarks of ESA (cf. 

Mitchell (1575a: 76-77) , Badawi (1973: 110-115) ). The 

frequency of such loans in BSA is understandable, since 

clearly the majority of typical ESA speakers are the 

61ite and bureaucrats of the Arab world, who will have 

had varying degrees of contact (direct or indirect) with 

foreign languages and cultures. Practically all of 

these ESA speakers claim or pretend to speak at least 

one foreign language - variously English, French, German 
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or Russian. 

Needless to say, the "pure colloquial" speakers do 

not employ loan words, except perhaps in the case of a 

few proprietary names (and makes) of e. g. medical and 

cosmetic commodities like /bansaliin/ 'penicillin' and 

/manaakiir/ 'manicure'. Significantly, such loan words 

as these are assimilated into the structure (phonological, 

morphological and syntactic) of the colloquial, which is 

not the case in most ESA borrowings from other languages. 

Similarly, MSA usage is almost free from unassimilated 

loan words. 

The following are illustrative examples of loan 

words in ESA: 

!? iTTcLcLlibaat Eam bi6aamluu (rather carelessly) 
(Speaker 79) 

'The students are treating him rather carelessly. ' 

haada liktaab baTTu fil (reading list). (Speaker 86) 

'He put this book on the reading list. ' 

bibayE) -Tinnu 
lmaadde haay itkuun (very stiff). 

(Speaker 69) 

'So that this material be very stiff. ' 

(iv) jiib Tiji jdiid; haabi gadiime; haadi (old age) 
(Speaker 46) 

'Bring something, new; this is outdated; this 
is old age (i. e. old fashioned), ' 

(v) haa5a nnooE min il (problems) (Speaker 30) 

'This kind of problems 

(vi) li. Tannu huwcL b (section) u iana b (section) 
(Speaker 11). 

'because he is in one section, and I am in 

another. ' 

(Vii) baynama 1ý; Ijm jlýadiie ilyoom tcLwaSScLL Ma 

j(prefabricated houses) iaw maa yusamma lbuyuut 
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iljaabiza. (Speaker 18). 
'Whereas modern technology has made it possible to have prefabricated houses, i. e. what is known 
as ready-made homes. ' 

The motivation for using such loan words as the above 

must be interesting to investigate. For instance, an 

educated speaker of Arabic, say, a scientist, talking 

in technical terms might very often be obliged to borrow 

a lexical item from a foreign language simply because 

Arabic might not have an equivalent; the motive, in 

cases like this, is clear. However, the examples of loan 

words quoted above (i-vii) do not respond to this need; 

'equivalents' of all of them exist in MSA and even in 

colloquial Arabic. To an outside observer - though 

evidently not to the speakers concerned - such borrowings 

are frivolous, even distasteful. But there must be some 

other (social psychological) force which motivates these 

speakers to introduce such loan words into their speech. 

It is possible - even probable - that by using such 

borrowings the speakers seek to communicate something 

meaningful over and above the ordinary, conceptual meaning 

of the utterance. For example, it may be the case that 

such loan words identify the speaker and, at any rate, his 

immediate collocutors as educate d/culture d; they comprise 

markers of an in-group, as it were, and imply attitudinal 

expectancies of, not only sharing, but also approval 

of the usage. (cf. 'solidarity' and 'power' in the 

sociolinguistic literature). 
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Frequent--usage of certain phrases: 

Educated speakers of Arabic are very fond of using 

a few phrases with a frequency unmatched in MSA or- collo- 

quial Arabic. The following appear to be among the 

commonest of such phrases. 

1-/. TilwcLcLqiE/ or /. filwcLaqiE/ 'actually'. 

Note that the 'status' of these two function- 

ally equivalent variants is not the same. The 

former begins with /iil-/, which is a stig- 

matized (colloquial) form of the definite 

article, while the form /waaqip/ is not in the 
1 

lexicon of the colloquial Incidentally, 

this is an example of a 'defined' nominal form 

where ESA combines elements of colloquial 

Arabic and MSA in a manner peculiar to itself. 

The latter, i. e. /filwaaqip, / is attested as 

a phrase in MSA as well as in ESA - the 

difference is partly accounted for in terms 

of frequency of occurrence and partly in terms 

of the functions the phrase performs in ESA, 

namely, it is much more frequent in ESA than in 

MSA, and it normally functions in ESA as an 

initiator of speech; it is repeated by the 

speaker at various stages of the discourse. 

1. The form /waagiE/Y which is in the lexicon of the 

colloquial means 'falling', and is not synonymous with 

/wcLcLqiE/, nor does it colligate with /fil/ 'in the' ri. e. 

/*fil-wcLagie/ is unacceptable. 
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Related to /iilwaaqiE/ and /filwacLqiE/ is the 

parallel and functionally equivalent pair 
/-TilbaqiiqcL/ and /filbaqiiqa/ 'in fact' . What 

was said about the former pair equally applies 

to the latter pair. 

2. /maa fii lakk/ iThere is no doubt' 

This phrase occurs in MSA chiefly as /maa min 

jakk(in)/ or /laa jakk(a)/, and in colloquial 

Arabic, if at all, as /maa biihaal jakk/. 1 
Its 

frequency of occurrence is, however, much higher 

in ESA than in the other two varieties. 

3. /pibcLcLra ran/ I (lit) expression about/for ' 

This phrase is often used by educated speakers 

of Arabic when they define something in terms of 

something else. For instance, 

/iil2insaan Eibcmm Ean bayawaan ncLaTiq/ 'Man is 

merely a speaking animal'. 

Its use is idiomatic, meaning 'merely, or, a mere'. 

The phrase /Eibaara 6an/ is redundant, for the 

utterance is complete without it; the function 

of the phrase, therefore, seems to be decorativet 

only. Occasionally it infiltrates into written 

Arabic, but in spite of the prestige it acquires 

on the printed page, self-conscious native speakers 

still find it rather improper to use. It remains 

to be added that this phrase is not used in MSA 

and Colloquial Arabic. 
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In summary, the evidence adduced above - which is 

inevitably disparate and is meant to be illustrative, 

rather than either exhaustive or comprehensive - supports 
the recognition of ESA as a 'social dialect' which meets 

Fasold's two criteria - 'differences in the combinations 

of features and ... variations in the frequency of 

occurrence of features'. Moreover, the evidence also 

suggests that ESA has systematic and recurrent features 

which (in form and/or in function) are peculiar to itself 

(cf. surface structure agentive phrases in passive con- 

structions; unassimilated loan words; typical 'hybrid 

forms', and so forth. ) In theory ESA could be studied 

without reference to other co-existing systems like that of 

MSA and that of Colloquial Arabic. But to do so would 

submerge interrelationships between all three varieti. es, 

and would almost certainly induce a false discreteness 

symptomatic of 'static' language - models, with the 

inevitable consequence of obscuring the on-going interplay 

between these related varieties of the Arabic continuum. 

2.2. The Arabic Continuum 

The idea that varieties of the same language constitute a 

continuum is of course not new, but a good deal of credit 

goes to creolists like DeCamp, and to variationists like 

D. Bickerton and C-J. Bailey for giving it serious con- 

sideration in the light of recent developments in linguistic 

theory, notably the study of systematic variability in 

language and the implicational nature of this phenomenon. 
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With regard to Arabic it may not be unreasonable to 

assert that the present state of the continuum is the 

result of the on-going interplay between a complex of 
linguistic and socio-cultural elements. First, the 

existence of a written highly codified and influential 

standard (MSA) side by side with powerful, insistent 

colloquials. Secondly, social, educational and cultural 

forces which have acted on the Arabs for centuries, with 

concomitant opportunities for social mobility, motivate, 

even compel- members of an Arabic-speaking community to 

modify their speech in the direction of the written 

standard. As DeCamp (1971) points out in connection, with 

the fairly similar creole situations, these forces and 

pressures do not operate uniformly on all speakers of 

Arabic; for, if they did, the outcome would be merely a 

uniform narrowing of the gap between colloquial Arabic 

and MSA not a linguistic continuum. 'Rather these 

acculturative influences impinge on different speakers with 

varying degrees of effectiveness, drawing some of them 

more than others towards the standard. The degree of 

acculturation varies with such factors as age, poverty 

and isolation from urban centres. 1 (DeCamp, ap. cit.: 

351) 

The linguistic situation in regard to Arabic is not 

literally a continuum for the following reasons (cf. 

DeCamp, op. cit.: 354) 

i. the number of speakers is finite. 
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ii. the number of (recognised) grammatical, 

phonological and lexical categories is 

f inite. 

iii. the number of variable' language features 

at any given time is limited; the sig- 

nificance of 'variability' to the issue 

lies in- its implicational patterning which 

relates (and integrates) the sub-systems 

of the continuum. (See below. ) 

However, Arabic has a claim to the concept of contin- 

uum for the following reasons. 

(i) All the sub-systems (or 
_lects) 

that can be recog- 

nised by the linguist turn out to be interrelated. For 

example, lects (at least adjacent ones) intersect, and 

the union of all the lects makes the overall (pan-lectal) 

system of Arabic. (cf. Bickerton (1975) and C-J. 

Bailey (1973)). 

(ii) A corollary of (i) is that there is no cleavage 

between the sub-systems. Given a very large and repre- 

sentative sample of speakers' output, it is not possible, 

barring arbitrary decisions, to assign these outputs in 

terms of any set of linguistic variables to two, three, 

four, five - or any other number - of discrete varieties. 

Nonetheless, it remains possible to arrange the out-puts 

of all the speakers along a scale or interrelated hierarchy 

of lects whose number (hopefully manageable) is not to be 

determined aprioristically. Moreover, these putative 
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lects normally pattern in an implicational order (see 

below). 

(iii) A speaker may seem to be talking at his most 

standard (i. e. MSA) level, yet the possibility cannot 

be ruled out (assuming the availability of techniques 

for adequate sampling of a speaker's productive range) 

that in, say, a job interview he might produce features 

even closer to the standard. Similarly, a speaker is 

quite likely to beat his own record, so to say, in talk- 

ing 'downward' in the direction of colloquial Arabic, 

for instance, a quarrel with a neighbour is likely to be 

more colloquial than an ordinary chat with the same 

neighbour (cf. Bickerton, (1975: 186-187)). 

(iv) In an Arabic-speaking community, each Arab commands 

a limited span of the lects that make the continuum. He 

can actively style-shift within these lects only, not- 

withstanding the fact that his 'understanding competence' 

(the term is used in Bailey (1973: 24)) extends to 

lects on the continuum that are outside the ones available 

to the speaker for active production. To quote DeCamp 

(op. cit.: 350) again in' respect of Jamaican creole: 

'Many Jamaicans persist in the myth that there 
are only two varieties: the patois and the 
standard. But one speaker's attempt at the 
broad patois may be closer to the standard end 
of the spectrum than is another's attempt at 
the standard ... Each Jamaican speaker com- 
mands a span of this continuum, the breadth of 
the span depending on the breadth of his social 
contacts; a labor leader, for example, commands 

a greater span of varieties than does a suburban 

middle-class housewife. ' 
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To illustrate the above abstract claims, consider 

first some Jordanian- Arabic answers to the question: 

/! Zee I biEmal Eali/? 'What is Ali doing? ', and suppose 

that Ali is writing something. Among the attestable 

answers are the following. 

1. /buktub/ 

/biktub/ 

/biktib/ 

4. /byiktib/ 

5. /byuktub/ 

6. /yiktib/ 

7. /yaktib/ 

8. . /yaktub/ 

These eight forms in a comparatively small region of 

the Arabic-speaking world constitute the cumulate. realiza- 

tions of the following grammatical categories: 

ve rb 

3rd person 

singular 

active 

nonpast 

progressive 

The eight forms might suggest that the above set of 

grammatical categories generates eight lects. This 

conclusion is, however, not borne out by the attested 

I corresponding' forms in respect of another verb root, 
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ay \/rE-B : 

W 

Uv) 

'to play I. 

/bilEab/ 

/byilEab/ 

/yilEab/ 

/yalEab/ 

The number of acceptable varieties is determined inter 

alia by the vowel patterning admissible in various sub- 

classes of verbs. 

We might, therefore, try to arrange the attested 

answers referable to a subclass of tri-radical roots 

exemplified by -, ýtb on a scale ranging from farthest- 

from-MSA to nearest-to-MSA. To achieve this we need a 

set of criteria. Let these be worked out in terms of 

the prefix, the vowel inthe first syllable and the vowel 

in the second syllable (cf. B. Bailey, 1971: 342) 

1. A prefix with /y/ in it is nearer to the MSA 

form than a prefix without /y/. 

2. A front vowel in the first syllable is nearer 

to the MSA form than a back vowel in the same 

syllable. Moreover, an open (front) vowel 

in this first syllable brings it closer to (in 

fact makes it identical with) the corres- 

ponding syllable in the MSA form. 

A back vowel in the second syllable is nearer 

to the MSA form than a front vowel in this 

syllable. 

These features of the criteria are all morphophonological 
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so let us give them equal weight, viz: 

(a) Subtract one point for /b/ in the prefix; 

(b) add one point for /y/ in the prefix; 

(c) subtract one point for a back nucleus of the first 

syllable; 

(d) add one point if the nucleus of the first syllable is 
front 

and two points if the nucleus is 
- front 

+close] +open 
(e) subtract one point for a front nucleus in the second 

syllable; 

(f) add one point for a back nucleus in the second syllable. 

The earlier eight forms can now be arranged, in terms 

of 'distance' from MSA, as follows: 

Far (i) /buktub/,, /biktib/ (each with a weight of -1) 

(ii) /byuktub/, /byiktib/ ( 0) 

(iii) /biktub/, /yiktib/ ( +1) 

(iv) /yaktib/ ( +2) 

Near (v) /yaktub/ ( +3), 

which is the MSA form. 

But none of the paired forms in (i) , (ii) and (iii) 

alternate in the speech of any primary (social or regional) 

group in Jordan. For instance,, one-of the forms in 

supposedly equidistant from MSA - namely /buktub/, is 

rural, whereas the other, namely /biktib/, is urban. It 

is possible that there are individuals who might 

conceivably alternate these two forms, but the majority 

of speakers in any group would not do so. The same objection 

applies to the pairs in (ii) and (iii). 

Perhaps - and this is at present merely conjecture - 

the sub-systeras Wr (ii) and (V) . on the one hand, and 
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(iii),, (iv) and (v) on the other hand, have psychological 

validity, in the sense that the forms are acquired by 

native speakers in that order. For example, the forms 

/buktub/ and /biktib/ - albeit in different regions - 

are acquired f irst; 

are acquired next; 

of all, if at all. 

the forms /byuktub/ and /byiktub/ 

and the form /yaktub/ is acquired last 

This statement may be true, allowing, 

of course, for transitional stages of variability where, 

say, /buktub/ and /byuktub/ alternate in the speech of 

some individuals and groups, before the change from the 

former to the latter reaches completion (assuming it does). 

However, this argument does not hold good if the entire 

'hierarchy' (i-v) is taken into consideration, i. e. 

native speakers who f irst acquire (i) /buktub/, might 

as suggested above next acquire (ii) /byuktub/ but do 

not thereafter acquire /yiktib/ and /yaktib/ in that 

order - nor indeed in any other order. The stage following 

(ii) /byuktub/ is (v) /yaktub/,, again allowing for 

transitional periods of variability. 

The weaknesses observed in the previous 'hierarchy' 

based on the alleged distance of the forms from MSA 

prompt us to consider another way of categorizing the 

data. 

Let us therefore divide the same eight forms in terms 

of combinations of the criteria of Habitat (H) and 

. 
Education (E) . Let H be subdivided into H, j, H2 and H3 

which respectively stand for Bedouin, Rural and Urban 

origin; and let m stand for 'marked' and u for 'unmarked' 
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H and E as the case may be. 

lects: 

We now get the following 

1. jMHl., uE] , whose speakers are capable of 

alternating /yiktib/ and /yaktib/ 

2. [mH,,, mE],, whose speakers are capable of 

alternating /yaktub/, /yiktib/ and /yaktib/ 

[mH 2' uE],, whose speakers are capable of 

alternating /buktub/, /biktub/ 

4e [MH 2' mE],, whose speakers are capable of 

alternating /yaktub/, r /buktub/,, /biktub/ and /byuktub/ 

5* [MH 3' uE],, whose speakers are capable of 

alternating /biktib/ and /byiktib/ 

6. [mH 3' mE], whose speakers are capable of 

alternating /yaktub/, /biktib/ and /byiktib/ 

[uH,. mE], whose speakers are capable of 

using /yaktu-b/ systematically. 

This arrangement has the advantage (over the preceding 

one) of intra-lectal. consistency, in the sense that all 

the forms that come together in one lect occur in the speech 

of some primary group -H1 or H2 or H 3* But it must be 

pointed out that 

(i) not all the variants in each of these lects 

have equal probability of occurrence. For 

instance, the variant /buktub/ in lect (3) 

is by far the commonest of the two in this 

lect. More significantly, while there are 

some H2 speakers who alternate. /buktub/ 

and /biktub/ the majority tend to use /buktub/ 

almost invariably. 
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(ii) this arrangement of lects does not account for 

individuals in, say, H2 who might produce a 

form belonging to H1 or H3; for instance, 

" teacher originally from H2, and therefore 

" native speaker of lect 3. might if he 

takes up a job in an H 1- school be motivated 

to produce /yiktib/ or /yaktib/ (lect 1). 

In fact many native speakers of H1 and H2 

f ind it convenient at times to produce a 

form belonging to H3- not to mention the 

many who, under the impact of urbanization, 

deliberately set out to change their speaking 

habits in order to conform to the practice 

of a new environment. Such people often 

have to work hard not to give themselves 

away (c f. Burling (19 7 3: 2 4) ). 

(iii), while few Jordanian speakers, if any, 

actively produce all the variants in all 

the lects, all Jordanians understand all of 

these outputs. As Bickerton (1975: 14) 

puts it: 

Thus, while a co-existent systems 
model might ... approximate to a 
model of s2eaker competence, it 
could not possibly serve as a model 
of hearer competence. 

To say this is not to advocate two competences: 

one for speaking and one for understanding. Despite 

some asymmetry between the two, speaking and hearing 

can be interpreted as manifestations of the same 
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competence. Moreover, for both speakers and hearers 

there are always constraints on the formulations that 

are tolerated. (cf. C. J. Bailey (1973: 27) . Thusr 

for instance, in connection with the above-mentioned 

forms derivable from the root V*Fa, should the forms 

*/buktib/, */byuktib/ and */yuktib/ occur in somebody's 

speech, they would hardly be tolerated by native 

speakers. 

(iv) the linguistic constraints that determine 

which of several covariants occur in which 

environment need to be specified. For 

instance, which of the variants in question 

occur in the environment: 

[r, am 

where /Eam/ is a particle of progressive 

aspect in ESAJ (cf. Chapter 4). In this 

environment, the writer (a native speaker 

of Jordanian Arabic) would insert, inter 

alia, the form /yuktub/, which would be 

unacceptable to him in the absence of /Z; am/ 

as an answer to the question /! Zee I biEmal 

Z; ali/ 'What is Ali doing? 

The foregoing seven putative lects may serve as a 

tactical device for studying the Arabic continuum. 

They can be regrouped as follows: 

I. Colloquial (spoken) Arabic, covering 

lects 1,3 and 5. 

II. Educated spoken Arabicr covering lects 2, 

and 6. 
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III. Modern Standard Arabicy covering lect 7. 

Let us call these respectively the basilect, the 

mesolect and the acrolect,, keeping. in mind that they 

are not discrete, homogeneous entities. 'They are 

named in this way solely for convenience of reference; 

they blend into one another in such a way that no 

non-arbitrary division is possible. ' (Bickerton, 1975: 

24) . The new set of terms are adopted because they 

fit in nicely with the variationistic-polylectal 

study of the demonstrative system in ESA which is 

attempted in the next chapter. 

%e 
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CHAPTER 

The demonstrative system as an example 

of variation in ESAJ* 

3.1 Introduction 

Demonstratives in Arabic comprise a 'closed system' 

of 'definite' forms which in reference to persons or things 

indicate their proximity to, or remoteness from the 

speaker. In this respect demonstratives belong to a 

category of deixis as the meaning of a demonstrative 

form is determined in relation to the particular spatio- 

temporal disposition of persons and objects in a typological 

context of situation. 

Arabic demonstratives inflect for gender 
1 

and number. 

Compare, for example, 

(1) the following acrolectal forms: 

/haaba/ 'this' [masculine, singular, near] 

/haabihi/ 'this' [feminine, singular, near] 
2 

/haaiulaaýi/ 'these' [masculine/feminine, plural, near] 

The material in this chapter has been incorporated 
in a more comprehensive paper - 'Variation in the 
demonstrative system in educated spoken Arabic' - covering 
Egypt and the Levant, which will appear in Archivum 
Linguisticum, Vol. IX (new series) , Number 1. 

1. Gender may not be an appropriate term to use in 
respect of Arabic. Mitchell (1975b: 137-153) suggests 
an alternative framework for dealing with what are 
traditionally called 'gender' relationships. He 
recognizes different concordial patterns in both singular 
and plural syntagms, but, as he says, 'they are not 
aptly spoken of as gender distinctions at all. ' 

2. This demonstrative form also colligates with plural 
nouns of non-human reference, e. g. /haabihi dduruus/ 
'these lessonsi. 
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(2) the following basilectal forms (common in Jordanian 

rural regions) : 

/hcLcLB(cL)/ 'this' [masculine, singular, near] 
/haay/ 'this' [feminine, singular, near] 

/haBooL(a)/ 'these' [masculine/feminine, plural, near] 

They are uninflected for case, with the exception of 

acrolectal dual forms. Cf: 

(1) the following acrolectal utterances: 

(a) /haaba kitaabii/ 'This is my book' where 

/haaba/ is subject-of-sentence. 

(b) laa min haaba wala min baalik/ 'Neither from 

this nor from that', where-/haaba/ is object- 

of-preposition. 

(c) /xub haaba/ 'Take this', where /haaba/ is 

object-of-transitive verb. 

(2) the following basilectal forms which correspond 

to the acrolectal forms just mentioned: 

(a) /hcLcLB iktaabi/ 'This is my book'. 

(b) /laa min hcLcLB wala min haBaak / 'Neither 

from this, nor from that'. 

(c) /S! uxuB hcLcLB/ 'Take this' . 

The Arabic demonstratives might conveniently be 

divided into three types recognized in terms of the 

syntagmatic relationships they accrete with other 

elements of sentence structure. 

1. This demonstrative form also colligates with 

plural nouns of non-human reference, e. g. /haay 

iddruus/ 'these lessons'. 
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I. Pronominal Demonstratives 

These occur without an accompanying 'definite' noun 

in the same Noun Phrase (NP). Examples: 

Acrolectal Basilectal 

i. /haaba kitaabuk/ /haaB iktaabak/ 'This is your book' 

ii. /2ufcLDDilu haaba /bafaBBil haaB 'I prefer this to 

Ealaa baalik/ Eala hcLBaak/ that' 

II. Determiners 

These colligate with a definite noun in the same 

NP and precede this noun. Examples: 

Acrolectal Basilectal 

i. /haaba lkitaabu /haaB liktaab 'This book is for you' 

lak/ (. 2) ilak/ 

ii. /haa. TulaaFLi /haBooL 'These girls are 

lbanaatu ilbanaat hungry' 

jaaiiEaat/ jaEaanaat/ 

III. Adjectives 

These, too, colligate with a definite noun in the 

same NP but, unlike the preceding category, they follow 

the noun with which they are associated. 

Acrolectal Basilectal 

/. TaljawcLabu /iiljawaab 

filkitaabi biliktaab 

haabaa/ haaB/ 

/S! cLTTcLbiibu /iiTTabiib 

filEiyaadati bileiyaade 

ti lk/ habiik 

'The answer is in 

this book' (lit. 

in the book this). 

'The doctor is in 

that clinic' (lit. 

in the clinic that). 
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The above sub-classification of the Arabic demonstratives 

provi es a convenient framework for studying the 
distribution of demonstrativese 1 

3.2 The data 

Research is based on a corpus of unscripted, predominantly 

unprepared conversations and discussions covering a wide 

range of topics and inter-personal relationships recorded 

in 1976 in Jordan, Syria and Egypt. The thirty-nine 

Jordanian-Palestinian 2 
speakers involved are men and 

women, from the age of 17 to 60, falling occupationally 

into the following groups: students, teachers, civil 

servants from different departmentsf media-personnel, 

diplomats, barristers, accountants, and housewives 

(c f. appendix 2 (i) ). 

Basically, the speakers were encouraged to speak 

freely about themselves, their work and area of specialisation. 

But, as can be expected, the free discussion often diversified 

to cover several topics concerning the problems facing 

the Arab world, particularly cultural problems. No 

attempt was made by the researcher to control the 

ramifications of the discussions. This was deemed 

1. We shall be referring to these subclasses of the 
demonstrative as environments or positions; for 
instance, 'in pronominal position/environment', should 
mean 'as a pronoun'. 

2. Henceforth 'Jordanian' includes 'Palestinian' . 
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necessary, first to ensure that the participants talked 

as freely and spontaneously as was possible under the 

circumstances, and, secondly, to reduce to a bare minimum 

the influence of the researcher on the nature of the 

speakers' contributions. So it can be claimed that 

the speakers set for themselves the pace and the style. 

The recorded conversations in question run into 

twelve hours of continuous speech, of which nearly 2 

hours comprise recordings of unscripted radio and television 

discussions. Speakers' contributions range from 10 to 

75 minutes of recorded speech - the majority falling in 

the range of 15 to 20 minutes. 

3.3 The Procedure 

Having randomly selected an apparently representative 

sample of ESAJ, the writer set out to listen systematically 

to each tape. The speakers were given arbitrary numbers 
1 (cf. appendix 2(i)) For each speaker all the tokens 

of demonstratives he (or she) used were transcribed 

'phonemically' together with the immediately neighbouring 

words of the utterance in which the demonstrative had 

occurred. The demonstratives used by every speaker were 

then systematically sorted out in terms of the types I, 

and III recognised above. These facts were then used 

1. In the present study, we have retained for the 

Jordanian speakers the same numbers they were given in 

the above-mentioned wider study which covers Egypt and 

the Levant. 
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in the analysis, for instance, to compute the relative 

frequency of occurrence of each demonstrative form. 

Certain forms had to be excluded and were not used 

in the -following statement. 

two categories: 

These fall into the following 

1. Non-demonstrative deictics, e. g. /fa hayyna 

minrcLggiE waraahum/ 'So here we are; we are (lit. ) 

darning (holes) left behind them. ' In examples like this, 

/hayy/ should not be confused with a homophonous demonstra- 

tive used for feminine reference. Unlike demonstrative 

forms, deictic /hayy/ inflects neither for number nor 

for gender as the examples below illustrate. 

/hayy-u jaay/ 

/hayy-ha jaayyi/ 

'There he comes' 

'There she comes' 

/hayy-hum jaayyiin/ 'There they come' 

2. A few doubtful cases (not exceeding half a dozen 

in the entire sample) where the pronunciation of the 

demonstrative token was not clear, i. e. where it was not 

possible to decide whether to transcribe it as e. g. 

/haaba/, /haada/, /haaza/,, or some other form. 

3.4 The Findings 

3.4.1 Relative occurrence of the various 

demonstrative forms 

A. [+masc., +sing., +near] 

Table 1 (page 94) shows that /haaba/ occurs 60 

times as Determiner, 5 times as Adjective and 48 times 

as Pronoun in the speech of educated Jordanians talking 
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TABLE 1 

I+masc. +sing. +near] 

Educated Jordanians to Educated Jordanians 

Speakers haaba haada hclcLE)a hcLcLE) 

4 27 19 1 

5 - - 2 

6 1 2 

7 

8 

25 

26 1 - 4 

27 2 2 

28 - - 
29 4 1 

30 - 9 

31 1 - 
32 - 4 

46 7 6 1 93 

71 - 3 

72 1 - 
73 - 1 

74 - - 
75 - - 
76 1 5 

77 2 5 

78 1 2 

79 - - 33 

80 - - 1 

Total 48 60 5 16 43611 =145 
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with other educated Jordanians. In all /haaba/ occurs 

113 times in the table whereas all the remaining [+ masc., 

sing., + near] forms between them occur 32 times. 

This result is not surprising in view of the fact that all 

the speakers are educated. 

If the form /haaba/ is considered as prestigious 

and the other forms in the table as stigmatized, the 

percentage of prestigious tokens is nearly as high as 

75%. The table is heavily weighted in the direction 

of prestigious forms; stigmatized tokens do occur in 

ESAJ but their frequency is much lower than that of the 

prestigious tokens. If the speakers were uneducated 

(or perhaps educated talking with non-educated) the 

frequency bias would most probably be in the opposite 

direction. 

It is worth noting that the most stigmatized, rural 

forms /haaBa/ and /haaB/ occur only 9 times (in this 

table) 6 of which are contributed by Speaker 26,2 by 

Speaker 25, and 1 by Speaker 28. The less stigmatized, 

urban form /haada/ occurs 23 times contributed by six 

speakers. This confirms Fasold's observation that 

within any dialect which has more than one stigmatized 

feature, the less stigmatized features are present at 

higher frequency levels than features which are more 

stigmatized. ' (Fasold, 1970: 554). 

Note that the linguistic environment is relevant 

to the distribution of the forms. In general, educated 
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Jordanians tend to use demonstratives as Determiners 

and pronouns quite frequently, but infrequently as 

Adjectives. Moreover, the prestigious tokens are more 

frequent as Determiners than as Pronominals, whereas 

the stigmatized forms reverse this relative tendency. 

It is noteworthy that ESAJ is not a homogeneous 

variety, as the table shows, and the occurrence of 

prestigious as well as non-prestigious forms confirms 

the variability of this social dialect. 

It may make sense to suggest - by way of what is 

essentially post hoc rationalization - that a multi- 

plicity of social factors have influenced in varying 

degrees the selection by a particular speaker of one 

form or another. The three speakers who have used the 

heavily stigmatized, rural forms /haaBa/ and /haaB/ are 

of rural origin, from east and west of the River Jordan. 

They are in their early forties. The situation in which 

the recording was made can be described as a discussion 

nearer to the informal end of the formality - informality 

cline, and the style casual, as is appropriate among 

colleagues working in the same institution. The topics 

were also of the daily type, e. g. talking about one's main 

problems notably financial difficulties resulting from 

a high rate of inflation. The speakers were aware that 

they were being recorded, but the tape-recorder was not 

conspicuous and the microphone was placed on a small 

table in the middle of the group, and was left there 

until the discussion closed. 
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These facts are not put forward to explain the 

speakers' choice of demonstrative forms in an un- 

equivocal way - rather, they are intended to throw 

light on the social context of the utterance as a 

whole, and consequently to show that a correlation 

exists between language forms and context of situation, 

without necessarily saying which determines which. (cf. 

DeCamp,, 1971: 354, Bickerton, 1975: 184-185, and C-J. 

Bailey 1973: 104). One can never be certain if these 

three speakers were (consciously or otherwise) asserting 

their loyalty to their rural origin. Nor if they 

belonged to the category of speakers described by McIntosh 

(1961: 85-86) as the 'Resistant type'. 

In contrast, consider the context of situation in 

respect of, on the one hand, Speaker 4, and on the other 

hand Speakers 76,77 and 78. 

First,, Speaker 4 is the Principal of a teacher 

training college. He has an M. A. in 'Education'. He 

is approximately 37 years old. The other interlocutors 

in the context of situation are members of the teaching 

staff only. The meeting is announced in advance, and 

the situation is nearer to the formal end of the form- 

ality - informality cline. Consequently the style is 

'Careful' speech (cf. Labov, 1972a: 86). The parti- 

cipants knew that their speech was being recorded; the 

tape-recorder and the microphone being on a small table 

near the Principal. (Unfortunatelyr only the Principal's 
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utterances are audible; the contributions of the members 

of staff are inaudible). The topic is a serious one: 

it concerns the college final examinations. The meeting 

lasted for nearly 75 minutes. The researcher did not 

attend the meeting. 

Under these circumstances, the [+ masc., + sing., 

near] demonstrative tokens used by the Principal are - 

not surprisingly - categorically of the /haaba/ - form, 

i. e. categorically prestigious. As far as the language 

environment is concerned, these forms are fairly in line 

with the general group-pattern, i. e. tend to favour 

Pronominal and Determiner position; only a single token 

occurs in Adjective position. However, this part- 

icular speaker has used more Pronominal tokens than 

Determiner tokens - which deviates from the over-all 

group-pattern. Whether this deviation is significant 

or accidental is extremely difficult to say. 

Secondly, Speakers 76,77 and 78 are middle-aged 

Jordanians (in their 50's) and hold key positions in 

the occuaptional strata - they are, respectively, Head 

of the Land Registration Department, Director of the 

Housing Bank, and Head of the Income Tax Department. 

The three are discussing the soaring prices of land in 

Jordan. The channel is Jordanian Television. The 

discussion lasted nearly 40 minutes. 

It can be seen that Speakers 76 and 77 have used 

exclusively prestigious forms of the [+ masc., + sing. 
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near] demonstrative. Speaker 78, however, has used 
4 tokens of this demonstrative, one of which is com- 

paratively stigmatized, i. e. /haada/, but not so 

stigmatized as /hcLcLB(cL)/, which judging by his origin, 

the Speaker should have in his grammar. 

This evidence suggests that Jordanian educated 

speakers tend in formal situations to use what they 

regard as correct and prestigious forms, and, conversely, 

in informal situations, the tendency is to use non- 

prestigious forms. 

Sociolinguists have for a long time busied them- 

selves with the study of such tendencies; hence, from 

this point of view these tendencies add little that 

can be called new to the literature, i. e. they carry no 

'information', in one sense of the term. In a way, these 

tendencies are essentially group-averages, i. e. approxi- 

mations which hold to view a static model of language, and 

serve to obliterate variability and change which are 

characteristic of a dynamic model of language. If one 

considers the same facts in Table 1 from a dynamic, i. e. 

time-based viewpoint, an entirely different picture will 

emerge. In this respect, ESAJ exhibits inter-speaker, 

as well as intra-speaker variability. Some speakers 

are (or seem to be) invariable users of stigmatized 

forms (e. g. Speakers 25 and 28) ; others (seem to) alter- 

nate stigmatized and prestigious forms (e. g. Speakers 46, 

29 and 78) ; while others still are (or seem to be) 
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invariable users of prestigious forms (e. g. Speakers 

4,76 and 77). This kind of variability strikingly 

portrays the on-going process of language change. To 

see if the data in Table 1 admits of implicational 

patterning, let us first rearrange the positions of the 

speakers as in Table la (page 101). A glance at Table 

la shows that far from being homogeneous, this area of 

ESAJ is made up of several layers, i. e. lects. The 

following lects are discernible, and are ordered from 

the most stigmatized to the most prestigious: 

Lect 1 contains Speakers 25 and 28. 

Lect 2 contains Speaker 26. 

Lect 3 contains Speakers 79,5 and 80. 

Lect 4 contains Speakers 46,29 and 78. 

Lect 5 contains all the remaining speakers (4,6, 

8,27,30,31,32,71,72,73,74,76 and 77). 

Note that in Table la (disregarding for the moment 

the relevance of environments I, II and III) the patterning 

of the speakers' output appears to branch off and form 

blocs. This sample exhibits no speakers who alternate 

Lects 1 and 3, i. e. /haaB (a) / and /haada/. The transition 

is from 1 to 2 to 5, and similarly from 3 to 4 to 5 

(cf. Chapter 2). 

Now let us take into consideration the categories 

IF II and III, and let us divide the [+ masc., + sing., 

near] demonstrative forms into Stigmatized (S) covering 

/hcLcLB (CO / and /haada/ and Prestigious (P) covering /haaba/. 

The results are shown in Table lb (page 102). 
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TABLE la 

Demonstrative forms 

Speakers haaba haada hcLcLB (a) 
I II III I II III I II III 

25 
Lect 1 

28 

26 1---411 Lect 2 

79 33 

52 Lect 3 
80 1----- 

46 76193 

29 411 Lect 4 
78 12-1----- 

4 27 19 1 

6 1 2 

27 2 2 

30 - 9 

31 1 - 
32 - 4 Lect 5 

71 - 3 - 
72 1 - 1 

73 - 1 

74 - - 
76 1 5 

77 2 5 

Distribution of [+ masc. + sing. + near] dermnstrative 

forms in terms of the categories I. II and III, i. e. 

Pronominalf Determiner and Adjectival, respectively. 
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Table lb 

III II I 
Speakers Adjective Determiner Pronominal 

25 s s 

79 s s 

28 s 

5 s 

80 s 

26 s s S/P 

29 S/P p 

78 p S/P 

46 S/P p S/P 

6 p p 

8 p 

27 - p p 

30 - p 

31 - p 

32 - p 

71 - p 

72 p p 

73 p p 

74 p 

76 p p 

77 p p 

4 p p p 

Implicational sequence of the prestigious (P) and 

stigmatized (S) forms of the [+ masc. + sing., + near] 

demonstrative subcategory in ESAJ. 
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That implicational (polylectal) patterning obtains 

in Table lb is clear: some speakers are invariable users 

of the earlier feature S, others are invariable users 

of the later feature P, while a third group of speakers 

alternate S and P. Moreover, and this is really the 

test of implicational scaling, where alternation of S and 

P is attested S occurs to the left of P (in the table), 

as in the case of Speakers 26 and 29, but in order for 

implicational scaling to hold valid, once S occurs to the 

left of P, it should not later reappear to the right of 

P. However, no grammar is perfect; there is always a 

'residue of inconsistency'. The performance of Speakers 

46 and 78 is a case in point. The inconsistency of these 

two speakers may be due to their attempt for particular 

effect, to use widely spaced styles. 

Finally, it is worth noting that the change from 

to P starts (variably) in Pronominal category and 

spreads to the other two categories (i. e. Determiner 

and Adjectival) moving in time and space through the 

speech community, so that at a given time, the change 

will not have reached some group of speakers, will have 

just reached another group and will have passed a third 

group. The three categories (I, II and III) are of course 

differently weighted in connection with the change from 

S to P. I (i. e. Pronominal) is the most heavily weighted 

in favour of the change; II (i. e. Determiner) is lighter- 

weighted than I, but heavier-weighted than III. The 

implicational patterning depicted in Table lb means that, 
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anomalies apart, aP in a lighter-weighted position, 

say II, implies aP in the heavier-weighted position I. 

Therefore P in III implies P in II, implies P in I. This 

type of relationship is expressed as 

III: 3IIZ)I (where = "implies) 
. The 

converse is not true. 

It remains to be added that our data comes from what might 

be called the mid-mesolect, as it is the outcome of 

educated Jordanians talking with educated Jordanians. 

If the sample were more representative of the speech 

community, e. g. if it contained educated speakers talking 

with uneducated speakers, and consequently if it were a 

larger sample than that on which Table lb is based, the 

implications would most probably be better portrayed, 

and a greater amount of variation would manifest itself. 

Now consider Table 2 (page 105) which shows the 

distribution of the same demonstrative subcategory, 

masc., + sing., + near] in the speech of educated 

Jordanians talking with educated persons from other 

Arab countries. It can be seen that in this case /haaba/ 

accounts for 39 out of a total of 58 occurrences. That 

is to say, the percentage of prestige tokens is 

39 x 100% = 67% 

58 

So, although these speakers have used more prestige than 

stigmatized forms, yet the percentage of prestige tokens 

is not so high as the corresponding percentage in Table 1- 

where all the interlocutors are Jordanian (cf. 75%). 
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TABLE 2 

[+ masc. + sing. + near] 
Educated Jordanians to Educated non-Jordanians 

S peakers haa-ba haada haad haaBa IxLaB 

13 ------------ 

14 3----------- 

17 1----------- 

18 331 

19 -2---------- 

23 ------------ 

24 ------------ 

33 -3- 

69 1-- 

70 25------- 

81 -4---------- 

82 -3------------- 

83 152--------- 

86 ---73- 

Total 11 25 394-11-1--111 =58 
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This means that educated Jordanians tend to use more 

prestige tokens when talking with educated persons from 

the same country than when talking with educated persons 
from, other Arab countries. Such a conclusion is at 

variance with one's expectation: common sense suggests 

that this tendency should be reversed. But common 

sense does not always make sense. 

It seems that in general there are two major 'forces' 

which operate on an educated Jordanian speaker: 

(i) the desire to sound like a Jordanian, and 

(ii) the desire to sound educated. 

If the above percentages are reliable'r it may be correct 

to conclude that the former desire is called into action 

in situations where there are non-Jordanian interlocutors 

with the consequence of frequent occurrence of the stig- 

matized (regional) tokens which give the utterance a 

typical Jordanian 'colour'. Thus, the speakers use 

language - consciously or unconsciously - as a vehicle of 

asserting their loyalty to their own country 
2. On the 

other hand, in situations where all the interlocutors are 

Jordanians the first desire remains latent - the speakers 

do not have to demonstrate their oneness with their own 

1. Note that a similar tendency is manifest in the speech 
of educated Egyptians (cf. El-Hassan, 1978). 

2. Cf. the opposite conclusion arrived at by Blanc (1960: 
82-83) who talks about 'levelling' or pruning the regional 
forms in favour of koineized or classicized, forms! 
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folk in circumstances like these - while the desire to 

sound educated triggers off more tokens of the 

prestigious type. 

In terms of linguistic constraints, the distribution 

of the prestige tokens in Table 2 is very similar to the 

corresponding distribution portrayed in Table 1, i. e. 

Determiners > Pronominals "7 Adjectivals, 

where ">" ---ý> "more than". 

fem.,, + sing., + near] 

Table 3 (page 108) shows the distribution of the 

fem., + sing., + near] demonstrative forms in the speech 

of educated Jordanians talking to educated Jordanians. 

It can be seen that the percentage of pretigious tokens 

in this case, i. e. /haabihi/ and /haabi/, is 
d4ý 

x 1002, - 73%, which is of the same order as the 138 

corresponding 75% computed for the [+ masc., + sing., 

near] subcategory (Table 1). 

There is, however, a significant difference between 

the frequency of occurrence of stigmatized feminine and 

stigmatized masculine forms. Contrary to what one might 

have expected, the stigmatized form /haay/ is not marginal 

to the grammar of ESA. Altogether, 31 tokens of /haay/ 

(i. e. 23% of all the feminine tokens) are recorded. 

Moreover, the 31 tokens are contributed by 13 out of the 

24 speakers in the table. So, the status of /haay/ 

in ESAJ is significantly different from the status 

of the heavily stigmatized masculine forms /haaB/ and 
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TABLE 3 

[+ fem. + sing. + near] 
Educated Jordanians to Educated Jordanians 

Cy-ten, 
Speakers haabihi haa6i haadi haay 

I ii III I ii III I II III I ii III 

4 8 15 2 21 7 2 
5 - - 1 
6 1 1 

7 

8 1 

25 - - --- - - - 
26 1 - 2 5 2 1 

27 - - 1 

28 - - 
29 1 - 
30 - - 4 4 

31 - - 3 

32 - - 2 1- 2 

46 - 3 2 733 

71 - 2 - 1 

72 - - 1 1 1 

73 - - 1 

74 - - - ----- - - - 
75 - - 1 

76 - 12 2 11 

77 - 9 

78 - 9 

79 - - 
80 - - 

Thtal 11 52 2 14 19 333- 17 77 --138 
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/hcLcLBa/ 
. These heavily stigmatized, rural, masculine 

forms, /hcLcLB/ and /haaBa/, do not have replicates in the 

feminine subcategory. in other words, the masculine 

subcategory contains more variants than the corresponding 

feminine subcategory. That is why the former is a rather 

more sensitive socio-linguistic indicator than the latter. 

In terms of linguistic environment, the overall dis- 

tribution of the feminine forms is very similar to that 

of the masculine forms. In other words, educated 

Jordanians tend to use these forms much more frequently 

in Determiner (and Pronominal) positions than in Adjecti- 

val position. Furthermore, and in line with the dis- 

tributions of the masculine forms, the prestigious 

feminine tokens are more frequent in Determiner than in 

Pronominal position, whereas the non-prestigious tokens, 

again as in the case of masculine non-prestigious tokens, 

reverse this tendency. But note that /haay/ is rela- 

tively frequent in Adjectival position. 

Table 3 (like Table 1) shows that women are less 

(not more) sensitive than men to the choice of prestige 

forms (cf. women speakers 5.81 79 and 80 in both tables). 

Table 4 (page 110) shows the frequency of occurrence 

and distribution of the [+ fem., + sing., + near] demon- 

strative forms in the speech of educated Jordanians talking 

with educated nOn-jordanian Arabs. The prestigious 
39 

tokens in this table account for ý73 x 100% 54%, which 

is not as high as the corresponding percentage in Table 3. 
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TABLE 4 

1+ fem. + sing. + near] 

Educated Jordanians to Educated non-Jordanians 

Speakers haabihi haa. 6i haadi haay 

I II III I II III I ii III I ii III 

2 2 

13 1 - 

14 3 2 

17 

18 1 1 ---- -- 

19 3 

23 2- -- 

24 - 

33 2 43 

69 19 

70 2 

81 2 6 ------- -- 

82 1 

83 1 13 1 - 

86 - - 12 

Total 5 27 113211387 14 =73 
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This confirms the foregoing conclusion that educated 

Jordanians tend, on average, to use more prestige tokens 

(at least in respect of the [+ sing., + near] subcate- 

gory) when talking to educated persons from the same 

country than when talking to educated persons from another 

Arab country. But it must be added that individuals 

vary in this respect: not every speaker exhibits the 

same tendency. 

It is rather unfortunate that there is only one 

woman in the group of speakers in Table 4, namely speaker 

86. If her performance can be considered as typical of 

educated female output, it can be seen that in no sense 

are women more sensitive than men (or even as sensitive 

as men) to prestige forms. 

sing., + far] 

Tables 5 and 6 (pages 112 and 113) display the 

frequency of occurrence and distribution of [+ masc., 

sing., + far] and [+ fem., + sing., + far] demonstrative 

forms (respectively) in the speech of educated Jordanians 

talking with educated persons from the same country. 

The percentages of prestige forms in these tables are as 

f ol lows: 
16 

a) [+ masc. + sing. + farl: 20 x 1009. - - 80% (Table 5) 

b) [+ fem. +sing. +far]: 
0 

xloo%=O% (Table 6) 
3 

Both masculine and feminine forms are very infrequent. 

In f act . the occurrences of these f orms are outnumbered 
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TABLE 5 

[+ masc. + sing. + far] 

Educated Jordanians to Educated Jordanians 

Spea- 6aalik(a) zaalik ha5aak (a) hadaak (a) IxLBacLk (a) 
kers 

45 
5 

6 

7 

8 

25 

26 

27 3 

28 

29 

30 3 

31 

32 

46 2 

71 

72 2 

73 ------ 

74 

75 ------ 

76 1 

77 --------- 

78 

79 

80 

Total 16 --11-2= 
20 
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TABLE 6 

t+ fem. + sing. + far] 

Educated Jordanians to Educated Jordanians 

Spea- haDiiC (a) 
or kers tilk (a) ha6iik (a) hadiik (a) IxLBiik (a) habiirý (a) 

I II III I II III I II III I II III I II III 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

46 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

Total 
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by the speakers. There are 24 speakers, but only 20 

masculine tokens and 3 feminine ones. Moreover, the 

three feminine tokens are repetitions of the same phrase: 

/habiik (hadiik) ilyoom/ 'that day' which is a rather 

'odd' expression as /ilyoom/ elsewhere collocates with 

masculine forms and therefore one should expect /habaak 

ilyoom/ rather than /habiik ilyoom/. 

The masculine (as opposed to feminine) demonstrative 

forms in Table 5, which are predominantly prestigious, 

exhibit a wide range of lexico-grammatical accompaniment. 

Consider, for instance, these examples: 

/maa zaada Ean baalik/ 'whatever exceeds that' 

/baEda (/qabla/) 5aalik/ 'after (before) that' 

/wcL mcLF, baalik/ ' and with that' or 'in spite of that ' 

/Eaksa baalik/ 'the opposite of that' 

/fa maEnaa baalik/ 'consequently that means I 

/wa liS! ajil baalik/ 'for the sake of that I 

/yeer qaadir Eala 5aalik/ 'incapable of that' 

Tables 7 and 8 (pages 116 and 117) show the distri- 

bution and frequency of occurrence of the [+ masc. + sing. 

far] and [+ fem. + sing. + far] demonstrative forms 

(respectively) in the speech of educated Jordanians talk- 

ing with educated persons from other Arab countries. 

These tables give rise to the following percentages of 

prestigious forms: 
17 

a) [+ masc. + sing. + farj: 17 x 100% = looo-. (Table 7) 

b) [+ fem. + sing. + far]: 
2x 

100% = 67% (Table 8) . 3 
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This means that the speakers of ESAJ tend to avoid 

the use of stigmatized forms of the demonstrative sub- 

category [+ sing., + far]. 

It can be seen that Speakers 14 and 83 have con- 

tributed 10of the tokens in Table 7, and 2 out of the 

3 tokens in Table 8. It remains to be added that 14 

and 83 are in fact the same speaker recorded on two 

different occasions, one live, the other on T. V. 

Evidently this speaker is consistent in his usage of 

prestigious forms in both Tables 7 and 8; he is, in 

fact,, an Arabic specialist. 

If the tokens contributed by this speaker are put 

aside for a moment, the remaining tokens of the masculine 

and feminine forms in these two tables turn out to be 

outnumbered by the remaining 14 speakers. (There are 

15 speakers in each table. ) Therefore, it may be correct 

to claim that, on the basis of the evidence presented 

in Tables 7,8 (and 5 and 6) educated Jordanians stron- 

ly tend to avoid using [+ fem., + far] demonstrative 

forms and, though to a lesser extent, they also tend 

to avoid using [+ masc., + far] demonstrative forms. 

plural] 

Tables 9,10,11 and 12 (pages 118,119,120 and 

121) display the frequency of occurrence and distribution 

of the demonstrative forms (both [+ near] and 

far]) in educated Jordanian speech. These four tables 

reveal the following: 
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TABLE 7 

[+ masc. + sing. + far] 

Educated Jordanians to Educated non-Jordanians 

Spea- baalik(a) 5aak (a) zaalik (a) habaak (a) hadaak (a) hdktok (a) 
kers 

13 

14 4 

17 1 

18 2 

19 

23 

24 

33 

69 2 

70 

81 

82 

83 6 

86 

Total 17 =17 
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TABLE 8 

1+ fem. + sing. + far] 

Educated Jordanians to Educated non-Jordanians 

Speakers tilk(a) habiik(a) hadiik(a) IxLBiik(cL) 

I II III I II III I II III I II III 

13 

14 

17 

18 

19 

23 

24 

33 

69 

70 

81 

82 

83 

86 

Total 
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TABLE 9 

[+ plural + near] 

Educated Jordanians to Educated Jordanians 

Speakers haa! iulaaFL (i) habool (a) hadool (a) hcLBooL(cL) 

I II III I II III I IT III I II III 

4 10 22 

5 

6 

7 

8 
25 

26 

27 - 
28 --- 
29 -22 
30 --- 
31 - 
32 --- 
46 --- 
71 --- 
72 --- 
73 --- 
74 --- 
75 --- 
76 --- 
77 -2- 
78 --- 
79 - 
80 - 

Total 14 13 -22--= 
22 
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TABLE 10 

[+ plural + near] 

Educated Jordanians to Educated non-Jordanians 

Speakers haaiulaai (i) habool (a) hadool (a) haBooLkl) 

I II III I ii III I II III I II III 

13 

14 

17 

18 

19 

23 

24 

33 

69 

70 

81 

82 

83 3 

86 

Total 3 =7 
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TABLE 11 

plural + far] 

Educated Jordanians to Educated Jordanians 

Speakers iulaaiik (a) habolaak (a) hadolaak (a) haDocL aak (a) 

I II III I ii III I II III I Ii III 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

46 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

Total 
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TABLE 12 

[+ plural + far] 

Educated Jordanians to Educated non-Jordanians 

Speakers iulaaFLik(a) habolaak(a) hadolaak(a) haBocLaak(q) 

I II III I II III I II III I II III 

11 

13 

14 

17 

18 

19 

23 

24 

33 

69 

70 

81 

82 

83 

86 

Total 
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1. 

2. 

0 of prestigious tokens in the speech of 

Jordanians talking with educated Jordanians: 

5 
a) [+ plural + near]: 22 x 100% = 23% (Table 9) 

b) [+ plural + far]: 0x 100% = 0% (Table 11) 0 

of prestigious forms in the speech of 

Jordanians talking with Arabs from other 

countries: 

a) [+ plural + near]. 
4 
7 

0 
b) plural + far]: 5 

100%= 57% (Table 10) 

100% = 0% (Table 12) 

The conclusion is that educated Jordanians tend to avoid 

the use of plural, demonstrative forms, notably so in 

respect of C+ far3 demonstrative forms, where not even 

a single token occurs in the sample. The [+ near] 

plural demonstrative tokens that occur are certainly out- 

numbered by the speakers -a fact which compels one to 

exercise caution in drawing conclusions. This reser- 

vation in mind, it may be noted that the J+ far] tokens 

that do occur are virtually all prestigious. 

3.4.2. Variation in the data 

The evidence adduced above with regard to the frequency 

of occurrence and distribution of the various demonst- 

rative forms in ESAJ supports both Labov's and Bailey's 

models, which were outlined in Chapter 1 (cf. 1.2). 

This claim can be substantiated by examining, for 

instance, the data in Table 3 (page 108). Thus, in 
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terms of Labov's quantitative (probabilistic) model, the 

prestige, J+P], and non-prestige, [-PI, variants of the 

[+ fem., + sing., + near] demonstrative subcategory are 

generated by the following variable rule: 

+f em. 

+ sing. 

near 

x, Pronominal 
w] NP 

[ 
D] 

NP 

[N 

NP 

where xl, x2 and x3 are output probabilities whose 

approximate values are: 
11 + 14 o. 18 138 

52 + 19 
2 138 

0.51 

32+3-0.03 138 

. 

. 

This variable rule states that demonstrative tokens of 

the subcategory in question variably occur as [+P] subject 

to the linguistic and socio-cultural constraints specified. 

Thus, assuming a demonstrative form of the subcategory 

under consideration occurs in the speech of educated 

Jordanians talking with educated persons from the same 

country, this form will be [+P1 or I-P] depending on the 

following linguistic constraints: 

1. in environment I, i. e. in Pronominal position, 

Educated 

Jordanian to 
Jordanian 

unscripted 

approximately 18% of the tokens will be 
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in environment II, i. e. in Determiner position, 

approximately 51% of the tokens will be 

3. in environment III, i. e. in Adjectival position, 

approximately 3% of the tokens will be [+P]. 

Ironically, the above variable rule is based in the 

first place on the performance of individuals, but it 

depicts the behaviour of the entire group, not that of 

any particular individual in the group. Individual 

performance and individual differences are submerged in 

the overall group pattern. The variable rule is the same 

for the individual and the group, except that the relative 

probabilities of rule operation are seen as requiring 
1 

adjustment (cf. Chapter 1) Moreover, and notwithstanding 

the fact that L4bov does not explicitly say so, this model 

assumes that the human mind has the power to 
handle variability on a very large scale, and 
in particular is able to maintain proportional 
relationships between competing phenomena 
over long periods of time. (Bickerton, 1973a: 25) 

The question is what keeps the percentages within certain 

limits? What mechanism rehearses environments and keeps 

an accumulative record of percentages and prompts the 

speaker to control the frequency of different variants 

of the same variable in hisloutput? (cf. Butters, 1971b: 

307-315) . 

1. Labov (1969b: 759) believes that 'the grammar of the 
speech community is more regular and systematic than the 
behaviour of any one individual ... Unless the individual 

speech pattern is studied within the over-all system of 
the community, it will appear as a mosaic of unaccountable 
and sporadic variation. ' 
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Bailey's model, on the other hand, is not concerned 

with group-averages and probabilities, but rather with 

'before-and-after relations among outputs, i. e. with 

generating all of the linguistic patterns of the language 
4 in the implicational sequence that holds valid for any 

speaker' (C. -J. Bailey, 1973: 81). We have pointed out 

that Labov's model obscures individual performance and 

individual differences. But it is precisely the performance 

of individuals seen in relation to one another that 

remarkably reveals the systematicity of the linguistic 

continuum, whence variability becomes more meaningful as 

it reflects the ongoing process of language change. To 

illustrate these points, consider the polylectal (implicational) 

grammar entailed in the primary data of the same table 

(Table 3) . 

Let us first of all examine the over-all lectal 

(not. isolectal) patterning of these data in order to 

get a rough idea about the lectal variability exhibited 

by the data, and to see the directionality of lectal 

change. Table 3a (page 126) illustrates what is meant 

here. 

Seven lects are discernible in Table 3a. These 

lects show that the grammar in question is dynamic - 

moving progressively away from the basilectal form /haay/ 

to the prestige form /haa6i/ and ultimately to the most 

prestigious form of all, /haabihi/. The seven, putative 

lects exhibited in Table 3a are indicative of the extent 

of variation in ESAJ as well as of the continuity and 
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TABLE 

Speakers haabihi haabi haadi haay 

I II III I Ii III I II III I II III 

73 

28 
80 Lect 1 
31 3 

51 

32 2 1- 2 

30 4 4- 1 Lect 2 
27 - 1- 1 

72 1 -1 - 

26 1-- - 2- 521 Lect 3 
4 8 15 2 - 21 72- 

77 -9- - -- --1 Lect 4 
71 -2- - -- -1- 

46 -3- 2 7-33 --- Lect 5 

75 Lect 6 
7 

76 - 12 -211 

78 -9- Lect 7 

8 

6 Lect 8 
29 

Total 11 52 2 14 19 333- 17 77 

L-ectal patterning of the demonstrative subcategory 

[+ fem., + sing., + near] in ESAJ. 
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change which are ever-present in this variety of Arabic. 

It is interesting to note that the form /haadi/ is 

very rare in ESAJ - only one speaker, namely 46, has used 

it. Moreover, none of the speakers alternate the forms 

/haay/ and /haadi/. In effect, this reduces the stig- 

matized representation of the J+ fem., + sing., + near] 

demonstrative subcategory in the grammar of ESAJ to one, 

fairly frequent form/ /haay/, as against two fairly 

frequent prestige forms /haabi/ and /haabihi/. 

Nowy if a vertical line is drawn in Table 3(a) to 

separate the prestigious from the stigmatized forms it 

becomes clear that: 

1. the output of speakers 73,28,80,31 and 5 

is exclusively stigmatized (S). 

2. that of speakers 75,7,76,78,8,6 and 29 

is exclusively prestigious (P)r and 

3. that of the remaining speakers is variable, i. e. 

alternating between S and P. 

If we now consider the distribution of S and Pin respect 

of the three linguistic environments I, II and III (i. e. 

Pronominal, Determiner and Adjectival), we will get the 

picture displayed in Table 3 (b) (page 12 8) . 

As can be seen the change from S to P starts simulta- 

neously in environments I and II, and later spreads to 

environment III. Thus, a P-form in Adjectival position 

implies a P-form in both Determiner and Pronominal 

positions - 
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TABLE 3 (b) 

Speaker Adjectival Determiner Pronominal 

(III) (II) M 

73 s 
28 s 

80 s 

31 s 

5 s 

32 s p p 

30 s p p 

27 s p 

72 p S/P 

26 s S/P S/P 

4 p S/P S/P 

77 S, p - 
71 S/P - 
46 S/P S/P - 
75 p - 

7 p 

76 p p p 

78 p p 

8 p p 

6 p p 

29 p 

Implicational (polylectal) patterning of the S and P 

forms of the [+ fem., + sing., + near] demonstrative 

subcategory in ESAJ. 
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In order to ascertain which of environments I and 

II is the more heavily weighted in favour of the change 

from S to P, more data are required - the available data 

are inconclusive on this issue. However, if the dis- 

tribution of the corresponding [+ masc., + sing., + near] 

forms is anything to go by (cf. Table l(b), page 102), 

it is not unreasonable to suggest that II: DI, so that 

the common implicational sequence is: 

III :: ) ii :DI. 

But it would be wrong to claim that Speaker 76, for 

instance, is unlikely to use S-forms at all. It may be 

the case that on the occasion when he was recorded, the 

situation (including his own feelings, and evaluation 

of it) must have conditioned his performance in such a 

way as to make him use only P-forms. However, as men- 

tioned in Chapter 2, the basilect is part of the passive 

knowledge of almost all speakers of ESAJ and, as 

Bickerton (1973b: 657) points out in regard to the 

Guyanese creole continuum, it (i. e. the basilect) does 

remain 

'available to them 
, 

in rather varying degrees 
for such stylistic effects as the telling of 
folk tales, the signalling of emotions as 
diverse as intimacy and deprecation, the 
reporting of the speech of those they consider 
beneath themselves socially, and so on. ' 

It follows that the change from S to P in ESAJ can never 

go to completion, if completion means the categorical 

selection of P in all possible contexts of situation. 
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To say this is not to reject the concept of categorical 

rules; Only to point out that not every variable rule 

necessarily becomes categorical in time. 

What Labov has called 'inherent variability' seems 

to be relevant to this question. Examples which 

illustrate this phenomenon are given below. These 

examples are interesting because the variability they 

exhibit cannot be explained in terms of socio-stylistic 

constraints. This kind of variability occurs in spite 

of the f act that no perceptible changes take place in the 

context of situation - the conditions pertaining to the 

participants, the topic, the channel, etc., are as far 

as can be objectively determined, unaltered. Nor are 

Labov's 'channel-cues' e. g. laughter, changes in tempo, 

pitch range, volume and rate of breathing in evidence 

when this kind of variability takes place. Consider 

the underlined: 

1. /wcL haabihi [+ fem., + sing., + near] min 

assimaat ilbaarize lihaaba lEaam, yaEni 

haay [+ fem., + sing., + near] simat ilEaSr/ 

'And this is (one) of the prominent characteri- 

stics of the year; I mean, this is the 

characteristic of the (present) time. ' 

2. /haadi [+ fem., + sing., + near] qadiime 

Saarat, jiib iji jdiid, haabi J+ fem., 

sing., + near] gadiime, haadi [+ fem., 

sing., + near] (old age)/ (Speaker 46) 
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'This is out of date; bring something 

new; this is out of date; this is old 

fashioned. ' 

Such examples of 'inherent variability' pose a 

problem for sociolinguistic approaches which suggest that 

situational matrices determine the form of language used. 

It is not enough to say that the underlined in 1 and 2 

are instances of code-switching or style-shifting. One 

would like to know what motivates the speakers to alternate 

such variants if the conditions of the context of situation 

remain unchanged. On the other hand, it does not make 

sense to regard this kind of alternation as an example 

of 'free variation'; the speakers of ESAJ know that 

/haay/ and /haadi/ are stigmatized forms whereas /haabi/ 

is prestigious (cf. Labov, 1972a: 188-189). 

Quantificational variable rules stop short of exp- 

laining inherent variability. Such rules are merely 

concerned with predicting the probability of selecting 

one variant or the other under certain linguistic and 

socio-stylistic constraints. 

Bailey's model would probably ascribe the occurrence 

of such variants as the above to the progression of 

change through space and time, so that the speakers who 

alternate, sayr /haabihi/ and /haay/ are undergoing an 

intermediate phase of the change which has not reached 

completion yet, i. e. has not become categorical. 

However, as already stated, what is in doubt in 
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respect of ESAJ is whether the categorically acrolectal 

phase of change (in all possible contexts) is attainable 

by any speakers. As Mitchell says, nobody talks like 

a book at all times, and this is precisely what a cate- 

gorically acrolectal phase of change entails. 

We are suggesting that variability in connection with 

S- and P-forms is more persistent than Bailey's model 

seems to be proposing. In fact, Bailey's attention has 

been drawn to this 'phenomenon' by Fasold (1973: 193) 

who speaks of 'stagnant rules which become arrested at the 

variable stage'. It is true that such rules do not 

invalidate implicational patterning (and this is a point 

on which Bailey (1973: 82-86) leans for defending his 

model), but if it can be proved that virtually all the 

variable rules in ESAJ are 'arrested at the variable 

stage', i. e. do not go to completion, then a Labovian 

probabilistic model might better handle these rules than 

an implicational one (cf. Trudgill,, 1973: 158). 

3.5. Conclusion 

The following are some important conclusions drawn from 

the foregoing analysis of variation in the demonstrative 

system in ESAJ. 

1. Variability 

ESAJ is not a static, homogeneous variety of Arabic. 

It is characterized by systematic variation, which may be 

regarded as a reflection of ongoing processes of language 

change. 
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Prestigious vs. stigmatized forms 

Prestigious and stigmatized forms are used by 

speakers of ESAJ, but the proportion of the prestige 

forms is, as a rule, much higher than that of stigma- 

tized forms. This observation, among others, provides 

some justification for recognizing ESAJ as a social 

dialect (cf. Fasold 1970: 551). Of course, this claim 

rests on the assumption that uneducated Jordanians tend 

not to use prestigious (acrolectal) forms. 

Furthermore, speakers of ESAJ tend to avoid the 

heavily stigmatized forms, e. g. /haaB(a)/; such forms 

are indeed underrepresented in all the above tables. 

This confirms what variationists have found in other lan- 

guage communities (cf. Fasold, 1970: 554). 

However, it is by no means true, in general, to say 

that speakers of ESAJ suppress regional forms in favour 

of koineized and classicized ones. In situations 

where all the interlocutors are Jordanian the percentage 

of regional, stigmatized forms used is lower than in 

situations involving non-Jordanian interlocutors. This 

observation is thought to be related to the speakers' 

desire to assert their regional loyalty where non-Jordanian 

interlocutors are present; otherwise, the desire to 

sound educated predominates thereby resulting in a high 

incidence of prestige tokens. 

'Dual' forms 

Dual f orms of the demonstrative system are not present 

in the sample of ESAJ considered, except for a single 
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occurrence of /haabayn/, [+ masc., + dual, + near], 

contributed by Speaker 46 in the utterance: 

/lil-TiSLcLcib bayna haabayn izzawjayn/ 

'for the reconciliation of these two spouses. ' 

4. Men's usage vs. women's usage 

It is not without interest to compare the relative 

contribution of Jordanian men versus women as agents 

in promoting change from stigmatized (vernacular) forms 

to prestige (MSA) forms. 

In several European and English-speaking communities, 

linguists have found that women are more sensitive to 

prestige patterns in their own speech than men. Labov 

(1972a: 301) sums it up as follows: 

'Gauchat's elegant and convincing study established 
the variability of Charmey patois, the existence 
of change in progress, and the role of women in 
furthering linguistic change. In case after case, 
Gauchat discovered that women used more of the 
newer linguistic forms than men did .... Gauchat 
reinforced his finding by citing other examples 
from the history of French in which the women of 
Paris were portrayed as initiators of linguistic 
changes. We can point to similar behaviour in 
the evolution of New York City English, and here 
the pattern of sex differences is even richer. 
In case after case, we find that women use the 
most advanced forms in their own casual speech, 
and correct more sharply to the other extreme 
in their formal speech. ' 

While sex differences in speech exist in ESAJ, the 

evidence presented above suggests that educated Jordanian 

women are by no means initiators of linguistic change. In almost 

every case,, it is the rren - not the worren - who use I the most advanced 

forrm I and 'correct more sharply' towards the acrolectal 
1 

end of the 

continumn. 

1. cf. the pioneering role of women in respect of changes 
from rural to urban forms (Chapter 5). 
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CHAPTER 

Aspect in ESAJ 

4.1. A qeneral survey of Aspect as a grammatical category 

There is a large and heterogeneous literature on aspect in 

a number of languages and it would not be appropriate to 

attempt to summarize it here. Suffice it to say that as 

a rule aspect - plausibly regarded by some as a sentential 

category, by others as appertaining to the verb phrase 

only - is seen as in close contrastive relation with tense, 

both concerned with correlation between grammatical form 

and concepts of time, tense perhaps first and foremost 

with location in time, aspect with continuity in time. 

Rather than attempt a comprehensive summary of work in 

this field it has seemed more appropriate for present 

purposes to give a brief account of the views of some 

prominent contemporary linguists. It will be clear from 

it how remarkably little agreement there is on the term 

and concept of aspect. 

Paul Friedrich (1974: 2) says that 'The place of 

aspect in transformational syntax was sketched during the 

1960s., and for Chomsky, aspect was crucial in explaining 

evaluation procedures and "generalization". Yet these 

transformationalist studies were skewed by a preoccupa- 

tion with the mathematical "power" of a purely formal 

syntax, and the aspect features that they dealt with were 
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utterly rudimentary in terms of markedness relations 

and inherent meanings ... In short, American descrip- 

tivists and the early transformationalists left largely 

unexplored the underlying subcategories of inherent 

aspectual categories I 

The shallowness of the work devoted to aspect in the 

transformationalist tradition contrasts with a deep and 

thorough-going European interest in this area. Slavists, 

Classicists and linguists of diverse persuasions in Europe 

have demonstrated a serious commitment to the study of 

aspect. Nonetheless, the term 'aspect' is still a Inomen 

confusum' as will be shown presently. 

F. R. Palmer (1971: 93) says that 'In many languages 

there is what is called "aspect" as well as, or instead 

of,, tensey tense supposedly referring to time and aspect 

to completion, duration and similar concepts. ' It is 

not stated how duration, for instance, supposedly does 

not "refer to time". As far as the morphology of the 

English verbal phrase is concerned, Palmer (1974: 34) 

states that ' ... a distinction in terms of aspect, 

progressive and non-progressive, may be made, progressive 

forms being those that contain both a form of BE and an 

-ing form ... The terms "continuous" and "non-continuous" 

are sometimes used. So too are "habitual" and non- 

habitual" (habitual = non-progressive) but these are to 

be rejected as quite misleading. ' Palmer, following 

Joos (1964), treats,, for example, "perfect/non-perfect" 
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under a category labelled "phase", not generally employed 

elsewhere. Joos's (1964: 108-112) use of the term 

"aspect" has to do with the validity of predications at 

given times. Thus he recognises what he calls a 

"temporary aspect" and a "generic aspect" in English. 

The temporary aspect Isignifies something about the 

validity of the predication, and specifically it sals that 

the probability of its validity diminishes smoothly from 

a maximum of perfect validity, both ways into the past 

and the future towards perfect irrelevance or falsity'. 

The generic aspect 'has no meaning of its own. It gets 

its meaning entirely from the context'. 

John Lyons (1968: 313) tells us that 'The term 

aspect (which is a translation of the Russian vid) was 

first used to refer to the distinction of "perfective" 

and "imperfective" in the inflexion of verbs in Russian 

and other Slavonic languages. The term "perfective" 

(or "perfect") is reminiscent of that used by the Stoic 

grammarians for the somewhat similar notion of "comple- 

tion" found in Greek'. With regard to English, Lyons 

(op. cit.: 315) says 

English has two aspects which combine fairly 
freely with tense and mood: the "perfect" 

... and the "progressive" ... There are a 
number of other aspectual distinctions in 
English of more limited distribution, in- 

cluding the "habitual" (which occurs only 
with the past tense: I used to read) and 
the "mutative" (which is restricted to the 

passive: I got killed). 

It is clear that Palmer and Lyons do not see eye to 
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eye with respect to aspect; nor does either of them 

conceive of it as Joos does. J. M. Anderson (1973: 5) 

sees things differently yet again; he proposes 'a 

localist theory of aspect, in that various aspectual 

distinctions are interpreted as involving crucially the 

notions of location and direction'. Anderson's view 

is partly endorsed by D. Bolinger (1971a). 

B. Comrie (1976: 3) for his part, defines aspect 

differently from any of the foregoing as 'different ways 

of viewing the interal temporal constituency of a 

situation'. He recognises (OP. cit.: 16) two principal 

aspects, perfective and imperfective, attributable to a 

number of natural languages so that 'perfectivity indi- 

cates the view of a situation as a single whole, without 

distinction of the various separate phases that make up 

the situation; while the imperfective pays essential 

attention to the internal structure of the situation'. 

In contrast with Lyons, Comriels "perfect" is defined 

in wholly different terms from "perfective". He makes 

no mention virtually of the particles (up, on, out, etc. ) 

which are an important aspectual category of English; 

Bolinger (1971b), on the other hand, devotes a whole 

chapter to these aspectual particles (cf. Mitchell, 

19 78b) . 

The most widely occurring aspectual oppositions are 

summed up by Lyons (1977: 708) as follows: 

(i) stative vs. nonstative 
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(ii) dynamic vs. nondynamic 

(iii) stative vs. dynamic 

durative vs. nondurative 

(v) punctual vs. nonpunctual 

(vi) durative vs. punctual 

progressive vs. nonprogressive 

Different languages grammaticalize one or more of these 

potential oppositions. But according to Lyons (op. cit. ) 

the oppositions at 

(iv), (v) and (vii) would seem to be quite common. 
English ... is but one of the several European 
languages that exemplifies (vii); French, and 
many other languages, exemplify (iv) in the 
past tense at least; and, according to what is 
probably the standard analysis these days, 
Russian exemplifies (v), in that the so-called 
perfective positively represents a situation 
as an event, whereas the corresponding imper- 
fective, being the unmarked term, simply fails 
to represent it as an event and therefore only 
negatively, as it were, has anything to do 
with durativity. 

It is interesting that Lyons' list does not 

(explicitly) include the perfective/imperfective opposi- 

tion which seems to be the major asPectual contrast 

recognised in Slavonic languages by leading 

"aspectologists" like the Russianists Forsyth (1970) 

and Comrie (1976), to mention only two of these who 

write in English about this controversial topic - Lyons' 

position appears to be similar to that of P. Friedrich 

(op. cit.: 35-36) who, after discussing several possible 

typological aspectual contrasts, singles out three as 

relating to the most useful and relevant "basic features" 
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for analytical purposes: 

1- durative/nondurative 

2. completive/noncompletive 

stative/nonstative 

Concerning the perfective/imperfective opposition, 

Friedrich (op. cit.: 29) has this to say: 

Slavic aspect does resemble that of Homeric 
Greek, but also differs from it significantly 
in its morphology and semantics, and in the 
corresponding technical terminology. First 
of all, the conventional Latinate labels of 
"perfective" and "imperfective" which are iised 
for Slavic aspect are infelicitous and have 
engendered no little misunderstanding, partly 
because they are often used for what in other 
languages have become tense categories.... 

Little has been written on aspect in Arabic and, 

unfortunately, the category is all too often confused with 

the category of tense, which, in practically the whole 

literature on Arabic, subsumes the two terms (elsewhere 

attributed to aspect) : "perfect (ive, ) 11 and "imperfect (ive) 1.1 

Consider, for instance, how Comrie (OP. cit.: 80) puts 

things (and note especially the confusion arising from the 

use of the terms "perfective" and "imperfective" to 

refer simultaneously to tense and aspect): 

... we may say that the Perfective indicates 
both perfective meaning and relative past 
time reference, while the Imperfective 
indicates everything else (i. e. either imper- 
fective meaning or relative nonpast tense). 
The Arabic opposition Imperfective/Perfective 
incorporates both aspect and (relative) tense. 

All reference to the important part played by the Arabic 

"active participle" in this area is absent, though Comrie, 

as a Russianist, is hardly to be blamed for the singular 
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failure of western Arabists in their published work to 

heed the distinctions between participle and tenses. 

In contrast with Com-tie, J. Kurylowicz (1973: 117) 

has it that aspect cannot be posited for Arabicl rather 

as Zandvoort (1962: 19) had felt for English - Kurylowicz 

quotes examples which, in his opinion, 'show how far we 

are from attributing aspect to Semitic, especially to 

Arabic'. However, one cannot help feeling that Kurylowicz' 

view is a typical reflection of what Friedrich (1974: 

calls 'an excessive concern with overt morphemics'. On 

the other hand, if one is primarily concerned, with esta- 

blishing aspectual comparisons and contrasts in this 

language or that, having regard to the available formal 

devices that make these contrasts possible, it is of no 

consequence to the justification of aspect whether such 

devices are morphological or syntactic or both. In 

other words, if one takes the view that aspect is a 

semantic-syntactic category encoded either by a system 

of inflectional/derivational morphemes, and/or by a 

system of syntactic signals pertaining primarily to the 

verbal phrase and including, Inter alia, preverb auxi- 

liaries, verb stems, verbal complements as well as 

temporal specifiers, aspect, then, becomes a more mean- 

ingful and more salient grammatical category which can be 

justifiably posited for almost all natural languages. As 

Lyons (1977: 705) says: 

'It is ... largely a matter of historical accident 
that the notion of aspect does not figure as 
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prominently in traditional grammar as does 
the notion of tense. Aspect is, in fact, 
far more commonly to be found throughout 
the languages of the world than tense is: 
there are many languages that do not have 
tense, but very few, -if any, that do not 
have aspect. ' 

Kury+-owicz' denial of the presence of aspect in 

Semitic languages, notably Arabic, should be seen in 

contrast with a diametrically opposed view held by 

Benveniste (1962: 260) as quoted in Fleisch (1974: 

'Apres cette analyse qui nous a fait constater 
que l'aspect primait le teTps, nous avons aborde, 
dans ses termes les plus gen6raux, le probleme 
de l'aspect. Il 

, 
nous est apparu que, dans 

la tradition des etudes linguistiques, la notion 
d'aspect etait gen6ralement definie par rapport 
aux donnees slaves. Clest le verbe slave qui 
a fourni a la theorie de l1aspect son cadre et 
ses oppositions. Or, quand on envisage les 
systemes aspectuels hors du monde indo- 
europeen, on slapergoit que le slave ne repre- 
sente nullement un type commun; au contraire 
clest,, un type exceptionnel, fortement grammati- 
calise, oiu aspect et temps sont etroitement 

. 0, associes. La realite de l'aspect se voit 
II bien plus clairement en semitique ou les classes 

formelles du verbe representent des modes d'action, 
admettent touteq la distinction d'aspect, dont 
elles sont formellement independantes, et 
cette distinction d1aspect, non encore tempora- 
lisee, se realise comme une correlation. ' 

'After this analysis which led us to note that 
aspect took precedence over tense (in the 
Amerindian Uto-Aztec family), we approached 
the problem of aspect in the most general terms. 
It became apparent that, in traditional general 
linguistics, the notion of aspect was generally 
defined by reference to the facts of Slavonic 
data. The Slavonic verb is what has provided 
the theory of aspect with its framework and 
its system of oppositions (i. e. paradigmatic 
constraints). Now when aspectual systems from 

outside the Indo-European world are examined, it 
is found that Slavonic is in no way representative; 
on the contrary, it is an exceptional type, highly 

grammaticalised, in which aspect and tense are 
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closely linked. The real nature of aspect 
is to be seen much more clearly in Semitic 
where the formal paradigms of the verb 
represent modes of action, all admitting 
distinction-of aspect, from which they 
are formally independent, and that distinction 
of aspect, which is still connected with 
tense, is realized as a correlation. * 

Aspectual qDpositions in ESAJ will be investigated 

at some length in the present study; but it may not be 

out of order at this juncture to give a few examples which 

illustrate the capability of ESAJ to express a whole range 

of aspectual distinctions, for instance by means of contrasts 

within the verb phrase. Thus, 

1. (a) iiliustaab katab (past tense) risaala 

'The teacher wrote a letter'. 

(b) !? il. Tustaab buktub (nonpast tense) risaala 

'The teacher is writing a letter'. 

(c) S! il. Tustaab kaatib (active participle) risaala 

'The teacher has written a letter'. 

2. (a) Tiliustaab simiE (past tense) Soot 

'The teacher heard a sound'. 

S! ilS! ustaab bismaE (nonpast tense) Soot. 

'The teacher hears a sound (now)'. 

, 
(active participle) Soot. (c) Til. Tustaab saamip 

'The teacher hears a sound (now)' or 'The teacher 

has heard a sound'. 

Not only noteworthy are the parallel aspectual 

contrasts between (a) and (b) under both 1 and 2. as 

well as the contrast in both cases between the tenses 

at (a) and (b) and the participle at (c), but also the 
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non-ambiguity of l(c) which interestingly contrasts with 

the ambiguity of 2(c) variously interpretable as durative 

or completive in response to the difference of verb class 
involved. But consider, too, the case of the replacement 

of singular /risaala/ 'letter' and /Soot/ 'sound' by their 

plural counterparts /rasaaiil/ 'letters' and /iaSwaat/ 

'sounds'. It is now found that the (b) examples also 
become ambiguous, i. e. 

3. (b) ! M. Tustaab buktub rasaaiil 

'The teacher is writing letters (now)' or 

'The teacher writes letters (habitually)'. 

4. (b) . 2il. Tustaab bismaE icLSwcLcLt 

'The teacher hears sounds (now)' or 'The 

teacher hears sounds (habitually)'. 

These simple examples alone show that it will be 

necessary to make a number of aspectual distinctions with 

respect to verb form but also that it is not just verbal 

forms that contribute to such distinctions. Elsewhere 

ESAJ also has its 'aspectual verbs' among numerous 

devices for the making of relevant contrasts. In fact, 

the whole area of aspect in ESAJ is one of considerable 

theoretical and descriptive interest. So far it is to 

all intents and purposes untrodden. 

4.2 Aspect, tense and time in language analysis 

Aspect must be distinguished from tense. These two 

terms are often confused; the main source of confusion 

being that both categories relate verbal form to concepts 
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of time. Like aspect, tense has for a long time remained 

a controversial issue. As Lyons (1968: 306) says: 

the analysis of tense, even in English, is a matter 

of considerable controversy'. The number of different 

theories of tense at present in circulation is indicative 

of the lack of precision as to what the category of tense 

entails. Some of these theories, or conceptions, of 

tense can be regarded as idiosyncratic since they do not 

seem to have acquired substantial support from linguists. 

Examples of these are the proposals put forward by P. 

Kiparsky (1968), R. Huddleston (1969) and H. Weinrich (1970). 

However, it is generally agreed, explicitly or 

tacitly, that tense, in languageswhich have this category, 

e. g. English, is a verbal inflexion which locates the 

action/state expressed by the verb at a time relative to 

the moment of speaking. Cf. J. Lyons (1968: 304-305), 

E. Traugott (1972: 43), R. Quirk and S. Greenbaum (1973: 

40) 1 F. Palmer (1974: 43) 1 B. Comrie (1976: 1-2) v R. P. 

Stockwell (1977: 39). In the words of Lyons (1968: 

305) : 

The essential characteristic of the category 
of tense is that it relates the time of the 

action, event or state of affairs referred 
to in the sentence to the time of utterance 
(the time of utterance being 'now'). Tense 
is therefore a deictic category, *. * 

one must quickly add that time is of course a non- 

linguistic concept which is usually thought of in terms 

of the subdivisions past, present and future. In the 

traditional analysis of the grammatical category of tense 
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it is often asserted that the notion of tense encodes 

distinctions parallel to the three subdivisions of time, 

i. e. past, present and future. In contrast to the old 

(i. e. traditional) grammarians, almost all modern linguists, 

notably those referred to in the previous paragraph, 

divide tense into two sub-categories commonly designated 

past and nonpast. Thus, for example, Traugott (op. cit. ) 

says: 

Conceptually, we think of time relations as a 
three-way system of past, present, and future. 
As far as the syntactic structure of English 
is concerned, however, there is a two-way 
distinction. As expressed by the so-called 
"tense-inflections", which are attached to the 
verb (or to the auxiliary verb, depending on 
the structure of the sentence), the distinction 
is between past (for example, He*ran) and 
nonpast (for example, He runs). 

Normally, the past-tense in a simple sentence locates 

the action/state expressed by the, verb in the past time 

with regard to the moment of speaking as in e. g. She 

opened the door. However, there is no inherent one-to- 

one correspondence between past-tense and past time as 

the following examples illustrate: 

1. If he came tomorrow, I would be glad to receive 

him. 

2.1 wish he knew they were coming next week. 

3. 'Men were deceivers ever'. 
' 

Nor does the use of a nonpast tense generally locate the 

action/state expressed by the verb at a time contemporaneous 

1. Shakespeare, quoted in Jespersen (1968: 259). 
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with the moment of speaking. Examples are: 

John likes apples. 

5. The earth goes round the sun. 

6. Dogs bark. 

Time is usually specified by linguistic forms other 

than those of verbal tense, e. g. by temporal adverbs. 

Indeed, as Otto Jespersen (1968: 254) says: 

... time is often indicated by means of other 
words than verbs, and this way of indicating 
time is often much more precise than that 
effected by means of verbal forms can ever 
be, as when we say "on the third of February, 
1923, at 11.23 p. m. " 

Perhaps it is fair to say that whereas the two 

tense-subcategories, as shown above, do not signal time 

references in a consistent way, aspectual subcategories, 

on the other hand, by virtue of being concerned with the 

continuity of the action/state in time, exhibit a 

consistent set of temporal relationships. To quote 

Friedrich (1974: 2) once more: 

Despite differences of opinion regarding the 
definition, structure and historical role of 
aspect, many scholars today would agree with 
the position masterfully explicated by Holt 
[J. Holt, "Etude d'aspect",, Acta Jutlandica 
15,2,19431 which, greatly simplified, may 
be summed up as saying that aspect is "a way 
of conceiving the passage of action". 

or,, if that does not spell it out, aspect, in the words 

of E. Sapir (1921: 108, footnote 22) 'indicates the lapse 

of action, its nature from the standpoint of continuity. ' 

W. H. Hirtle (1975: 18,134) distinguishes between 

tense and aspect in much the same terms as those in the 

previous paragraph. Thus, as he puts things, tense 
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. situates an event in its place in universe time, which, 

in regard to tense, constitutes a container for the 

event, whereas aspect involves 

not the time that contains the event, but the 
time contained in the event. This opposition 
between a universe time which contains and 
an event time which is contained - an opposition 
which corresponds to a difference not of nature 
(time is always time), but as position (time 
in the position of container and time in the 
position of content) - is the key to all 
problems of aspect . 
on the same issue (of distinguishing between tense and 

aspect) and to much the same eEfect Comrie (1976: 5) 

sums things up as follows: 

As noted above, tense is a deictic category, 
i. e. locates situations in time, usually with 
reference to the present moment, though also 
with reference to other situations. Aspect 
is not concerned with relating the time of 
the situation to any other time-point, but 
rather with the internal temporal constituency 
of the one situation; one could state the 
difference as one between situation-internal 
time (aspect) and situation-external time (tense). 

4.3 Aspect,, tense and time in ESAJ 

In the present study of ESAJ, tense and aspect 

are recognized as grammatical categories pertaining to 

the verb and the verbal phrase respectively. The formal 

justification for'the recognition of these two categories 

follows presently. 

Tense, but not aspect, in ESAJ is largely a matter 

of morphological paradigms closely associated with the 

category of 'person' and for practical purposes congruent 

with the system of personal pronouns (cf. Mitchell, 1962: 
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70) - In contrast with aspect, tense is subject to a 

two-fold distinction of paradigms, e. g. /Jqraý/ 'he 

explained' and /yijraý/ (or bilrab) 'he explains', which 

are usually referred to by Arabists and linguists as 

perfect(ive) and imperfect(ive), in that order (cf. 

Gardiner (1957: 219), Haywood et al. (1962: 95-97)l 

Bateson (1967: 23), Johnstone (1967: 42-43), Mitchell 

(1962: 70)). In the present study,, the term perfective 

will be used in an aspectual sense as the equivalent of 

nondurative. The terms 'past' and 'nonpast' will be 

used as the two subcategories of tense in ESAJ, and these 

are not congruent with divisions of clock-time, as will 

be shown below. 

4.3.1 Tense and time in ESAJ 

As illustrated by examples (i) and (ii) below, the 

basic function of tense is to locate the action/state 

designated by the verb at a time relative to the moment 

of utterance; hence, tense in ESAJ, as in English, is 

regarded as a deictic category. 

(i) Tilmudarris larab iddars (iliusbuuE ilmcLcLDi) 

'The teacher explained the lesson (last week). 

(ii) Tilmudarris bilrcLb iddars. 

'The teacher explains the lesson' or 'The teacher 

will explain the lesson'. 

The past-tense /Jamý/ 'he explained' in (i) places 

the action expressed by the verb at a time prior to the 

moment of utterance. On the other hand, the non-past 
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form /bilrcLb/ 'he explains/will explain' places the action 

at a time best described negatively as not prior to the 

moment of utterance. It must be emphasized that the non- 

past form /bijraý/ in (ii) does not assign the action 

to a time contemporaneous with the moment of speaking, 

and therefore it is misleading to call /bijraý/ 'present, 

with implications of contemporaneity (cf. Lyons, 1977: 

678). It is only in 'situations' of immediate report 

or their like, e. g. a radio commentary on some ongoing 

activity, that the nonpast tense can be said to locate 

the action at a time 'contemporaneous' with the time of 

utterance as in (iii) and (iv) below (cf. Crystal, 1966: 

24) . ýbiBiif 
samiirjyuBiifjilýcLcLmiB Ma lmaai. 

'Sameer adds the acid to the water. ' 
blBrib 

(iv) samiir yaBribliTTaaba bittijaah ilmarma. 

'Sameer kicks the ball towards the goal. ' 

In general it can be said that in simple, affirmative, 

declarative sentences like (i-iv) inclusive, past- and 

nonpast-tense regularly place the action/state expressed 

by the verb, at a time 2rior-to and not-prior-to the 

moment of utterance respectively. The phrase 'not-prior- 

to the moment of utterance' designates a present or future 

time as the case may be. However, this kind of regularity 

which obtains between tense and time in ESAJ is restricted 

to simple, affirmative, declarative sentences. Cf. (v) 

and (vi) with (i-iV). 

(V) tcLScLwwcLr yaa S! axi S! innu lmudarris 
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bifrctb (nonpast tense) iddars imbaarib 

. Tu biETi (nonpast tense) TTullaab imtibaan 

fi yyaabi 

'Imagine, comrade, that the teacher explains 

the lesson yesterday and gives the students 

a test in my absence. ' 

(vi) Tiba lmudarris IcLrcLb (past tense) iddars 

(bukra) , S! cLrjuuk tsajjlu S! ili 

'If the teacher explains the lesson (tomorrow), 

please tape-record it for me. ' 

In (v) the nonpast tense forms /bilrab/ and /biETi/ 

(both instances of the so-called historic present) locate 

the actions in the past time vis a-vis the moment of 

speaking. Note the occurrence in this sentence of the 

temporal specifier /. Timbaarib/ 'yesterday'. On the other 

hand, the past-tense form /farab/ in (vi), which comprises 

a complex conditional sentence, locates the action in 

the future vis*-a-vis the moment of speaking, whether or 

not the temporal specifier /bukra/ 'tomorrow' is used 

(cf. Palmer, 1971: 194-195; 1974: 47-49). This lack of 

correspondence between past-tense and past time is typical 

of utterances involving proverbs, and invocations (of 

God) , as in (vii) and (viii) . 

(vii) jalla (past-tense) man laa yashuu 

(lit. 'Exalted who not forget') 

'Only the high One does not forget'. 

(Viii) wcLffaqakcL (past-tense + suffix -ka) LLaah. 

(lit. 'granted you success God') 

'May God grant you success! ' 
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Thus, the past tense /jalla/ in (vii) does not locate 

the event in the past time; to be sure, /jalla/, in this 

kind of proposition, spans all time: past, present and 

future. Its temporal status is not deictic. However, 

the use of the past-tense in such 'gnomic' propositions 

(cf. Lyons 1977: 681) in ESAJ (and other varieties of 

Arabic including MSA) probably has something to do with 

basing the assertion on past experience: in this case on 

an article of faith or belief forming part of the cultural 

heritage of the speaker. 

To recapitulate, it is only in simple, affirmative, 

declarative sentences that tense in ESAJ manifests a 

regular correlation with universe time such that past- 

tense locates the-action/state in the past time vis-a-vis 

the moment of utterance, and nonpast tense locates the 

action/state in--a nonpast time (present or future) 

vis-a-vis the moment of utterance; in this sense, tense 

becomes truly deictic, having nothing to do with the 

'internal temporal constituency' of the action/st, ate - 

the latter is the domain of aspect. This is the position 

adopted in the present study concerning the relationships 

which the categories of tense and aspect accrete with the 

non-linguistic category o time. 

4.3.2 How aspect is recognized in ESAJ 

The justification for recognizing a whole system 

of aspectual oppositions in ESAJ is presented in detail 

in section 4.5 below. However, as a preview of the 
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coming details, an illustrative example is given at this 

juncture of the type of aspectual oppositions that will 

be systematically dealt with later on. Consider: 

1. samiir buktub (nonpast tense) mcLwDuuE S! infaa. T. 

'Sameer is writing a composition. ' 

2. samiir katab (past tense) mclwDuuE iinfaai. 

'Sameer wrote a composition'. 

The first of these two sentences asserts that Sameer is 

busy writing a composition; the action of writing is 

therefore in progress, and the composition is not yet 

complete. The second sentence, on the other hand, asserts 

that Sameer wrote a composition, and that the composition 

was completed prior to the moment of utterance. Evidently, 

this kind of notional paraphrase involves both the categories 

of aspect and tense as defined above. But if the discussion 

is limited to considerations of the internal temporal 

constituency of the action, one can say that sentence (1) 

presents the act of writing, or to be precise one 'phase' 

of it, as being stretched out in time, i. e. as having 

duration, whereas sentence (2) presents the act of writing 

(its beginning, middle and end) as a single, compressed, 

un-analysable, completed whole. Thus, from a strictly 

notional point of view, these two examples purport to 

illustrate an aspectual opposition between duration 

and absence of duration. But one cannot stop there 

and assume that a durative/nondurative aspectual contrast 

has been established; the contrast must be shown to be 

formally justifiable. 
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Now (1) is compatible with the aspectual particle 

(Eam(maalu)/, whereas (2) is not; hence (3) is grammatical 

while (4) is not. 

3. samiir Eam(maalu) buktub mawDuuE Tin. laaS! 

'Sameer is writing a composition (now)'. 

4. *samiir Eam(maalu) katab mcLwDuuE iinfaai. 

Similarly, (1) cooccurs acceptably with the aspectual 

phrase /maa zaal/ 'is still', but (2) does not; hence 

is grammatical but (6) is not. 

5. samiir maa zaal buktub mcLwDuuE iinfaai 

'Sameer is still writing a composition'. 

6. *samiir maa zaal katab mawDuuE Tinfaai 

*'Sameer is still wrote a composition'. 

It is on the basis of such formal contrasts, and the 

underlying semantic contrasts, that the justification 

rests for recognizing the aspectual opposition durative/ 

nondurative in ESAJ. The domain of these contrasts, 

moreover, is the verbal phrase, as all the other elements 

of the sentence are kept constant while ringing the 

changes that bring out the relevant contrasts. 

Within the verbal phrase, the elements that are of 

particular relevance to aspect are the following: 

1. tense 

2. the verb stem 

3. preverbal 'auxiliaries', e. g. /kaan/. DcLll/ 

4. preverbal 'particles' like /Eam(maal)/ 

5. Complements of the verb, including the so-called 

Istrict subcategorization' features of the NP, 
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if any,, which is immediately dominated by the 

VP node. 

These contribute in varying degrees to the systematic 

analysis of aspect in ESAJ. The relationship between 

aspect and tense is perhaps the most intricate. Whatever 

the case may be in other languages, tense and aspect in 

ESAJ (indeed in all varieties of Arabic) can, and should 

be kept apart. 
1 

This question was raised and dealt with 

above. Suffice it to say at this point that neither 

in form, nor in function, do the categories of tense and 

aspect in ESAJ overlap. Insofar as form is concerned, 

the subcategories of tense (past and nonpast) are inflexionally 

determined, whereas the subcategories of aspect (e. g. 

durative/nondurative) are determined in terms of syntactico- 

semantic regularities pertaining to the entire structure 

of the verbal phrase. In the second place,, the function 

of tense is deictic: it locates the action/state expressed 

by the verb at a time relative to the time of utterance, 

while the function of aspect is non-deictic and concerns 

the internal temporal constituency of the action/state 

expressed by the verb. So tense and aspect in ESAJ do 

not overlap; yet they are interdependent in that considerations 

of tense have a bearing on the systematic analysis of 

aspect. As is shown below (cf. section 4.5) aspectual 

generalizations in ESAJ cannot be captured without having 

regard to tense. 

1. It is very misleading to argue as many French Arabists 

have done (e. g. Cantineau et al., 1953: 25) that tenses 

in Arabic are really aspects. 
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In conclusion, aspect in ESAJ is here regarded as a 

syntactic-semantic property of the verbal phrase. The 

elements which serve to signal the appropriate aspectual 

oppositions within the verbal phrase include the verb 

stem and a set of preverbal auxiliaries and particles as 

well as features of the NP, if any, which is immediately 

dominated by the VP node. In this variety of Arabic, 

aspectual distinctions, unlike tense distinctions, are 

not overtly reflected in the morphology, i. e. there are 

no inflectional or derivational morphemes to signal aspectual 

contrasts. But ESAJ is capable of coding aspectual 

distinctions of the type which in, say, Slavonic languages 

are accounted for in terms of a system of verbal inflections. 

perhaps the crucial criterion for aspects, as Friedrich 

(1974: 4) says,, is the 'possibility of cooccurrence (or 

selectional combination), between verbal and adverbial 

subcategories. ' 

4.4 Scope of the present study of aspect 

This study is confined to an investigation of the 

basic aspectual contrasts recognizable in the verbal 

phrase in ESAJ. It may well be the case that elements 

of sentence structure outside the verbal phrase are 

relevant to some, probably marginal, aspectual distinctions. 

Cf. 

1. *. TiDDeef bada YiSal 

*'The guest began to arrive. ' 

2. ! Ziljumhuur bada yiScLl 

'The crowd began to arrive. ' 
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where a collective (inherently plural) but not a singular 

subject cooccurs acceptably with the verbal phrase /bada 

yiScLl/ 'began to arrive-' The aspectual feature exhibited 

in 2 may be described as 'inceptive-iterative' because 

'the continuity in time' pertains to a series of events 

rather than to a single event. This example illustrates 

that the category of 'number' (i. e. singularity vs. 

plurality) is one of the many factors that need to be 

considered in a comprehensive discussion of aspect. Even 

within the verbal phrase constituency, the category of number 

will be shown to be of particular relevance to almost all 

the subcategories of the durative aspect, namely, 

progressiveness, iterativeness and habituality (see below). 

Finally, it must be pointed out that aspect is here 

distinguished from such Imodes of action' as 'intensive', 

'causative', 'reciprocal' and so forth, which are attributable 

to the so-called 'derived' verbal forms (cf. M. W. Cowell 

(1964: 233-257), M. C. Bateson (1967: 32-33)y A. F. L. 

Beeston (1970: 72-75), T. F. Mitchell (1962: 65-69), 

H. Wise (1975: 45-54)). It is probably appropriate to 

refer to such types of action by the German term Aktionsarten 

with the implication that they are not aspects. 

1. S! ilwalad kasar ilqalam. 

'The boy broke the pencil. ' 

2. Tilwalad kassar ilqalam. 

'The boy smashed the pencil. ' 

Consider: 

The verb forms /kasar/ and /kassar/ in the above sentences 

derive from the same root, vllýsr- Aspectually both verbal 
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phrases are nondurative, to be precise completive (see 

below). Neither is compatible with the recognized 

durative testsr e. g. /Eam(maalu)/ and /maa zaal/, as the 

ungrammaticality of the extensions below indicates. 

1. (a) *. 2ilwalad Eam(maalu) kasar ilqalam. 

(b) *! 2ilwalad maa zaal kasar ilqalam. 

2. (a) *S! ilwalad Eam(maalu) kassar ilqalam. 

*Mwalad maa zaal kassar ilqalam. 

However, the morphological difference between /kasar/ 

and /kassar/, exhibited by the nongeminate versus geminate 

middle radical, is associated with a difference in meaning 

(pertaining to Aktionsart), namely, the former (the'simple 

form) implies that the shape of the object subjected to 

the action is as a consequence deformed, and that, 

normally, the whole is broken into two pieces; on the 

other hand, the 'intensive' form /kassar/ implies that 

the action results in several pieces. Nuances of meaning 

associated with lAktionsartl in ESAJ are not regarded 

here as aspectual, and will not be pursued in this study. 

4.5 The basic aspectual oppositions in ESAJ 

4.5.1: Durative vs Nondurative (or Durative vs. Perfective) 

An action/state is considered durative if it lasts 

in time. Consider: 

1. S! iljeel bitqcLddam nabw mcLwaaqiE ilEaduww. 

'The army is advancing towards the positions of 

the enemy. ' 

2. ! Ziljeel kaan bitqaddam naýw mawcLaqiE, ilEaduww. 
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'The army was advancing towards the positions 

of the enemy. ' 

! Zilieel biErif mcLwcLcLqie ilEaduww. 

'The army knows the positions of the enemy. ' 

4. samiir kaan mcLriiD 

'Sameer was ill. ' 

In the first example, the verb (strictly speaking the 

verbal phrase, i. e. the predication) expresses an action 

in progress; it asserts that the army is in process of 

advancing towards the positions of the enemy at the 

moment of speaking. Alternatively, it indicates that the 

state of affairs is such that the army is advancing 

towards the positions of the enemy - in actual fact, the 

army may be having lunch at the moment of speaking. 

Example 2 expresses an action that was in progress at a 

time prior to the moment of speaking. Example 3 expresses 

a state which obtains at the moment of speaking, while 

example 4 expresses a state that obtained for some time 

prior to the moment of speaking. 

If an action/state is seen as consisting of three 

stages: the beginning, the middle and the end, it is 

clear that these 4 examples make explicit reference only 

to the middle portion of the action/state, and this 

portion is viewed as being stretched out in time. Such 

an action/state is regarded as being aspectually durative. 

Nondurative (i. e. Perfective) predications, on the 

other hand, are illustrated by examples 5 and 6. 

5. samiir katab ittaqriir. 

'Sameer wrote the report. ' 
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6. iilfaras maatat. 

'The horse died. ' 

As the last two examples illustrate, nondurative predications 

express actions that are not seen as being stretched out 

in time. 

In order to justify these notional assertions 

linguistically, the following 'tests' will be used for 

establishing the durative/nondurative aspectual contrasts. 

(A) Collocability with the phrase /maa zaal/ 'is still': 

Durative verb phrases collocate with /maa zaal/ 

whereas nondurative verb phrases do not; hence examples 

7-10 are grammatical, but 11-12. are not. 

7. ! Ziljeel maa zaal bitqaddam nabw mcLwcLcLqiE ilEaduww. 

'The, army is still advancing towards the 

positions of the enemy. ' 

S: iljeel kaan maa zaal bitqaddam naýw mcLwcLaqip, 

ilEaduww. 

'The army was still advancing towards the 

positions of the enemy. ' 

9. ! iiljeel maa zaal biý; rif mcLwcLcLqaaqiE ilEaduww. 

'The army still knows the positions of the enemy. ' 

10. samiir kaan maa zaal mcLriiD. 

'Sameer was still ill. ' 

But compare: 

ii. *samiir maa zaal katab ittaqriir. 

12. *S! ilfarcLs maa zaalat maatat. 

(B) Collocability with 

Saar + 11 + pronominal suffix + temporal specifier 
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like I. TusbuuFfl liusbuuEeen' etc. 1 

Durative verb phrases cooccur acceptably with e. g. /Saarlu 

! RusbuuE/ 'has been ... for a week', hence examples 13-16 

are grammatical. 

13. S! iljeel ScLcLrlu FLusbuuE bitqaddam nabw mawaaqiE 

ilEaduww. 

'The army has been advancing towards the positions 

of the enemy for a week. ' 

14. Tiljeel kaan ScLcLrlu iusbuuE bitqaddam naýw 

mawcLcLqiE ilEaduww. 

'The army had been advancing towards the 

positions of the enemy for a week. ' 

15. Tiljeel ScLcLrlu iusbuuE biErif mcLwcLcLqiE ilEaduww. 

'The army has known the positions of the enemy 

for a week. ' 

16. Samiir kaan Saarlu. FLusbuuE mariiD. 

'Sameer had been ill for a week. ' 

In contrast, nondurative verb phrases are unacceptable 

in this context, hence the ungrammaticality of 17-18. 

17. *samiir Saarlu iusbuuE katab ittaqriir. 

18. *, TilfcLrcLs Sclarilha iusbuuE maatat. 

Durative in ESAJ is a superordinate category which 

can be subdivided into the following: 

(i) Progressive aspect, e. g. 

/samiir Eam(maalu) buktub/ 

'Sameer is writing. ' 

(ii) Habitual aspect, e. g. 

/samiir bizuurna kull iusbuuE/ 

'Sameer visits us every week. ' 
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(iii) Stative aspectp e. g. 

/samiir biErif taariix ilEcLrcLb/ 

'Sameer knows the history of the Arabs. ' 

Gnomic aspect, e. g. 

/i i l. TcLrD bitduur bawl if I ams/ 

'The earth revolves round the sun. ' 

Details of these aspectual subcategories of the durative 

follow presently. 

4.5.1.1 The Progressive 

A verb phrase characterized by the progressive 

aspect expresses an action in progress either at the 

time of utterance (cf. example 1) or at some other time 

chosen by the speaker (cf. examples 2'and 3). Examples: 

1. samiir bitkallam mcLEhcL min rooma 

'Samiir is speaking to her from Rome. ' 

2. samiircL kaanat btiqrcLi lamma nqcLTcL6 ittayyaar. 

'Sameera, was reading when the (electric) current 

was cut off. ' 

3. ? LissikirteercL bitkuun btiTbaE bittaqriir lamma 

yiScLl ilmufattil. 

'The secretary will be typing the report when 

the inspector arrives. ' 

These examples of the progressive are of course 

compatible with the tests of durativity discussed above 

in 4.5.1. For instance, 

2. (a) samiira kaanat maa zaalat btiqrcLi lamma 

nqcffaý: ittayyaar. 
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'Sameera was still reading when the 

(electric) current was cut off. ' 

samiircL kaanat ScLcLrilha Eiddit saaEaat 

btiqrcL. T lamma nqataE ittayyaar. 

'Sameera had been reading for several hours 

when the (electric) current was cut off., 

The test for progressive verb phrases in ESAJ is 

that they cooccur acceptably with the aspectual particles 

/. Taarid/-` 
1 

and Fam(maal)/ as illustrated by examples 4-6. 

4. (a) samiir iaaEid bitkallam mcLEha min rooma. 

(b) samiir Eam bitkallam maEha min rooma. 

'Sameer is speaking to her from Rome. ' 

5. (a) samiircL kaanat iaaEde btiqrcLi lamma nqcLTaE 

ittayyaar. 

(b) samiircL kaanat Cam btiqrai lamma nqaTaE ittayycLar. 

'Sameera was reading when the (electric) 

current was cut off. ' 

6. (a) ! ýissikirteera bitkuun TaaEde btiTbaE 

bittaqriir lamma yiSal ilmufattil. 

(b) Tissikirteerci bitkuun Eam btiTbaE bittaqriir 

lamma yiSctl ilmufattil. 

'The secretary will be typing the report when 

the inspector arrives. ' 

The English translation of 1 and 4(a, b) is the same, but 

this fact should not obscure the meaningful contribution of the 

particles /iaaEid/ and /Eam(maal)/. In fact 1 out of context 

is ambiguous in the sense that it admits of three interpretations: 

(i) it may be interpreted as [habitual] (see 4.5.1.2 

This particle is also attested as /gaaEid/ and /qacLEid/. 
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below) in which case the meaning is 'Sameer 

normally speaks to her from Rome. ' 

(ii) it may be interpreted as a 'promise' in which 

case it would collocate with a future-auxiliary 

like /rcLcLyib/ 'is going to I as in: 

samiir rcLcLyib yitkallam mcLEhcL min rooma. 

'Sameer will/is going to speak to her 

from Rome. ' 

(iii) it may be interpreted as progressive in which 

case it would colligate with the particles 

/iaaEid/ and /Eam (maal) / as in 4 (a, b) . 

Therefore the insertion of the particle /iaaEid/ 

or /Eam(maal)/ in 1 serves to disambiguate the utterance; 

it triggers off one aspectual meaning, i. e. the progressive, 

and obliterates all the other interpretations. Indeed, 

the progressive aspect is grammaticalized in ESAJ such 

that: 

7. v Progressive/ iaaEid (or Eam(maal)) 
nonpast 

L tense i 

which reads as follows: the particle /iaaEid/ (or /Eam 

(maal)/) plus a verbal form in the nonpast tense make the 

verbal phrase aspectually progressive. 
1 

Progressive aspect implies that the happening is 

incomplete, still developing, transitory and of limited 

duration (cf. Twaddell, 1963: 2). Thus, when someone 

says, for example, 

8. ! 2ilwalad Eam biyrQq 

'The boy is drowning. ' 

1. However, cf. 4.5.1.2. 
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he is in effect emphasizing all of these related features, 

i. e. that the action of drowning is not yet complete, that 

it is in progress, and that it will have a limited 

duration; consequently, any rescue operation will have 

to be attempted immediately or else it will soon be too 

late,, as the extended collocation in 9 illustrates: 

9. S! ilwalad Eam biyrcLq; iinzil yaa samiir 

bsurr, a winqibu. 

'The boy is drowning; jump quickly, Sameer, 

and rescue him. ' 

In contrast, example 10 which is aspectually perfective 

(see below) does not admit of a similar extension: 

hence 11 is deviant. 

10. Tilwalad yiriq 

'The boy drowned. ' 

ii. *S! ilwalad yiriq; S! inzil yaa samiir bsurEa 

winqibu 

*'The boy drowned; jump quickly, Sameer, and 

rescue him. ' 

of course, not all verbs in ESAJ meet the requirements 

of the generalization at 7. For instance, the so-called 

stative verbs (see below) will not admit the restriction 

on duration that 7 entails. Consider: 

12. /. Tana ba6rif taariix ilEarab/ 

'I know the history of the Arabs. ' 

13. /samiir bikraý irriycLcLDiyyaat/ 

'Sameer hates mathematics. ' 

The verbal phrases in 12 and 13 are aspectually durative; 

1. Cf. Leech (1971: 16). 
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they are compatible with /maa zaal/ and [/Saar/ 

pronominal suffix} +a temporal specifier like 

/2usbuuE/, /jahr/, etc. ]. (Cf. 4.5.1 above). However, 

the same verb phrases are incompatible with either of the 

particles /iaaEid/ and /Eam(maal)/, which, as mentioned 

above,, restrict the duration of verb phrases that do 

cooccur with them. Thus 12(a) and 13(a) are 

ungrammatical. 

12. (a) *! Zana iaaEid/Eam bairrif taariix ilEarab. 

*'I am knowing the history of the Arabs. ' 

13. (a) *samiir iaaEid/Eam bikrcLh irriyctcLDiyyaat. 

*'Sameer is hating mathematics. ' 

In addition to the generalization at 7 (above), 

ESAJ granunaticalizes progressive aspect as in 14: 

14. V --> Progressive/ (Vlýw-n) bi + NP 
nonpast 

tense 

i. e. a verbal phrase is progressive just in case it contains 

a verb in the nonpast tense form, followed by the preposition 

Jbi-} and a noun phrase - whether or not an auxiliary 

form derived from the root\/rk-ýwn precedes the head verb. 

consider examples (15-19): 

15. samiir bilbas bilbadle. 

'Sameer is putting on the suit. ' 

16. samiir kaan yilbas bilbadle. 

'Sameer was putting on the suit. ' 

17. hiyaam btiqrai bilkitaab. 

lHiyam is reading the book. ' 

18. baazim biScLllib bittalivizyoon. 

'Hazim is repairing the television. ' 
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19. ýaazim kaayin (y)iSCL11ib bittalivizyoon. 

'Hazim had been repairing the television. ' 

As the English translation shows, the verbal phrases 

are progressive in all of these examples. Now compare 

15-19 with their counterparts in (15(a)-19(a)) where the 

preposition Jbi-} is left out. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

(a) samiir bilbas ilbadle. 

'Sameer wears/would (like to) wear/will 

wear the suit. ' 

(a) samiir kaan yilbas ilbadle. 

'Sameer used to wear the suit. ' 

(a) hiyaam btiqrcL. T ilkitaab. 

(a) 

19. 

'H iyam reads/would (like to) read/will 

read the book. ' 

ýaazim biSalliý ittalivizyoon. 

'Hazim repairs/would (like to) repair/ 

will repair the television. ' 

baazim kaayin (y)iSallib ittalivizyoon. 

'Hazim used to repair the television. ' 

Examples (15-19) contrast with (15(a)-19(a)) in 

that none of the verb phrases in the latter set are 

characterized by the progressive aspect. However, in 

both sets of examples the 'case frame' of the verbs 

in question is as in 20 (cf. Fillmore, 1968): 

20. V --> 1+ OA], where 0 and A stand for 

'objective' and 'Agentivel case respectively. The presence/ 

absence of the preposition Jbi-} in this 'case frame' 

corresponds to the aspectual opposition progressive/non- 
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progressive. 

Now compare (15-19) with the superficially similar 

examples (21-22). 

21. samiir bilbas biyurfit innoom. 

'Sameer dresses (himself) in the bedroom. ' or 

'Sameer is dressing (himself) in the bedroom! 

22. hiyaam btiqrcii bilmaktabe. 

'Hiyam reads in the library', or 

'Hiyam is reading in the library. ' 

Each of the last two examples allows two readings (at 

least) : one habitual (see below) and the other progressive, 

as reflected in the English translation. Now the case 

frames of the verbs in these two examples, are as in 23. 

2 3. V -LA],, where L stands for 'Locative' 

case. Thus, the preposition {bi-} in 21 and 22 is locative, 

and, unlike the case in (15-19), can be replaced by the 

preposition /fii/ without altering the structure or the 

meaning of schema 23. Compare 21 and 22 with 21(a) and 

22 (a) - 

21. (a) samiir bilbas fii'yurfit innoom. 

'Sameer dresses (himself) in the bedroom. ' 

or 'Sameer is dressing (himself) in the 

bedroom. ' 

22. (a) hiyaam btiqrai fi lmaktabe. 

'Hiyam reads in the library. ' or 

'Hiyam is reading in the library. ' 

However, it can be seen that 21 and 22 respond to 

schema 14 just as (15-19) do. But since 21 and 22 are not 
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progressive (at any rate, not uniquely progressive), 

14 must be modified in order that it generates (15-19) and 

does not generate 21 and 22. The necessary modification 

is given in 14(a), which is simply a merger of 14 and 20 

in contradistinction to a corresponding merger of 14 and 

23. 

14 (a) : Progressive/ [NP] 
A 

nonpast 
fbi + NP] 

tense 
L 

where A and 0 stand for 'Agentive' and 'Objective' 

respectively. This generalization applies whether or not 

an auxiliary deriving from Výk-ý precedes the head verb 

as illustrated by, say, examples 15 and 16. If a tensed- 

form of Vlýw_n is used (cf. non-tensed forms of e. g. 

/kaayin/, which is the active participle, and /koon/, 

which is the verbal noun form) it will locate the action 

at the appropriate time; so one can speak, for instance, 

of a progressive aspect located in the past as in example 

16. The absence of a -. -er6al auxiliary leaves the task 

of locating the action in time to the tense of the head 

verb itself, which, insofar as the progressive aspect 

is concerned, is invariably nonpast (as in 14(a)) and 

invariably locates the progressive in the present time 

(i. e. now) as in examples 15,17, and l. S. The same 

applies to the generalization of the progressive in 

above. 

However, non-tensed verbal forms in ESAJ are capable 

of signalling aspectual meaning. That aspectual 

oppositions are separate from tense distinctions can be 
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illustrated by the use of the active participle, which is 

formallynontensed. Consider the following examples 

where the active participle (A. P. ) expresses progressive 

aspect (cf. Mitchell, 1952,1978a). 

23. /miin hadaak illi maali (A. P. ) fi flaariE/? 

lit. 'Who that who walking in the street? ' 

'Who is that who is walking in the street? ' 

24. /faayif (A. P. ) hadaak ilwalad illi baamil 

ilkutub/9. 

lit. 'Seeing that boy who carrying the books"? 

'Do you see that boy who is carrying the books? ' 

25. /S! iSScLcLruux munTaliq (A. P. ) bisurEa naýw 

iTTcLaS! ircL/ 

lit. 'The missile setting out with speed 

toward the aircraft. ' 

'The missile is setting out at a (high) speed 

toward the aircraft. ' 

In these three examples the active participles /maali/, 

/laayif/, /baamil/ and /munTaliq/ express actions in 

progress, i. e. actions which are incomplete, developing, 

and of limited duration. Therefore, these active participles 

might be considered as grammatical exponents of progressive 

aspect. In fact a paraphrase relationship holds between, 

e. g., sentence 23 and 23(a), where the active participle 

is replaced by [Eam + the nonpast tense of the root %,,, rMj-y 

(from which the active participle /maali/ is derived)]. 

23. (a) /miin hadaak illi Eam bimli fillaariE? 

'Who is that who is walking in the street? '. 

But of course one must recognize the contribution of the 
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'context of situation' in assigning to the active participle 

in each of the above sentences a uniquely progressive 

reading. The context of situation in 23, for example, 

involves a speaker and one or more addressees in a face-to- 

face encounter, as well as a third person at some distance 

actually performing an act of walking. The utterance is 

introduced by a question-word /miin/ 'who' and its 

immediacy and contemporaneousness are reinforced by the 

demonstrative pronoun /hadaak/ 'that' and an implicit 

act of pointing out by the questioner. In this context, 

the active participle /maaji/ 'walking' admits of one 

reading only - the progressive. 

Thus the close comparability of meaning of 23 and 

23(a) must not be taken to imply that the active participle 

is as regular a signal of progressive aspect as [Eam 

nonpast] (cf. generalization 7 above). For while 16am 

nonpast] is a reliable criterion of progressive aspect, 

the active participle is progressive only if the context 

makes it so. Compare: 

24. (a) /samiir Eam bimli fi flaari6/ 

'Sameer is walking in the street. ' 

/samiir maali fi flaariE/ 

'Sameer is walking/has walked in the street. ' 

where 24 (a) with [Eam + nonpast] is unambiguously progressive 

in contrast with 24(b) which is ambiguous as between a 

progressive and a perfective interpretation. 

Moreover, it is not always the case that the active 

1. Cf. 4.5-1.21 however. 
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participle of every verb in ESAJ behaves like /maali/ 

'walking'r which, as in 24(b), admits of two aspectual 

readings. The fact is that the active participles in 

ESAJ fall into three categories: 

(a) those which are invariably perfective (cf. 25-27), 

those which are invariably progressive (cf. 28), 

(c) those which, like /maaji/ 'walking', are 

potentially capable of expressing more than 

one aspectual value (cf. 29-30). 

Examples are given below, where (25-27) respond to (a), 

28 responds to (b) and (29-30) respond to (c). 

25. /samiir kaatib (A. P. ) ittaqriir/ [perfective only] 

'Sameer wrote the report. ' 

26. /ýasan laaEib (A. P. ) tanis ilyoom [perfective only] 

'Hasan has played tennis today. ' 

27. /haazim qaarii (A. P. ) Eiddit kutub/ [perfective 

on ly ] 

'Hazim has read several books. ' 

28. /. TillurTi masak illiSS mutalabbis (A. P. ) 

biljariime/ [progressive only] 

'The policeman caught the thief (lit. committing 

the crime) red-handed. ' 

29. /samiir naazil (A. P. ) [progressive or perfective] 

'Sameer is going/has gone down. ' 

, uSfuur Taayir(A. P. )[progressive or 30. /!? jlF 

perfective] 

'The sparrow is flying/has flown. ' 
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4.5.1.2 The Habitual 

An action with more or less regular recurrence over an 

extended period of time is regarded as habitual 
1. 

Consider: 

1. TilmcLTcLr binzil biycLzcLcLrcL fii IbcLcLT 

'Rain falls heavily in February. ' 

2. hiyaam btijlis hunaak 

'Hiyam sits there. ' 

3. samiir biruuý lalmadrase maji 

'Sameer goes to school on foot. ' 

Examples (1-3) comprise what Twaddell (1963: 7) calls 

'pure description implicitly justified by a past record 

and a presumption of future continuation. ' The verbal 

phrase in each of these examples expresses an action/event 

which is not viewed as being incidental, but rather as 

being of regular recurrence over an extended period of 

time (cf. Comrie, 1976: 27-28). 

In ESAJ the habituality exhibited by these examples 

can be limited to an extended period of the past time 

exclusively by using the past-tense of the auxiliary 

, 
Fiý Ito be' as in (la-3a) : 

1. (a) ! ZilmcLTcLr kaan yinzil biycLzcLcLrcL 

fii fbacLT 

'Rain used to fall heavily in 

February. ' 

1. 'Habitual' is related to 'iterative' (see below) 
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2. (a) hiyaam kaanat tijlis hunaak 

lHiyam used to sit there. ' 

3. (a) samiir kaan yiruub lalmadrose 

mali 

'Sameer used to go to school 

on foot. I 

That habitual aspect is a subcategory of durative 

aspect can be shown by extending the above examples with, 

say, /maa zaal/, which, it will be remembered from 4.5.1. 

is one of the tests of durativeness. For instance, 1 

and l (a) collocate with /maa zaal/ as in 4 and 5-respective- 

ly 
- 

FLilmcLTcLr maa zaal binzil biycLzclcLrcL fii 

IbcLcLT 

'Rain still falls heavily in February. ' 

5. S! ilmciTcLr kaan maa zaal yinzil biycLzcLara 

ii I bacLT 

'Rain still fell (lit. used to fall) 

heavily in February. ' 

Note that the verbal phrases in (1-3) do not express 

progressive aspect; they do not collocate with /iaaEid/ 

Thus, for instance, 6. which is an or /E am (maa 1) /. 

expansion of 1 by the insertion of /6am/, is ungrammati- 

cal. 

6. *. TilmcLTar 6am binzil biycLzcLarcL fii IbcLcLT 

'Rain is falling heavily in February. ' 

However, 6(a) qualifies as progressive and responds to 

schema 7 in 4.5.1.1 above: 
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6. (a) '! ZilmcLTcLr Eam binzil biycLzcLcLrcL 

'Rain is falling heavily. ' 

where the verbal phrase /Eam binzil/ asserts that the 

action is in progress at the moment of speaking, i. e. 

now - 
Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that, owing 

to the fuzziness of language, and most probably due to 

the influence of Syrian practicer [pam + nonpast tense] 

is accepted and, to a lesser extent used, in ESAJ as a 

grammaticalised signal for habitual aspect. At present, 

this use is subject to a great deal of variation: some 

educated Jordanians do not use it at all, others alternate 

between using it and not using it depending on a number 

of socio-stylistic constraints, while a few tend to use 

it fairly consistently. The question of variation with 

regard to aspect is dealt with in the next chapter, but 

it is in order to mention here that while educated 

Jordanians would almost categorically reject 6, some might 

accept, even use, 7, which relates to 3 in the same way 

as 6 relates to 1. 

7. samiir pam biruuý lalmadrase mali 

'Sameer is going to school on foot 

(regularly) .I 

Why should 6 be rejected by all and 7 be endorsed 

by at least some educated Jordanians has to do with the 

fact that 6 contains what might be called a 'restrictive' 

temporal specifier, namely, /fii IbcLaT/ 'in February', 
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while 7 does not. The class of 'restrictive' temporal 

specifiers which block the use of the device [Eam 

nonpast tense] for the expression of habitual aspect 

includes /2il2aan/ 'now', /bukra/ 'tomorrow', /fii/ 

specific week/month/yearr etc. e. g. /fii lbaaT/ 'in 

February'. 

These observations can be economically expressed 

by the 'variable - rule' at 8. 

-restrictive V ----> 
<+ Habitual) + Fam + nonpast 

tense tanporal 

_j Lý _j 
specifier 

The angled-brackets symbolize the variable applicability 

of the rule which, in addition to the given linguistic 

constraints, is also subject to socio-stylistic ones of 

the type 

" Jordanian 

" Educated 

" Urban 

" Informal 

" Unscripted 

etc. 

The relationship depicted in 8 calls for a slight 

modification of the claim in 4.5.1.1 that [Eam + nonpast 

tense] is a reliable criterion of progressive aspect. 

The presence of a 'restrictive' temporal specifier, 

e. g. /. Tiliaan/ 'now' in schema 7 of 4.5.1.1 would block 

8 and render the former generalization (i. e. 7 of 4.5.1.1) 

applicable across the board. 
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Tests of habitual aspect in the verbal phrase in 

ESAJ include the following two: 

(a) collocability with the adverbial /Eaadatan/ 

'usually', 

(b) collocability with: /kull/ 'every' + 

numeral including zero and fractions 

temporal specifier, like /yoom/ 'day', 

/I ahr/ 'month' , /sana/ I year I etc. 

(a) Collocability with /Eaadatan/ 

Any verbal phrase which is potentially habitual in 

ESAJ will collocate with the adverbial /6aadatan/ 

'usually'. Applied to examples (1-3) above, this 'test' 

gives sentences (9-11) which are grammatical. 

9. FLilmcLTcLr binzil biycLzcLcLrcL fii IbcLcLT 

rýaadatan. 

'Rain usually falls heavily in February. ' 

10. hiyaam btijlis hunaak Eaadatan 

'Hiyam usually sits there. ' 

11. samiir biruub lalmadrase mafi Eaadatan 

'Sameer usually goes to school on foot. ' 

(b) Collocability with e. g. /kull sane/ levery_yearl, 

/kull yoom/ 'every day' etc. 

Verbal phrases which potentially express habitual 

aspect in ESAJ cooccur acceptably with /kull/ 'every' 

/yoom/IcLhr/sane/ 'day/month/yearl. Applied to examples 

(1-3) above,, this test gives sentences (12-14) which are 

grammatical. 
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12. S! ilmcLTcLr binzil blycLzcLcLrcL fii IbcLciT 

kull sane 

'Rain falls heavily in February every 

year. I 

13. hiyaam btijlis hunaak kull yoom 

'Hiyam sits there every day. ' 

14. samiir biruub lalmadrase mali kull yoom 

'Sameer goes to school on foot every day. ' 

In contrast, verbal phrases which are not potentially 

habitual do not collocate with either of the test-items 

in (a) and (b) . For instance, 6(a), in which the verbal 

phrase is progressive, does not accept these tests of the 

habitual aspect as illustrated by the ungrammaticality of 

15 and 16. 

15. *. 2ilmcLTcLr Eam binzil biycLzcLcira Caadatan 

'*Rain is falling heavily usually. ' 

16. *. TilmcLTcLr Eam binzil blycLzcLcLrcL kull 

, TusbuuZ; 

'*Rain is falling heavily every week. ' 

The reason why 15 and 16 are not acceptable is that the 

verbal phrase in them, i. e. /Eam binzil/ 'is falling', 

expresses an action in progress at the moment of speak- 

ing, and therefore implicitly contains a restrictive 

temporal specifier /S! iliaan/ 'now' , which is incompatible 

with habitual aspect. 

It is interesting to study the aspectual behaviour 
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of (matrix) verbal phrases containing a nonpast tense 

form of a main verb preceded by a past-tense form of 

the auxiliaryNvýýw-n 'to be' as in 

17. kunt aktub 

'I was writing/used to write. ' 

which is ambiguous as between progressive and habitual. 

Now consider 18 where /kunt aktub/ is contextualized. 

18. (a) kunt aktub lamma daxal iliustaab 

'I was writing when the teacher 

entered. ' 

(b) kunt aktub lamma yudxul iliustaab 

'I used to (begin to) write when- 

ever the teacher entered. ' 

(c) kunt aktub kullamaa daxal iEustaab 

'I used to (begin to) write when- 

ever the teacher entered. ' 

In 18(a), the verb phrase in the matrix sentence, i. e. 

/kunt aktub/, is progressive: it expresses an action in 

progress at a certain time in the past. The embedded 

clause /lamma daxal iliustaab/ 'when the teacher entered' 

provides a point of reference, in this case a moment in 

the past-timer at which the relevant stretch of the prog- 

ressive action in the matrix sentence is held to view, so 

to say. The verb phrase in 18(b) contrasts with that in 

18 (a) in the sense that /kunt aktub/ in 18 (b) expresses 

a habitual action, and the embedded clause provides the 

appropriate, recurring event with which the past habit is 

correlated. Insofar as surface structure is concerned, 
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18(a) and 18(b) contrast only in respect of the tense 

of the verb \/d-xl 'to enter' in the embedded clause; the 

tense is past in the formerr but nonpast in the latter. 

This difference in tense seems to be vital for the aspectual 

oppositions of progressiveness and habituality respecti- 

vely which the verbal phrase in the matrix sentence denotes. 

The past tense in 18 (a) is the exponent of a single event 

(of entering) with the syntagmatic effect, it seems of 

making the verb phrase in the matrix sentence progressive. 

on the other hand, the nonpast tense in 18(b) is the ex- 

ponent of repeated events (of entering) and appears to be 

responsible for the association of habitual aspect with 

the verb phrase of the matrix sentence. At any rate, the 

syntagmatic dependencies between aspect and tense are so 

complex that it is difficult to say in non-arbitrary terms 

whether for example in 18(b) the aspect is the cause or 

the effect of the tense. Indeed the habitual aspect in 

18(b) seems to have its effect on the deictic reference of 

the nonpast tense, for the latter has nothing to do with 

nonpast time in this context - it denotes past events. 

In this respect 18(b) is paraphrasable by 18(c), where, 

following /kullamaa/ 'whenever', the past tense of V/d-xl 

'to enter' is used for denoting the repeated past-time 

events (of entering) concomitant with the habitual aspect 

expressed by the verb phrase in the matrix sentence. 

Nowy if a punctual verb (see below), e. g. /ifl 'to 

start, jump with fright', is substituted for, /ý-tb 'to 
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write' in the matrix sentences of 18, it turns out, not 

surprisingly, that the sentence corresponding to 18(a), 

i. e. the one with the progressive aspect, is ungrammatical, 

whereas the aspectually habitual ones corresponding to 

18(b) and 18(c) are grammatical. Compare: 

19. (a) *kunt ajful lamma daxal iliustaab 

'*I was starting (i. e. jumping with 

fright) when the teacher entered. ' 

(b) kunt ajful lamma yudxul iliustaab 

'I used to start (i. e. jump with 

fright) whenever the teacher 

entered. ' 

(c) kunt ajful kullamaa daxal iliustaab 

used to start (i. e. jump-with fright) 

whenever the teacher entered. ' 

Among other things, the examples at 18 and 19 

illustrate the relevance of aspect to the recognition of 

subclasses of verbs in ESAJ. Thus, \/37-f-l 'to start, jump 

with fear' and. N/k-tb 'to write' belong to two subclasses of 

verbs because their aspectual behaviour is different, as 

shown above. These two subclasses may be called 

'punctual' and 'nonpunctual' respectively; but it is 

nearly impossible to rely on notional or logical criteria 

for distinguishing between punctual verbs and nonpunctual 

verbs. Yet there is linguistic justification for recog- 

nizing a \/1"3-7fl subclass of verbs in contrast with a\/Jý-tb 

subclass, and there should be no objections to using the 

terms 'punctual' and nonpunctual' as convenient labels for 
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these two subclasses. 

A third subclass of verbs can be established in 

ESAJ having regard to habitual aspect, notably in verb 

phrases containing a nonpast tense form of a main verb 

preceded by a past tense form of the auxiliary 
,, 
/Tw--n to 

be', as in 17 above. Consider: 

20. (a) samiir kaan yiErif taariix 

ilEarab 

'Sameer used to know the history 

of the Arabs. ' 

(b) S! ibni kaan yijbih xaalu 

'My son used to resemble his 

(maternal) uncle., 

As a nonpast form of a main verb preceded by a past form 

of Vkwn 'to be' elsewhere may express habitual aspect, 

e. g. 

21. samiir kaan yizuurna 

'Sameer used to visit us I 

it may be wrongly assumed that the examples at 20 express 

habitual aspect, too. The English translation of the 

sentence at 20 might also misleadingly be taken to support 

this assumption. However, closer examination will 

reveal that 20(a) and 20(b) are not at all compatible with 

the tests of habituality as is illustrated by the ungram- 

maticality of 22. 

22. (a) *samiir kaan yiErif taariix 

ilEcLra6kull TusbuuE 

'Sameer used to know the history 
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of the Arabs every week. ' 

(b) *iibni kaan yifbih xaalu kull sane 

'*My son used to resemble his 

(maternal) uncle every year. ' 

(C) *Samiir kaan yiZ; rif taariix ilEarb 

lamma yudxul iliustaab 

(cf . 18 (b) and 19 (b) ) 

'*Sameer used to know the history 

of the Arabs whenever the teacher 

entered. ' 

(d) *. Tibni kaan yifbih xaala lamma 

yudxul iliustaab 

(cf. 18(b) and 19(b)) 

"My son used to resemble his 

(maternal) uncle whenever the 

teacher entered. ' 

Thus, the verbs -, /'E--rf 'to know' and /Ibh 'to resemble' 

contrast with the subclasses\/ktb 'to write' and\//73-fl 

'to start,, jump with fright' established above within a 

similar framework, i. e. in the environment of 

, /IZ-wn 

past-tense 
- 

nonpast tensej 0 

The verbs., /-Erf 'to know' andv/-fbh 'to resemble' belong 

to a subclass which may conveniently be labelled 'stative' 

(see below) establishable on the basis of shared aspectual 

characteristics in contrast with other subclasses sirdlarly 
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recognized. 

The above discussion implies that habituality 

entails repetition (i. e. iterativeness) over an extended 

span of time. That iterativeness is an essential com- 

ponent of habitual aspect is implicit in the test criteria 

proposed above for the recognition of habitual aspect in 

the verbal phrase of ESAJ, namely, collocability with 

the frequency adverbs /Eaadatan/ 'usually' and (e. g. ) 

/kull yoom/ 'every day, which are inherently iterative. 

This view is not shared by Comrie (1976: 27) who claims 

that 

a situation can be referred to by a habitual 
form without there being any iterativity at all. 
In a sentence like the Temple of Diana used 
to stand at Ephesus,, there is no necessary im- 
plication that there were several occasions on 
each of which this temple. stood at Ephesus, with 
intervening periods when it did not; with 
this particular sentence,, the natural inter- 
pretation is precisely that the temple stood 
at Ephesus throughout a certain single period, 
without intermission. The same is true of 
the following sentences: Simon used to believe 
in ghosts, Jones used to live in Patagonia, and 
of the Russian sentence ja eg .o znaval 'I used 
to know him'. 

Now consider sentences (23-26) which, in ESAJ, are 

the equivalents of Comrie's sentences in the last 

paragraph. 

23. timE)aal ilqcLaiid kaan yaqif fii madxal 

ilmadiine 

'The statue of the leader used to stand 

at the town's entrance. ' 

24. samiir kaan yuskun fii suuriyya 
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'Sameer used to live in Syria. ' 

25. hiyaam kaanat tuTmin biljinniyyaat 

'Hiyam used to believe in fairies. ' 

26. kunt iaFirfu 

'I used to know him. ' 

Irrespective of the superficial and quite misleading 

presence of 'used to' in the English translation of 

(23-26) the verb phrases in them do not express habitual 

aspect. As mentioned earlier on (cf. the examples at 

22) the grammatical device 

[kaan + nonpast tense verbal form] 

in all of these sentences, i. e. /kaan yaqif/, /kaan yuskun/, 

/kaanat tuimin/ and /kunt iaErif/, is a signal of a stative 

predication (cf. stative aspect below), not of a habitual 

aspect. There is no recurring event in any of these 

sentences. As Comrie rightly says there is no iterativity 

in them; but, contrary to what Comrie claims, these 

sentences do not express habitual aspect either. They do 

not collocate with the habituality tests /Eaadatan/ 

lusually I and e. g. /kull ! ZusbuuE/ every week'. Hence 

(27-30) are ungrammatical. 

27. (a) *timE)aal ilqcLcLiid kaan yaqif 

fii madxal ilmadiine 6aadatan 

"The statue of the leader used 

to stand at the town's entrance 

usually. ' 

(b) *timeaal ilqacL. Tid kaan yaqif fii 

madxal ilmadiine kull iusbuuE 
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'*The statue of the leader used 

to stand at the town's entrance 

every week. ' 

28. (a) *samiir kaan yuskun fii suuriyya 

Eaadatan 

I*Sameer used to live in Syria 

usually. I 

*samiir kaan yuskun fii surriyya 

kull Tusbuue 

I*Sameer used to live in Syria 

every week. ' 

29. (a) *hiyaam kaanat tuimin biljinniyyaat 

Eaadatan 

'*Hiyam used to believe in fairies 

usually. I 

*hiyaam kaanat tu. Tmin biljinniyyaat 

kull TusbuuE 

'*Hiyam used to believe in fairies 

every week. ' 

30. (a) *kunt aEirfu Eaadatan 

'*I used to know him usually. ' 

(b) *kunt aEirfu kull iusbuuE 

I *I used to know him every week. ' 

These stative predications are of course durative, but 

they are not iterative, and consequently not habitual. 

It is interesting to compare 23 with 31. 

31. S! iffurTi kaan yaqif fii madxal ilmadiine 
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'The policeman used to stand (on duty) 

at the town's entrance. ' 

This sentence contains a verb phrase which does express 

habitual aspect. The iterativity of [kaan yaqif] in 

this case is in no doubt at all, hence the validity of a 

habitual interpretation. This is confirmed by the fact 

that 31(a, b), unlike 27(a, b), are grammatical. 

31. (a) 2iffurTi kaan yaqif fii madxal 

ilmadiine Eaadatan 

'The policeman used to stand at 

the town's entrance usually. ' 

31. (b) TillurTi kaan yaqif fii madxal 

ilmadiine kull iusbuuE (marra) 

'The policeman used to stand at 

the town's entrance (once) 

every week. ' 

The above discussion might lead to the conclusion 

that iterativity is both necessary and sufficient for a 

verb phrase to express habitual aspect. In fact this 

is not quite right; for while iterativity is necessary 

for habituality, it is not sufficient for iterative 

verb phrases to be habitual at the same time. The 

iterativity that is needed to make a verb phrase habitual 

is of the type that makes the event expressed by the 

verb phrase recur fairly regularly over an extended 

period of time. Examples of iterative, but not habitual, 

events are the following: 
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32. daxalt maktab ilmudiir Eiddit marraat 

i lyoom 

'I entered the director's office several 

times today. ' 

33. -TiljcLrcLs jaljal 

'The bell rang loudly (several times). ' 

34. ! ZiSSuxuur Eam btitScLcLqcLT Ealeehum min 

issaair, a sitte 

'Boulders have been falling on them since 

six o'clock. ' 

35. nabiil bikassir bilfanaajiin 

'Nabeel is breaking the cups. ' 

In the last four examples, the events are characterized 

by repetition or iterativity, but none of them qualify 

as habitual: none accept the tests of habituality. For 

instance, 35 does not cooccur acceptably with /Eaadatan/ 

or /kull yoom/: 35(a and b) are ungrammatical. 

35. (a) *nabiil bikassir bilfanaajiln 

Eaadatan 

'*Nabeel is breaking the cups 

usually. I 

(b) *nabi, il bikassir bilfanaajiin 

kul 1 yoom 

'*Nabeel is breaking the cups 

every day. ' 

1. Note that /nabiil bikassir bilfanaa311n is progressive; 
it responds to the generalization at 14(a) 

/ 
of 4.5.1.1 above. 
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Before closing this section it is worth noting 

that the category of 'number' (i. e. singularity/plurality) 

in certain contexts of situation has a beariAg_ on 

habitual aspect. Compare the (a) and (b) examples in 

36 and 37. 

36. (a) Mmadani buktub istidEa 

'Al-Madani (nick-name) is 

writing a petition. ' 

(b) 2ilmadani buktub istidiraayaat 

'Al-Madani writes. petitions. I 

37. (a) nabiil biSalliý talivizyoon 

'Nabeel is repairing a television 

set. I 

(b) nabiil biSallib talivizyoonaat 

'Nabeel repairs television sets. ' 

Admittedly it may be possible to attach other readings 

to the (a). and (b) sentences in (36-37) in addition to 

those suggested by the English translation, namely 

progressive and habitual with regard to (a) and (b) 

respectively. But the progressive and habitual readings 

in (a) and (b) respectively are by far the most probable 

readings educated Jordanians immediately and readily 

recognize in these contexts. This aspectual contrast 

of progressive versus habitual in the (a) and (b) senten- 

ces corresponds to a singularity versus plurality 

distinction in the object of the verb, i. e. in the NP which 

is immediately dominated by the VP node. In other words, 

the habitual aspect in the (b) sentences of 36 and 37 is 
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generated by a concomitant plurality feature pertaining 

to the noun phrase functioning as object-of-verb. One 

of the speech 'functions' of the habituality so encoded 

pertains to situations where a person's job/profession/ 

hobby etc. is being referred to. Examples are the 

following: 

38. ýilmadani buktub istidEaayaat 

'Al-Madani writes petitions. I 

39. samiir biSallib talivizyoonaat 

. 
', Sameer repairs televisions. ' 

40. baazim bijmaE TcLwclcLbiE 

'Hazim collects stamps. ' 

41. ballacir bi! Zallif riwcLcLyaat 

'Bashar writes novels. ' 

Of course all of these sentences are compatible with the 

tests of habituality. 

4.5.1.3 Stativity 

Stative verb phrases express a type of durativity which 

is illustrated in (1-4). 

1. FLana baErif taariix ilý; arab 

'I know the history of the Arabs. ' 

2. FLibni bijbih xaalu 

'My son resembles his (maternal) 

uncle. ' 

3. nabiil bibibb iTTuyuur 

'Nabeel loves birds. ' 
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4. saalim bifham billuiuun ilmaaliyye 

'Salim understands financial affairs. I 

That the above verb phrases are durative can be seen 

from the following acceptable extensions with /maa zaal/ 
'is still' (cf. 2.1) : 

1. (a) Tana maa zilt baErif taariix 

parcLb 

'I still know the history of 

the Arabs. ' 

2. (a) S! ibni maa zaal bijbih xaalu 

'My son still resembles his 

(maternal) uncle. ' 

3. (a) nabiil maa zaal bibibb iTTuyuur 

'Nabeel still loves birds. ' 

4. (a) saalim maa zaal bifham biffuiuun 

ilmaaliyye 

'Salim still understands financial 

af fairs. I 

But the verb phrasesin (1-4) are not progressive; there 

are no activities in them which can be said to be in 

progress. Extended by /Eam/ (cf. 4.5.1.1), they are 

rendered ungrammatical as in 1 (b) -4 (b) . 

1. (b) *FLana Eam baErif taariix ilEarab 

am knowing the history of the 

Arabs -' 

(b) *. Tibni Eam bijbih xaalu 

v*my son is resembling his 
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(maternal) uncle. I 

3. (b) *nabiil 6am bibibb iTTuyuur 

I*Nabeel is loving birds. ' 

4. (b) *saalim Eam bifham billu2uun 

ilmaaliyye 

af fairs. I k 

Nor are (1-4) compatible with the tests of habitual aspect; 

hence l(c)-4(c) are ungrammatical. 

1- 

2. (c) 

3. 

4. 

'*Salim is understanding financial 

*! Zana bacrif taariix ilEarab 

kull yoom 

'*I know the history of the Arabs 

every day. ' 

*. Tibni bijbih xaalu kull yoom 

"My son resembles his (maternal) 

uncle every day. ' 

*nabiil bibibb iTTuyuur kull (c) 

yoom 

I*Nabeel loves birds every day. ' 

(c) *saalim bifham bilfuiuun ilmaaliyye 

kull yoom 

'*Salim understands financial affairs 

every day. ' 

The verb phrases in (1-4) denote states which obtain 

at the moment of speaking. As such they can be said 

to express a stAtive aspect,, which appears to be 

mutually exclusive with the progressive and the habitual 
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aspects 
1. 

Nonetheless, the stative, the progressive 

and the habitual aspects in ESAJ share the feature of 

durativity. 

paraphrase relationship, i. e. one of synonymy, 

holds between stative verb phrases and an appropriate 

subclass of adjectival (including participial) predica- 

tions, where the adjectival usually derives from the 

same root as the stative head-verb. Thus, (1-4) 

above are synonymoust respectively, with l(d)-4(d). 

1. 
. 2ana Eaarif (A. P. ) taariix 

i1 Earab 

'I know (am in a state of knowing) 

the history of the Arabs. ' 

2. (d) iibni labiih (adj. ) laxaalu 

'My son is a resembler of his 

(maternal) uncle., 
2 3. (d) nabiil muyrcLm biTTuyuur 

'Nabeel is fond of birds. ' 

(d) saalim fahmaan (adi. ) billu. Tuun 

ilmaaliyye 

'Salim understands (is in a state 

of understanding) financial affairs. ' 

The same kind of paraphrase relationship does not obtain 

in the case of nonstative verb phrases. Compare the (a) 

However, cf. next chapter. 

2. Also: /nabiil muýibb liTTauur/ where /mubibb/ is 
the A. P. that derives from Vbbb. 
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With the (b) sentences in 5 and 6, where (a) is not synonymous 

with (b) . 

5. (a) baazim bilbas bilbadle. 

lHazim is putting on the suit. ' 

(b) ýaazim laabis (A. P. ) ilbadle. 

'Hazim is wearing/has put on the suit. ' 

6. (a) 
. 2ayman biETal (lamma biSuum). 

'Ayman becomes/feels thirsty (when he fasts). 

(b) iayman EcLTlaan (adj .)1 
lAyman is thirsty. ' 

The insertion in (1-4) and in their corresponding 

paraphrases (1(d)-4(d)) of either of the auxiliaries 

VR-i, -7F I to be' and V91 1 'to continue' leaves unaltered the 

stativity of the predication, notwithstanding any expected 

changes in respect of tense, i. e. location of the state 

at different universe-times corresponding to the tense 

of the auxiliary. Compare, for instance, 4 with 7, 

and 4 (d) with 8. 

7.. (a) saalim kaan yifham bilfuS! uun ilmaaliyye. 

'Salim used to understand (i. e. was in the 

state of understanding) financial affairs. ' 

saalim Ball yifham billuiuun ilmaaliyye. 

'Salim continued to understand (i. e. remained 

in the state of understanding) financial 

af fairs. I 

1. Note that /*iayman CaTfaan lamma biSuum/ is 
ungrammatical. 
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(a) saalim kaan fahmaan billuiuun ilmaaliyye. 

'Salim was in the state of understanding 

financial affairs., 

(b) saalim Ball fahmaan bijjuýuun ilmaaliyye. 

'Salim continued to be (i. e. remained) 

in the state of understanding financial 

af fairs. ' 

The foregoing observations on stative aspect car) be system- 

atized as in 9. nonpast 
tense 

9. V> 
[+Stativd I(VýýwnlVrBll) 

Adj 1.1 

provided that the alternants in braces, i. e. the nonpast 

tense form of the verb and the corresponding adjectival 

form, are synonymous. 

The underlined condition secures the recognition of 

stativity in respect of the verb phrases in, e. g., (1-4) 

and blocks the recognition of stativity in, e. g. 10(a), 

since 10(a) is not synonymous with 10(b). 

10. (a) kunt aktub bittaqriir. 

'I was writing the report. ' 

kunt kaatib ittaqriir. 

'I had written the report. ' 

In addition to (9), several other tests are available 

for recognizing stative verb phrases in ESAJ Two of 

these tests have been mentioned earlier on, namely the 

fact that stative predications are incompatible with (i) 

the progressive, and (ii) the habitual test-items recognized 

1. Cf. Lakoff (1966: 1-16) , Miller (1970: 488-504) 

Newmeyer (1975: 14). 
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in 4.5.1.1 and 4.5.1.2. Just one more test of stative 

verb phrases in ESAJ deserves to be mentioned here. This 

particular test pertains to 'case frames' in Fillmore's 

sense (cf. Miller 1970: 501). A stative verb phrase 

responds to the case frame in 11: 

11. V> [+ Stative] / [+ - (0) E] 

where 0, and E stand for 'Objective' and 'Experiencerl 

case as defined in Fillmore (1971: 376). Thus, a verb 

phrase in ESAJ expresses a stative aspect if it cooccurs 

obligatorily with an NP in the 'Experiencer' case, and, 

optionally, with an NP in the 'Objective' case. Compare: 

12. samiir biErif iljawcLcLb. 

'Sameer knows the answer. ' 

13. samiir binsax biljawcLcLb. 

'Sameer is copying the answer. ' 

In 12, the verb phrase is stative as it responds to the 

case frame in 11. The verb phrase in 13, however, is not 

stative and it responds not to 11, but to 14. 

14. V> [-Stative] / [+ - OA] 

where 'A' stands for 'Agent'. 

It may happen that what seems like the same verb 

phrase in surface structure occurs now as stative, now 

as nonstative. In such a case one is likely to be dealing 

with homophonous forms. Consider 15 and 16. 

15. laa S! abkur ismak; (mutaiassif, nsiitu). 

do not remember your name; (sorry, I 

forgot it. )' 

16. lan Tabkur ismak; (laa txaaf). 

'I won't mention your name; (do not be afraid. )' 
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The verb phrases in 16 and 17 are only superficially alike; 

the former is stative and it responds to 11, the latter 

is nonstative, and it responds to 14. 

One of the distinguishing characteristics of verb 

phrases that express a stative aspect is that the past- 

tense of the head-verb, elsewhere associable with perfective 

aspect, does not imply perfective meaning. 

17. basan nasax ilball. 

'Hasan copied the solution. ' 

18. basan fihim ilball. 

'Hasan understood the solution. ' 

Cf. 

Example 17, which contains a nonstative verb phrase whose 

head-verb is in the past-tense, implies that the action 

was completed in the past time and that Hasan is no 

longer copying the solution at the moment of utterance. 

But 18,, with a stative verb phrase whose head-verb, like 

that of 17, is in the past-tense, too, does not imply 

that Hasan no longer knows the solution at the moment 

of utterance. In other words, while /nasax/ in 17 

denotes completion of the action, /fihim/ in 18 denotes 

2 
entry into a state (of understanding). 

One is therefore surprised to read in Cowell (1964: 

272) that 'Arabic verbs of perception, cognition, affect 

1. Cf. completive aspect below (2.2.2). 

2. In Russian where aspect is inflectionally marked, 
stative verbs, according to Miller (1970: 491) 'have 

no perfective aspect. ' 
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and the like are predominantly punctual while the corresponding 

English verbs are predominantly durative. Compare, for 

instance, Arabic /Eirif/ 'to find out, to recognize, to 

become acquainted with' with the English verb to know. ' 

But as demonstrated above, Arabic /Eirif/ is not punctual 

at all. To say 

19. samiir Eirif ilýall qctbl saaEa 

'Sameer knew (found) the solution an hour ago ' 

is not to imply that Sameer does not know the solution 

now. The fact is that /Eirif/ 'he knew' is stative and 

necessarily implies duration. Any notions of punctuality 

ascribed to /Eirif/ and similar verbs must be erroneously 

prompted by the fact, that,, e. g. /pirif/ indicates an 

entry into a state of /maErifa/ 'knowledge'. To say 

that /Eirif/ is punctual is to obscure its significant 

implications of stative durativity in time subsequent to 

the inception of the state in question. Similarly in 

20. fhimt irriyaaDiyyaat Eala yadd iliustaab 

yaracLybe - 
'I understood mathematics (lit. ) at the hand 

of Mr. Gharaybeh' 

the state of my understanding mathematics began some time 

in the past, but I have not ceased to understand mathematics 

since; i. e. the state is durative - not punctual - 

in spite of the past-tense of the stative verb. 

4.5.1.4 Gnomic aqpg-ct 

Gnomic 
1 

aspect is a term used in this study to describe 

I 
Cf... Longýacre (1976: 239)., Lyons (1977: 681). 
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the temporal continuity in predications such as (1-4). 

1. S! il. TarD bitduur ba. wl iffams. 

'The earth revolves round the sun. ' 

nahr ilFLurdqn biSubb fi lbabr ilmayyit. 

'The River Jordan flows into the Dead Sea. ' 

3. TLizzeet biTfu Eala lmcLyy. 

'oil floats on water., 

4. TilEeen maa btiEla Eala lbaajib. 

(lit. ) 'The eye does not rise above the eye-brow. ' 

(Proverbial expression said to flatter a recognized 

superior, or even an equal) . 

The verb phrases in (1-4) are characterized by a particular 

type of duration which is rather different from the duration 

discussed under progressiver habitual and, even, stative 

aspect. This type of duration is unlimited, omnitemporal. 

It is appropriate for propositions pertaining to e. g. 

the so-called 'general truths', scientific properties/ 

relations as well as proverbial expressions. Such propositions 

embrace the entire temporal spectrum; their validity 

extends rather indefinitely over past, present and future 

time. 

Gnomic predications are immune to any modification 

that interferes with their omnitemporal character. Indeed 

they seem to be incompatible with any temporal specifiers, 

or aspectual particles or verbal auxiliaries. Even the 

most plausible temporal specifier /daaiiman/ 'always' 

does not collocate with gnomic predications. Thus, 

for instance, 5 is unacceptable; it does not have 

the implication of utterance. 
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5. *S! il. TcLrB bitduur bawl iI jams daa. Timan. 

*'The earth revolves round the sun always. ' 

in some cases, /daaiiman/ might seem to be just tolerable 

in association with a gnomic proposition; but even in 

these dubious cases (cf. 6) /daaiiman/ skews the meaning 

in the direction of futurity, and possibly modality. 

6. ? Tizzeet biTfu Eala lmcLyy daaiiman. 

, oil floats on water always. ' 

Now compare: 

7. iil. TcLrB bitduur Iýctwl iffams. 

'The earth revolves round the sun. ' 

8. MTaa. Tira bitduur bawl ilmaTaar. 

'The plareis revolving round (i. e. circling) 

the airport. ' 

Sentence 7 is gnomic, while 8 is progressive. Of these 

two sentences only the latter collocates with the progressive 

particle /Eam/. Consider: 

7. (a) *iiliarB Eam bitduur ýawl iffams. 

'The earth is revolving round the sun. ' 

8. (a) FLiTTcLcL. Tira Eam bitduur ýawl ilmcLTaar. 

'The plane is circling the airport. ' 

It is of course possible to imagine a situation where 

7(a) has the implication of utterance, i. e. is acceptable: 

for instance, in a planetarium where models of the earth 

and the sun are being viewed in motion; but in such a 

context, 7(a) cannot be said to express a gnomic proposition. 

Even the negative particle /maa/, 'not', or some 

other form of it, is not tolerated by a gnomic sentence. 
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Cf. 7(b) and 8(b): 

7. (b) *. TiliarB maa bitduur bawl iffams. 

'The earth does not revolve round the sun. ' 

(b) iiTTcLcL. TircL maa bitduur ýdwl ilmaTaar. 

'The plane is not circling the airport. ' 

The deviance of 7(b) is understandable: a universal 

fact cannot be negated; and that is why affirmative 

gnomic propositions block the negative transformation. 

In the foregoing examples, gnomic aspect is expressed 

by the use of a verb form in the nonpast tense (cf. 1-4). 

The nonpast, it will be remembered, is the tense typically - 

but not exclusively - used in the expression of the rest 

of the durative aspects: the progressive, the habitual 

and the stative. But while the latter group of aspects 

(i. e. the progressive, the habitual and the stative) can 

be projected into the past time or the future time by 

using an appropriate auxiliary, e. g. Vkwn 'to be' and VBll 

'to continue'. the gnomic aspect resists projection 

into the past time or the future time. Cf: 

1. (a) baazim buktub bittaqriir. (Progressive, 

located by the nonpast tense at the time 

of utterance) 

I Hazim is writing the report. I 

(b) ýaazim kaan/BcLll yuktub bittaqriir. 

(Progressive,, located by the past-tense 

form of the auxiliary at a time prior to 

the time of utterance) 

lHazim was/continued writing the report. ' 
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(c) baazim bikuun yuktub bittaqriir (Progressive, 

located by the nonpast tense of the auxiliary 

at a time posterior to the time of utterance). 

'Hazim will be writing the report. ' 

(a) -T-izzeet biTfu pala lmayy (Gnomic) 

'Oil floats on water. ' 

(b) *iizzeet kaan/Ball yiTfu Eala lmcLyy. 1 

(c) *iizzeet bikuun yiTfu Eala lmcLyy- 1 

It should have become clear by now that gnomicity in 

ESAJ is a fossilized form of expression comprising a 

particularized collocational, even idiomatic, regularity 

with little provision for extension or modification. 

The verb phrases denoting gnomic aspect in ESAJ typically 

employ a nonpast tense, but occasionally the past-tense 

is employed to the same effect, notably in some proverbial 

utterances as illustrated by examples 9 and 10: 

man Eaal maat. 

(lit. ) 'Who lived died. ' 

'Whoever lives will die. ' 

10. man xallcLf maa maat - 

(lit. ) 'Who had children not died. ' 

'Whoever has children never dies. ' 

4.5.2 Non-durative (i. e. Perfective) aspect 

The internal temporal reference of a verb phrase is 

1. This sentence is unacceptable if intended to be gnomic. 
However, it may be acceptable if used in regard to a 

particular occasion, in which case it would not qualify 

as gnomic. 
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regarded as perfective if it is presented as a single 

point on the linear axis of time, i. e. if the beginning, 

middle and end of what the verb phrase denotes are 

compressed together as though to appear as an indivisible 

whole - In the words of Comrie (1976: 16): 

Perfectivity indicates the view of a situation 
as a single whole, without distinction of the 
various separate phases that make up that 
situation. 

Consider: 

1. S! ana TcLfTart qabl i lwayy. 

'I had breakfast a short while ago. ' 

Although conventionally it is known that eating breakfast 

takes time, the speaker of 1 is not interested in the 

linear constituency of the action, so he presents it as 

an indivisible whole occupying only a point on the linear 

axis of time. On the other hand, if the speaker wishes 

to expose to view a particular phase, e. g. the middle 

phase,, of the action he would, for instance, say 

2. kunt afTir lamma fabb ilbariiq. 

was having breakfast when the fire broke out', 

where the verb phrase /kunt afTir/ 'I was having breakfast' 

expresses an action in progress at a particular moment 

in the past time. 

Nondurative, i. e. perfective, aspect in ESAJ is 

defined negatively as being incompatible with the tests 

of durative aspect discussed above, e. g. /maa zaal/'is 

, am/, /iaaEid/, etc. still', /kull yoom/ 'every day', /F 

Thus l(a)-l(c) are ungrammatical. 
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1- (a) *. Tana maa zilt icLfTcLrt qcLbl 

iI WCLYY - 

*S! ana Eam ! ZafTcLrt. 

(c) *. Tana FLafTctrt kull yoom qabl 
ilwcLyy 

- 

It was shown above that the active participle plays 

an important role in signalling progressive aspect and 

stative aspect. It is also the case in ESAJ that the 

active participle serves as a device for signalling per- 

fective aspect, having regard to the relevant subclasses 

of verbs. Compare 3 (a) and 3 (b) : 

3. (a) nabiil katab irrisaale qabl ilwctyy. 

'Nabeel wrote the letter a short 

while ago. I 

(b) nabiil kaatib irrisaale qabl ilwayy. 

'Nabeel wrote the letter a short 

while ago. I 

It can be seen in example (3) that the past-tense and 

the active participle alternate and might therefore 

seem to be in free variation. However, as will be 

shown in Chapter 5, educated Jordanians tend consistently 

to use 3(a), i. e. the alternative with the past-tense, 

when the speaker is an eye-witness of the action, or 

when he is committed to the authenticity of the proposi- 

tion. 

However, in the environment 
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4. /Tw-n 

past tense 

the past-tense and the active participle do not con- 

stitute alternative variants: of the two possibilities, 

only the active participle is an admissible constituent 

of this perfective verb phrase. Hence 5 is grammatical, 

but 6 is not. 

5. nabiil kaan kaatib irrisaale lamma labb 

ilýariiq. 

'Nabeel had written the letter when the 

fire broke out. ' 

6. *nabiil kaan katab irrisaale lamma labb 

jlýariiq. 

'Nabeel had written the letter when the 

fire broke out. ' 

On the other hand, both the active participle and 

the past-tense alternate- as constituents of the per- 

fective verb phrase described in 7. 
M- 

7. V'JFw-n 

nonpast 
J 

Compare: 

8. (a) lamma tiiji bikuun nabiil kaatib 

irrisaale. 

'When you come, Nabeel will have 

written the letter. ' 

lamma tiiji bikuun nabiil katab 

irrisalle. 
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'When you come,, Nabeel will have 

written the letter. ' 

A distinction must be drawn between active par- 

ticiples which denote durative aspect (stative or 

progressive) and active participles which are perfective. 

Compare the underlined: 

Tayman mijetakif filmasjid yoomeen. [Perfective] 

'Ayman had secluded himself in the mosque 

for two days. ' 

10. S! ayman miEtakif filmasjid min yoom 

ilxamiis. [Durative] 

'Ayman has been living in seclusion in the 

mosque since Thursday. ' 

11. S! ayman MiEtakif filmasjid min yoom ilxamiis 

layoom issabt. [Perfective] 

'Ayman had secluded himself in the mosque 

from Thursday till Saturday. ' 

It can be seen from (9 & 11) that if, in an acceptable 

sentencer the active participle is associated with a 

temporal phrase specifying a period whose duration, or 

beginning and end, are given, the predication will be 

perfective. However, if the active participle is 

associated with a temporal phrase specifying the beginning 

of a period only, the predication will be durative as in 

10. If no temporal phrase cooccurs with an appropriate 

active participle, e. g. /miEtakif/ 'secluding oneself', 

the predication is ambiguous as in 12. 
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12. Tayman miEtakif filmasjid. [Durative or 

Perfective] 

'Ayman is secluding/had secluded himself 

in the mosque. ' 

The above observations can be systemized as in 

13. A. P. Durative [min] +X 

[min] +X+ [S! ilal + Y. 

14. A. P. ]Perfective 
Time phrase specifying 

given duration. 

Where X and Y are points on the linear axis of time, 

and [min[ 'from' and [iila] 'to' are prepositions with 

variable surface realization. 

Two subcategories of perfective aspect will be 

discussed below, namely, completive aspect and punctual 

aspect. 

4.5.2.1 Completive Aspect 

perfective verb phrase is considered as completive if 

the action it denotes is over and done with. Examples: 

1. qcLrcLS! t ilkitaab iams. 

'I read the book yesterday. ' 

2. samiir katab ittaqriir qabl saaEa 

'Sameer wrote the report an hour ago. ' 

samiir kaan kaatib ittaqriir lamma 

WCLSCLlt. 
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'Sameer had written the report when 

arrived. ' 

In examples 1 and 2 the verb phrases. are not only per- 

fective in the sense described above, but also indicate 

that the actions of 'reading the book' and'writing the 

report' were completed at a time prior to the time of 

utterance. Similarly, in 3 the two verb phrases /kaan 

kaatib ittaqriir/ and /wcLSalt/ both express actions 

completed at times anterior to the time of utterance and 

indicate the order in which the two actions were com- 

pleted such that in this case the act of writing the 

report was completed before the act of arrival. 

It may be thought that perfective aspect and completive 

aspect are coextensive; but this is not so. The relation- 

ship between perfective and completive aspect is one of 

inclusion; completive implies perfective, but not 

conversely. Consider: 

4. JissaaEa sitti min SabcLcLb ilxamiis 
ilqcLcLdim btitbcLrrcLku min Eammaan. 
btiwScLlu dimafq issaaEa tisea taqriiban. 
Eala Tool bitruuýu Eala funduq ilfaybaai, 
bitsajjlu iasmaaiku eumma btifiTru. 
baEd ilfcLTuur btijtamEu fii qacLircLt 
i lmu bcLcLDcLracL t. 

'At six o'clock next Thursday morning 
you leave Amman. You arrive in Damascus 

at about nine o'clock. You go straight 
to the Fayhaa hotel; you check in and 
then you eat breakfast. After break- 
fast you assemble in the lecture-room. ' 

This text contains a set of instructions to be carried 

out. The verb phrases in the text are all perfective, 

but not completive: nothing as yet has been 
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1 
completed It will be noticed that the tense is 

nonpast in all of the verb phrases at 4. On the other 

hand, the tense in (1-3), which are regarded here as 

completiver is past. The question is whether it is 

always the case that completive aspect is invariably 

associated with past-tense in ESAJ, as opposed to the 

superordinate, perfective aspect, which is compatible 

with both tenses (cf. (1-3). and 4). The so-called 

historic present suggests a negative answer to this 

question. Consider: 

5. ... fa bizuurhum (nonpast tense) 

nabiil iams iu bixabbirhum (nonpast tense) 

Can kull maa jarct. 

so Nabeel visits them yesterday and 

informs them of all that had happened, ' 

where the tense in the verb phrases /bizuurhum/ 'he 

visits them' and /bixabbirhum/ 'he informs them' is 

nonpast collocating with the temporal specifier /iams/ 

'yesterday' thus locating the narrative in the past 

time. Now compare 5 with 6. 

6. ... fa zcLcLrhum (past-tense) nabiii Tams 

FLu xcLbbcLrhum (past-tense) Ean kull maa 

ara - 
I... so Nabeel visited them yesterday 

1. Note, however, that it has been suggested by Tesiar 
(1941: 244) that 'The perfective expresses an action 

which is finished or complete either in the past, or in 
the future. It anticipates the completion of the action 
before it actually takes place. ' 

t 
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and informed them of all that had 

happened. ' 

The verb phrases in 5 and 6 denote actions which are 

over and done with. Aspectually therefore both 5 and 

6 are completive, but they are not synonymous: there 

are differences between them which mainly concern the 

category of modality, i. e. the involvement of the narrator, 

as 6 implies that the narrator is more committed to the 

authenticity of the assertion than 5 does. 

In addition, completive aspect in ESAJ can be sig- 

nalled by the active participle, e. g. 

7. Tayman kaatib (A. P. ) irrisaale qabl 

iI WCLYY. 

'Ayman wrote the letter a short while 

ago. ' 

which indicates that the writing of the letter is over, 

and that the letter is completed. 

Now completive verb phrases in ESAJ often, but by 

no means always, denote an 'accomplished' result 
1. 

Consider: 

8. basan qcLrcLi ilkitaab. 

lHasan read the book. ' 

baazim rasam mueallae. 

'Hazim drew a triangle. ' 

lo. Tinnajjaar Eimil xazaane. 

'The carpenter made a wardrobe. ' 

1. Cf. Vendler (1967: 100-104), Comrie (1976: 44),, 
_ 
Lyons 

(1977: 711),, Fleisch (1974: 14-15). 
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Each of the last three examples entails a finished 

product. Thus, for instance, if the reading of the 

book referred to in 8 is interrupted at time (t 

Hasan cannot be said to have read the book, and 8 would 

be inappropriate in this situation. Now compare 8 with 

ii. 

11. basan qarai filmaktabe. 

'Hasan read in the library. ' 

Unlike 81 the last sentence (i. e. 11) does not lead to 

an 'accomplished result', and remains appropriate even 

though the reading might be interrupted at any time sub- 

sequent to its inception. Note that 8(a) does not imply 

8, whereas 11(a) implies 11. 

8. (a) basan Eam biqrcLi bilkitaab. 

lHasan is reading the book. ' 

11. (a) basan Eam biqrcLi filmaktabe. 

'Hasan is reading in the library. ' 

It is interesting to compare this type of completive 

aspect, i. e. the accomplished result type, with what 

Dillon (1973: 271-273) calls [+ completive] aspect in a 

locative-directional framework. 

In what follows, I will argue that we do need 
a [completive] semantic feature, but that it 

should be introduced into Anderson's subcatego- 
rization rules (1971: 211) and is only 
peripherally related to the readings assigned 
(have en) .... Anderson's discussion of motional 
clauses (+ locative, + directional) is confined 
to 'complete' movements - the object moving is 

understood to have arrived at the place in- 
dicated by the locative expression. Clauses 

with 'incomplete' movements ('movement toward' 

rather than 'movement to') are not discussed 
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in The Grammar of Case. Jeffrey Gruber 
developed one means of representing this 
alternation: the preposition marking Goal 
is toward rather than to .... Within 
Anderson's framework we may introduce a 
subcategorization feature 1± completive] 
that governs, among other things, this 
alternation. This feature can only be 
selected for directiona 

clauses and + locative 
11 

if selected would introduce to. It may 
also be realized as all the way, or up, 
completely, down (the so-called 'perfective 
adverbs'). 

Thus according to Dillon 'went to' and went toward' are 

regarded as [+ completive] and [- completive] respectively. 

Now compare the following examples in ESAJ. 

12. samiir mala min Eammaan Ma jaraj. 

'Sameer walked from Amman to Jarash. 1 

13. samlir mala min Eammaan nabw jaral. 

'Sameer 'walked'i from Amman toward 

Jarash. I 

Of these two examples, only the former would be regarded 

by Dillon as J+ completive], which is congruent with what, 

in the present study (as elsewhere), is referred to as 

an accomplishment. In ESAJ, /maja/ in 12 does not exhibit 

the same reading as /mala/ in 13. The former, in its 

context, denotes an act of walking from a source to a goal; 

the latter, in its context, merely refers to the inceptive 

phase of the act of walking, and should, thereforer be 

1. This reading will be modified presently. 
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translated into English as 'set out/off', rather than 

as walked' 
1r 

so that 13 means: 

'Sameer set out from Amman for Jarash. 1 

in a sense therefore both 12 and 13 are completive: 

the entire act of walking in the former, and the initial 

phase of the act of walking, i. e. the phase of setting 

out, are over and finished. 

It is worthy of notice that completive predications 

lend themselves to extension by a time-phrase like /(fii) 

! ZcLrbcLE saaEaat/ '(in) four hours' as illustrated in 

examples (14-17). 

14. ýasan qcLrcLi ilkitaab fii iarbaE 

saaEaat. 

lHasan read the book in four hours. ' 

15. S! innajjcLcLr fatab ilmalyal Ealar 

saaEaat. 

'The carpenter opened the workshop ten 

hours. I 

16. samiir katab irriwctcLye fii sanateen. 

'Sameer wrote the novel in two years. ' 

17. nabiil sabab ilEaraba Ciddit saaEat. 

ýj Nabeel pulled the cart several hours. ' 

Such predications as (14-17) may, on logical grounds, 

appear to express duration. But this apparent duration 

is, or seems to be linguistically hard to justify. The 

1. One wonders if in Dillon's own examples (p. 273): 'The 
letter went (all the way) from N. Y. to London', 'The 
letter went from N. Y. toward London', the verb form 'went' 
has one and the same reading in both these sentences. 
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actions expressed by the verb phrases in (14-17) are not 

seen by the speaker, or the hearer, to be stretched out; 

on the contrary, these actions are viewed as being compress- 

ed into integral wholes. In spite of the temporal 

specifiers in them, (14-17) are plot-advancing rather 

than detaining. This kind of predication is not concerned 

with the unfolding of the action in time. More significan- 

tlyi, (14-17) do not pass the tests of durativity presented 

in 4.5.1 above, hence 14(a)-17(a), for instance, are 

unacceptable. 

14. (a) *basan maa zaal qarai ilkitaab 

fii S! arbaE saaEaat. 

(Lit. ) *'Hasan is still read the 

book in four hours. ' 

15. (a) *S! innajjacLr maa zaal fatab ilmalyal 

r, cLIcLr saaEaat. 

(Lit. ) *'The carpenter is still 

opened the workshop ten hours. ' 

16. (a) *samiir maa zaal katab irriwcLcLye 

fii sanateen. 

(Lit. ) *'Sameer is still wrote 

the novel in two years. ' 

17. (a) *nabiil maa zaal saýab ilEcLrcLbcL 

Eiddit saaEaat. 

(Lit. ) *'Nabeel is still pulled 

the cart several hours. ' 

It is, therefore, ýreasonable to conclude that, notwith- 

standing the presence of the time-phrase, predications 

such as (14-17) are perfective (to be precise, completive), 
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not durative. 

Thus, it is misleading to claim that any verb phrase 

collocating with a temporal specifier like /limuddat iusbuuE/ 

'for a week', /Eiddit saaEaat/ 'for several hours' is 

durative. This is precisely what Verkuyl (1972) has done. 

He argues that durative aspect is 'composed' of 

VP 
IV [Verb] 

V+ NP 
[Unspecified Quantity of X1 NPJVP 

(Verkuyl, op. cit.: 96). His test of durativity is 

collocability of the verb phrase with a temporal specifier 

like /limuddat iusbuuE/ 'for a week', /Eiddit saaEaat/ 

'for several hours', as illustrated by his example (op. cit.: 

50) j, 

128(c) Koos en Robby aten urenlang boterhammen. 

Koos and Robby ate sandwiches for hours. ' 

The inadequacy of such a view, at any rate in respect of 

Arabic, is clear from, consideration of the fact that, 

like examples 14-17 above, the ESAJ equivalent of 

Verkuyl's example at 28(c), namely: 

18. samijr wa hiyaam 2akalu sandwilaat Eiddit saaEaat. 

'Sameer and Hiyam ate sandwiches for hours' 

does not pass the tests of durativity, as shown by the 

ungrammaticality of 18(a). 

18. (a) *samiir wa hiyaam maa zaalu iakalu sandwilaat 

Eiddit saaEaat. 

(Lit. ) *'Sameer and Hiyam are still ate 

sandwiches for hours. ' 

Before closing this section on completive aspect in 

ESAJ it is necessary to remind the reader of what was 
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mentioned earlier on (cf. 4.5.1-3) that stative verb 

phrases like that in 19 are incompatible with completive 

meaning as here defined. Consider, for instance, 

19. iayman fihim irriyaaDiyyaat filjaamiEa. 

'Ayman understood mathematics at the university. -I 

The verb phrase in 19 denotes entry into a state of 

understanding which remains unbroken for a long (though 

limited) period of time subsequently. Hence 19 does not 

imply 19(a). 

19. (a) iayman maa bifham irriycLaDiyyaat iliaan. 

'Ayman does not understand mathematics now. ' 

If 19 were completive, it would have to imply 19(a). 

4.5.2.2 Punctuality 

Punctual aspect in ESAJ is lexically determined. 

It pertains to verb phrases which, in their single-event 

reading, are inherently momentary and cannot be stretched 

out in time. Thus, punctuality is a subcategory of 

perfectivity. Consider 1-5. 

1. TilwcLlad jafal 

'The boy started (i. e. jumped with fright). ' 

2. TilfcLrcLs maatat 

'The horse died. ' 

3. bal IcLcLr istayqcLB 

'Bashar woke up. ' 

4. Tilqunbule nfajrat 

'The bomb exploded. ' 

',? aazim kascir ilfunjaan. 

'Hazim broke the cup. ' 
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Subject to the condition of a single-event reading, 

i. e. barring iterativity, punctual verb phrases are 

incompatible with the aspectual auxiliaries VS-di 'to begin' 

and \/D-11 'to continue, to remain. Hence, for instance, 

l(i), v (ii) and 2(i), (ii) are ungrammatical. 

1. *S! ilwalad bada yujful 

*'The boy began to start. ' 

(ii) *. 2ilwalad Ball yujful 

*'The boy continued to start. ' 

2. W *S! ilfctrcLs badat itmuut 

*'The horse began to die. ' 

(ii) *. TilfcLrcLs Ballat itmuut 

*'The horse continued to die. ' 

Non-punctual verb phrases, on the other hand, cooccur 

acceptably with the aspectual auxiliaries VB-dl 'to begin' 

and 
VE-)ll 'to continue, to remain', cf. 6 and 6(i), (ii). 

6. S! issikirteercL TcLbrcLt ittaqriir. 

'The secretary typed the report. ' 

6. (i) FLissikirteercL badat tiTbctE bittaqriir. 

'The secretary began to type/typing the report. ' 

(ii) iissikirteera Dallat tiTbaE bittaqriir. 

'The secretary continued to type/typing the 

report. ' 

Note that with an iterative reading each of the 

punctual verb phrases in (1-5) will cooccur acceptably 

with the above aspectual auxiliaries, provided that in the 

case of 2,4 and 5 plurality is a feature of the subject 

and/or the object. Thus l(a)-5(a) are grammatical. 
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1. (a) 
. 2ilwalad bada/Ball yujful (min yoom maa 

laaf film irru? 7, b) . 
'The boy began/continued to twitch (from 

the day he saw the horror film). ' 

2. (a) Tilxeel badat/Ballat itmuut (baird ý; afart iyyaam 

min Buhuur ilmaraD fiiha). 1 

'The horses began/continued to die (ten 

days after the appearance of the disease 

among them). ' 

3. (a) ballacir bada/Bctll yistayqiB (badri kull 

yoom) . 

'Bashar began/continued to wake up (early 

every day). ' 

4. (a) 

5. (a) 

S! ilqanaabil badat/BalicLt tinfajir (min 

issaaEa tisEa). l 

'The bombs began/continued to explode (from 

nine o'clock). ' 

ýaazim bada/Dall yiksir ilfanajiin. 

'Hazim began/continued to break the cups., 

It must be pointed out that the expression 

[ [Vlb--d. T / VD-11 I+ [nonpast tense]] defines a durative verb 

phrase in ESAJ. (Cf. [maa zaal] + [nonpast] in 4.5.1)ri. e. 

7. V> Durative/ [VUd-i [nonpast tense] 

1. Note that examples like this one support the view 
that aspect is a sentential category; such a view is not 
pursued in the present study (cf. 4.4 above). 
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Now, examples 1 (a) -5 (a) show that inherently punctual verb 

phrases do respond to 7, subject to statable linguistic 

constraints, and the durativity they denote in this 

context is essentially iterative, i. e. 

8. + Punctual Durative + Iterative 

I 

BI 
- 

4.5.3 Summary 

The major aspectual oppositions recognizable within 

the verb phrase in ESAJ are shown in the diagram below. 

Aspect 

I Durative Nonduraýive (or Perfective) 

FIIFIi 
Progressive Habitual Stative Gnomic Completive Punctual 

1. Cf. Fillmore (1971: 372-373), Dillon (1973: 276-277) . 
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CHAPTER 

Aspectual variation in 

5.1 Questionnaire 

Students of language normally rely on their own native 

intuition to provide the raw material required for linguistic 

analysis. Inevitably they find themselves cutting corners 

and sacrificing seemingly awkward data on the assumption 

that it is marginal to the task in hand. But all too 

often important details are overlooked which, if processed 

in the framework of an appropriate theoretical model, 

might significantly alter the outcome of the analysis. 

There are means of ensuring that the linguist's 

own intuitions are validated against those of other 

members of the language community. A questionnaire is 

just one of the techniques that can be used to achieve 

this objective. 

The foregoing Chapter on aspect in ESAJ will have 

served an important function in the present study if it 

has provided common ground for the ramifications that 

will follow presently. Cross references and allusions 

were made at the appropriate places above to the phenomenon 

of variation in aspect. The immediate task is thus to 

investigate variation in aspect with the aid of a questionnaire 
1 

designed for the purpose. The investigation is primarily 

'I. C-F. appendix 1. 
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addressed to the following areas of inquiry, where variation 

is predominant: 

1. the compatibility of stative verb phrases 

with progressive and habitual aspect - in 

particular, with the aspectual particles 

/Eam/ and /iaaEid/. 

2. native speakers' preference between the active 

participle and the nonpast tense to express 

durative aspect. 

3. the acceptability of the particles /Eam/ 

and /. Taa6id/ in predications expressing 

progressiveness and/or habituality. 

4. native speakers' preference, where applicable, 

between the active participle and the past 

tense to express perfective predications. 

The questionnaire was written in Arabic script. 

The 'expression', i. e. the form of the test items,, 

was that of ESAJI not MSA. 
1 

The questionnaire was given 

to the respondents in booklet form. As a precaution 

against routine, and to eliminate the possible effect of 

the sequence of items on the respondents, half the subjects 

were given booklets which reversed the order of presentation 

of the parts of the questionnaire; though in any one 

session, the subjects - usually in groups of 2 to 5- had 

booklets with the same item order. 

The subjects were urged to cooperate and were told 

1. The instructions, howeverr were in MSA. 
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that the questionnaire dealt with important matters for 

writing English language textbooks for Jordanian high 

schools. The test sentences were tape-recorded beforehand 

by the writer and the informants were instructed to open 

the booklet at the appropriate page, listen to the first 

sentence replayed on tape, then read the transcribed form 

of the same sentence and react to it as instructed. For 

instance, in parts 1 and 4 of the questionnaire, the 

informants were required to assess the acceptability or 

otherwise of each sentence on a three-point scale comprising: 

a tick (t, /) if they considered the sentence to be acceptable, 

a query (? ) in case of uncertainty, and a cross (X) if 

they regarded the sentence as unacceptable. All the 

sentences were presented in a similar way, always ensuring 

that the informants listened to the sentence before 

reading its transcription. In the remaining parts of 

the questionnaire, the informants were required to choose 

the most suitable sentence from a number of alternatives, 

or to fill in a blank in a sentence by choosing one from 

a number of alternatives. In other words, the questionnaire 

was an objective, as opposed to subjective, type of test. 

Another point worth mentioning is that not every sentence 

in the questionnaire is intended to be a genuine test 

item. Thus, for example, of the twelve sentences in part 

one, only four are intended as test items, namely numbers 

3,6,9 and 10. The remainder are interspersed among 

them so as to act as distractors. 
1 

1. Only the relevant sentences appear in the appended 
form of the-questionnaire. 
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The respondents were required to supply certain 

essential biographical information about themselves on 

the first page of the questionnaire, covering their age, 

sex, place of residence (village/town), where they spent 

the first seven years of their life (village/town) and 

their academic qualifications (high school/college of 

education/university). The 48 informants whose age 

ranged from 18 to 30 years are distributed as follows: 

(a) female, villager, college graduate (f. v. c. ): 

(b) female, town dweller, college graduate (f. t. c. ): 

(c) male, villager,, high school graduate (m. v. h. ): 

male, villager, college graduate (m. v. c. ): 

11 

12 

2 

6 

(e) male,, town dweller, high school graduate (m. t. h. ): 9 

(f) male, town dweller, college graduate (m. t. c. ): 3 

(g) male, town dweller, university graduate (m. t. u. ): 5 

TOTAL 48 

5.2 The compatibility of stative verb phrases with 

progressive and habitual aspect. 

5.2.1 Stativity and Progressiveness 

In the discussion of stative aspect (4.5.1.3 above) 

it was claimed, on the basis of the writer's own intuitiorý, 

that stative verb phrases of the type illustrated by 

examples 1-4 were incompatible with the particles of 

progressive aspect /8am/ and /iaaEid/ 

1. iana baCrif taariix ilEarab 

know the history of the Arabs. ' 

2. S! ibni bi Jbih xaalu 

'My son resembles his (maternal) uncle. ' 
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3. samiir bikrcth irriycLcLDiyyaat. 

'Sameer hates mathematics. ' 

4. samiir biiaamin billaah 

'Sameer believes in God. ' 

This claim meant that, for instance, l(a) was regarded 

as unacceptable. 

1. (a) *Tana Eam/iaaEid baErif taariix ilEarab 

(lit. ) *'I am knowing the history of the Arabs. ' 

But in order to test the validity of the writer's 

intuition in this respect, these four sentences were 

administered to 48 native speakers of ESAJ in part one 

of the above mentioned questionnaire. These sentences 

were given the numbers 3,61 9 and 10 respectively in 

part one of the questionnaire with eight irrelevant 

sentences interspersed. Each of the twelve sentences 

occurred in two environments: 

/[Eaml [haabihi llabDal 

FLaaCid I, [haabihi llaýBal 

Thus, sentence 3, for instance, occurred as: 

3. (a) Eam baZ; rif taariix ilEarab haabihi llaýDa 

(b) iaarid barrif taariix ilEcLrcib haabihi llaýBa 

(lit. ) 'I am knowing the history of the 

Arabs now. ' 

The informants were required to indicate the acceptability 

or otherwise of each sentence by using one, and only one, 

of the signs (V) , (? ) ,M as described above (5 - 1) - 

Tables 1 and 2 show the results of this section of the 

questionnaire. 
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Table 1 

Environment (a) 

[Eaml - [haabihi llabDa] 

Responses 

Total 

3 (a) 9 2 37 48 

6 (a) 8 5 35 48 

9 (a) 9 9 30 48 

10 (a) 14 2 32 48 

TOTAL 

Table 2 

Environment (b) 

[iaaEid] [haabihi llaýBa] 

3 (b) 

6 (b) 

9 (b) 

10 (b) 

TOTAL 

40 18 134 192 

Responses 

?X Total 

8 2 33 48 

2 5 41 48 

10 7 31 48 

4 3 41 48 

24 17 151 192 

These figures justify the following conclusions. 

1. The respondents are not entirely in agreement 

where acceptability judgments are concerned. This first 

observation confirms the central theme of the present 
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study,, namely that ESAJ is characterized by variation and 

is far from homogeneous. 

2. The overwhelming majority of the respondents 

consider the test sentences to be unacceptable. For 

instance, the percentages of rejections (i. e. crosses) 

in connexion with 3(a) and 3(b) are respectively 

37 
x 100% = 77% (Table 1) , and 

48 

38 
x 100% :; -- 79% (Table 2) 

48 

This indicates that, by and large, the particles of 

progressiveness /Eam/ and /iaaEid/ tend not to tolerate 

stative verb phrases. Put another way, stative verb 

phrases exhibit a strong tendency not to cooccur with the 

particles of progressiveness. 

3. The b-sentences are less acceptable than the a- 

sentences, which means that although both /Eam/ and 

/Raap, id/ are inhospitable to stative verb phrases, yet 

the latter, i. e. /iaaEid/ is slightly more repellent than 

the former. 

The information in tables 1 and 2 gives rise to the 

following variable rule: 

VP x [ram] 
'I[x2 

I 
haabihi llaýBa 

+Stative ><+Prog 
[iaaEid] 

I. -i ;.. j 

which reads as follows: 

a stative verb phrase is variably assigned a progressive 

reading in the environments specified. The probabilities 
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of such a reading being selected, x1 and x2, are 

functions of the linguistic environments given above as 

well as a set of socio-stylistic parameters of the type 

" jordanian 

" Educated 

" Informal 

The approximate values of x1 and x 21 calculable as the 

ratio of the total number of positive responses (i. e. 

ticks) to the grand total of all the responses in -Cables 

1 and 2 respectively are: 

Xi - 
40 

x 100% = 21% 
192 

24 x 100% = 13% 

192 

5.2.2 Stativity and Habituality 

In part 4 of the questionnaire, the informants were 

asked to indicate the acceptability of sentences (1-3), 

among others, using, as in part 1, the 3-term system 

of symbols (, /) J, (? ) , and 

1. samiir ý: aadatan biErif taariix ilEarab 

(lit. ) 'Sameer usually knows the history of the 

Arabs. I 

2. hiyaam tuimin biljinniyyaat iraadatan 

(lit. ) 'Hiyam usually believes in fairies. ' 

samiir bijbih xaalu Eaadatan 

(lit. ) 'Sameer usually resembles his (maternal) 

uncle. ' 
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These three sentences, which contain stative verb phrases 

in juxtaposition with the marker of habituality /Eaadatan/, 

occur as numbers 12,13 and 15 in part 4 of the questionnaire 

together with 39 other sentences. 

The speakers' responses to the above three sentences 

are summarized in Table 1 below. 

Table 1 

sentences in environ. of /Eaadatan/ 

1 (no. 12, part 4) 

2 (no. 13,, 

3 (no. 15, 

TOTAL 

Responses 

%/ ?X Total 

82 38 48 

19 1 28 48 

5 5' 38 48 

32 8 104 144 

Before discussing these results it is convenient to 

tabulate the responses to sentences 4 and 5 below, which, 

likewise, contain the same stative verb phrases as in 2 

and 3 above in juxtaposition, this time, with the marker 

of habituality [/kull/ + temporal specifier]. 

4. hiyaam. tuimin biljinniyyaat kull iusbuuE 

(lit. ) 'Hiyam believes in fairies every week. ' 

5. samiir bijbih xaalu kull sane. 

(lit. ) 'Sameer resembles his (maternal) uncle 

every year. ' 

Table 2 displays the responses of the same informants to 

sentences 4 and 5. 
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m-1-1, -% I 

Responses 

Sentences in environ. of /kull + t. s. /I 
,/? X Total 

4 (no. 14, part 4) 5 0 43 48 

5 (no. 16,, 11 11) 1 1 46 48 

TOTAL 161 89 96 

Tables 1 and 2 permit the following conclusions. 

1. The variable judgments in regard to the acceptability 

of the test-sentences indicate that the respondents do 

not seem to have the same grammar. The majority of these 

speakers have demonstrated a very strong tendency to reject 

the association of stative verb phrases with markers of 

habituality. Thus, for instance, with respect to 

/samiir bifbih xaalu/ 

'Sameer resembles his (maternal) uncle' 

(cf. numbers 3 in Table 1 and 5 in Table 2) the percentage 

of responses opposed to the association of this sentence 

with /Eaadatan/ and /kull + t. s. / are respectively: 

38 x 100% = 79% (Table 1) 
48 

(b) 46 
-: Y-8 x 100% = 96% (Table 2). 

2. It is interesting, however, to note that sentence 

2 in Table 1, i. e. 

/hiyaam tuimin biljinniyyaat Eaadatan/ 

'Hiyam believes in fairies usually' 

has attracted as many as 19 endorsements out of a possible 

total of 48, i. e. nearly 40% of the respondents regard 
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this sentence as acceptable. Now,. compare the reaction 

of the informants to sentence 4 in Table 2, which is 

identical to sentence 2 in Table 1 except that the marker 

of habituality in 4 is /kull + t. s. / as opposed to /Eaadatan/. 

Only 5 out of the 48 informants (i. e. about 10%) have 

accepted sentence 4. This shows that the signals of 

habituality /Eaadatan/ and /kull + t. s. / are differently 

weighted in respect of their compatibility with, at any 

rate, some stative verb phrases. The latter device, i. e. 

Aull + t. s. /, appears to be far more inhibitive than the 

former. 

The above observations suggest that only variable 

rules would account for the cooccurrence, in the same 

utterance, of a stative verb phrase 'together with a 

grammatical signal of habitual aspect. In such a situation, 

invariable rules are decidedly misleading as none of the 

above variation would be reflected in them. Thus, the 

foregoing details are covered by the variable rule at II. 

VP Yj[paadatan] 

Ii. 
+Stative > <+Habitual'*ý 

(y 

[kull + t. s] 
--. I %_ 

2 
; -a 

where yj and y2 are output probabilities whose approximate 

values can be worked out, having regard to the relevant 

linguistic and non-linguistic factors. 

5.2.3 Stative-Proqressive S 

The above discussion (5.2.1 and 5.2.2) shows that 

stative verb phrases in ESAJ admit, in varying degrees, 

associabilitY with progressive and habitual aspect. 
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Such findings are at variance with the categorical 

results obtained by linguists who do not subscribe to 

variationism. The latter tend to take it for granted 

that only nonstative verb phrases are compatible with 

progressive aspect. Those who take this view can always 

satisfy themselves by adducing evidence in support of 

their claim. The evidence usually consists in citing 

a few examples of stative verb phrases which, if com- 

bined with a grammatical device of progressive aspect, 

produce what is then regarded as starred, unacceptable 

strings. However, when the judgmentvof an adequate 

sample of native speakers are taken into consideration, 

a different set of systematic regularities emerge, which 

have a stronger claim to descriptive adequacy than any 

generalizations imposed by a hypothetical, ideal native- 

speaker. What would otherwise look like a clean, clear- 

cut system of categorization turns out to be not so clean, 

not so discrete, on closer examination, but rather 'squishy' 

(cf. Ross,, 1972 and Sag, 1973). The behaviour of stative 

verb phrases in respect of combinability with markers of 

progressive and habitual aspect is a case in point as 

will be shown immediately. 

Part one of the questionnaire provides information 

concerning the behaviour of four stative ve rb 

phrases in four environments. The verb phrases in 

question occur in sentences 3,6.9 and 10. The four 

environments are given below, (the first of these 
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environments was partly discussed in section 5.2.1). 

IV. 

[Eam/. TaaEid] - [haabihi llabBa] 

JEam/iaaEid] [haliayyaaml 

[ScLcirlu sane] [Eam/iaaEid] 

[Eam/-TaaEid1 [icLkGcLr fcL. TcLkE)cLrl 

Thusi, for example, sentence 3, i. e. 

/baErif taariix ilEcLrcLb/ 

'I know the history of the Arabs ' 

occurs in the following extended sentences: 

1. Eam/S! aaEid baErif taariix ilEarab haabihi 

1 lct ýBCL 

(lit. ) 'I am knowing the history of the 

Arabs this moment. ' 

2. Eam/S! aarid baErif taariix ilEarab 

hal-Tayyaam 

(lit. ) 'I am knowing the history of the 

Arabs these days. ' 

ScLcirlu sanateen Eam/iaaEid biErif taariix 

ilEarab 

(lit. ) 'For two years, he has been knowing 

the history of the Arabs. ' 

4. Eam/S! aaEid baErif taariix ilEarab TakGcLr 

f cL. 2 ak E)ar 

am knowing the history of the Arabs 
0 

more and more. ' 

Tables l(a), (b) show the judgments of the 48 infor- 

mants. in regard to the acceptability of this sentence in 

the given environments (a and b differ only in respect of 

Earn and TaaEid) 
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TABLE 1 

(a) [Eaml (b) [. 2aaEidl 

Speakers III IV III IV 

1 (m. v. h. ) x x x x x x 

2 t. h. x x x x x x x 

3 t. h. x x I/ x x x 

4 t. h. ) x -l/ x x x x 

5 (m. t. h. ) x x x x x x x 
6 (m. t. h. ) x x x x x x I/ 
7 (m. t. h. ) x x x x x ? 

8 (m. t. h. ) x x x x x 
9 (M. t. U. ) x x x x x x x 
10 (m. t. h. ) X x x x x I. / v 

11 (in. v. h. X x x x x x x x 
12 (M. t. U. x x x x x x x 

13 (M. t-C. ) X x x x x x x x 

14 (M. V. C. ) X x x x x x x x 

15 (M. V. C. ) X x x x x x x x 

16 (M-V-C-) X x x x x x x x 

17 (f. v. c. ) X V x Id s/ v 

18 (f . V. C. ) X x V/ x x x 

19 (f -v-c-) X x x x x x x x 

20 (f. v. c. ) X ? x ? 

21 (M. v-c x x x x x x 

22 (M. t-u X x V x x x 

23 (m -t-u X x x x x x V 

24 (m -t-u X x V x x x 

25 (M-t-c-) X x v x x x V 

26 (m. t. h. ) X x v x x x 

27 (M-V-C-) %/ V/ x x 
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Table 1 continued 

[Faml [. TaaEid] 

Speakers I II III IV 
II 

II III IV 

28 (m. v. c. ) / x I/ x x 

29 (f t. c. ) X x x I/ x 

30 (f t. c. ) X x ? 

31 (f t. c. ) X x x 
32 (f t. c. ) x x 

33 (f t. c. ) %/ v x 

34 (f t. c. ) X 

35 (f . t. C. ) X V 

36 (f -t-C -) X x x x x 

37 (f t. c. ) x x 

38 (M. t. C. ) x x x x 

39 (f. v. c. ) X x x V x 

40 (f. v. c. ) V 

41 (f V. C. ) X 

42 (f. v. c. ) ? x ? ? 

43 (f. v. c. ) 
,/ x x x x 

44 (f. v. c. ) ? ? v ? 

45 (f V. C. ) X x x 

46 (f tc. ) x x x v 

47 (f. t. c. ) %/ %/ v V 

48 (f. t. c. ) X x v x 

Accept- 
ability 

totals 16 20 31 10 30 
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It can be seen from Table l(a) that, first, the 

informants' responses are not randomly distributed, and, 

secondly, the four environments are differently weighted 

with regard to the admissibility of the stative verb 

phrase 

/baErif taariix ilEarab/ , 
From most to least favourable the four environments take 

the following order: IV, III, II, I. This mans that 

if a particular informant regards the sentence in question 

as acceptable in III, he will also accept it in IV; and if 

he accepts it in II,, he will accept it in both III and IV; 

and if he accepts it in I, he will accept it in II, III 

and IV. The implicational hierarchy is therefore: 

I :D II -Z-3 III ZD IV 

In order for implications to hold true in Table l(a), 

a cross W should not occur to the right of a query(? ) 

or a tick (\/), and a query should not occur to the right 

of a tick. The number of patterns which staisfy this 

condition in the four environments is 15, viz: 

I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV 

7 

.7 

.7 

X?? ? XX? 

.1 
X?? XX 

?1 SI X? I XXX ? 

?? X xxx 
?? ?XX? ? XXX X 

The total number of possible I permutations I of (X) , (? ) and 
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(k/) in the four environments is 3x3x3x3= 81. 

Hence the probability of obtaining one implicationally 

valid pattern by chance is 
15 

19%. But there are 81 - 

34 informants in Table l(a) who have conformed to the 

implicational sequence. The probability of this happen- 

ing by chance is zero 
1- 

This indicates that the responses 

of the informants are indeed rule-governed, and the 

variation exhibited is far from random. 

Now consider Table l(b) where the facts are striking- 

ly similar to those in Table l(a), except for a slight 

difference concerning the hierarchical order of the 4 

environments. Table l(b) suggests that the implicational 

sequence which maximizes the regularity of observed 

patterns is 

IV :: ) II ýD III I 
as against 

IV D III ---D II 

As will be shown presently, consideration of the facts 

which pertain to the behaviour of stative verbs in the 

remaining sentences, i. e. sentences 6,9 and 10 (cf. Tables 

2 (a) , (b) ,3 (a) , (b) , and 4 (a) , (b) at the end of this 

chapter) confirms the implicational sequence suggested by 

1. The mathematical operation is rather complicated and 
the answer cannot be easily worked out without the help 
of a calculating machine. The probability Pn of any 
number n of the 48 informants conforming by chance to the 
implicational sequence is given by the equation 

Pn =1 
48! ( 15 ), n (1 

_ 
15) 48-n 

For n= 34, Pn=3Ax, (: ý-15 
n. (48-n)! 81 81 
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Table 1 (b) . Moreover, it will also be shown later 

that when on the one hand Tables (1(a)-4(a)), and, on 

the other hand, Tables (1(b)-4(b)) are taken into con- 

sideration, the gap between environments II and III 

tends to be so small that, without much loss, the two 

can be combined into one. 

It has been suggested that synchronic variation in 

language is a reflection of diachronic change (cf. 

(Bailey,, 1973: 67-69). Bickerton & Givon, 1976: 14)). 

If so, it is not unreasonable to claim that stative verb 

phrases in ESAJ are undergoing a process of change with 

regard to their colligability with markers of progressive 

aspect, and that, as far as the linguistic environments 

discussed above are concerned, the change seems to start 

in environment IV and subsequently proceed slowly to 

environments III III and I in that order. For some 

speakers (e. g. 47) the change seems to have reached com- 

pletion, i. e. seems to have become categorical, in all 

four environments; for others (e. g. 11 in Tables l(a), 

the change does not seem to have begun yet, not 

even in the most favourable of the four environments; 

and for a third, fairly large group of speakers, the 

change has started in environments IV and is spreading 

to the other environments. Moreover, there are in each 

table informants whose responses are inconsistent in the 

sense that they deviate, in greater or lesser degree , 

from the regularities manifest in the behaviour of the 
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overwhelming majority (e. g. 20 in Tables l(a), (b)). 

It may be that such deviance is caused by uncertainties 

amidst the flux of change which the speakers concerned 

are experiencing; the confusion as to the relative 

weight of the relevant environments may be temporary - 

sooner or later, most of these speakers will probably 

learn to conform to the communal norm. On the other 

hand, a 'residue of inconsistency' is perhaps inevitable 

in language behaviour. 

In Labovian terms the details in Tables 1 (a), (b) 

ar-e accounted for by the variable rules at III and IV. 

VP 
Iii. 

Stative ----e + Progressive 

/ 

x [Eaml - thaabihi llaýBal 

x [Emn] - [halS! ayyaaffnl 2, 

x3 [Swrlu + t. s. I [Farn] 

x4 [iývaul - [. TakEbx fcLS! akE)arl 

where -ci-, x2, x3 and x4 are probabilities of the rule's 

operation. The approximate values of xj, x 23 X3 and X4 

are calculable from the statistics in Table l(a) as 

follows: 

9x 100% 19% 
48 

x 
16 

x 100% 33% 
2 48 

x 
20 

x 100% 42% 
3 48 

x 
31 

x 100% 65% 
48 
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--7 
VP IV. ---* 

e+ ProgressivýN + Stative 3\ 

yj liaar 
, 
id] - [haabihi llaýBa] 

Y2[. Taar, id] - [hal. Tayyaam] 

Y3 [SacLrlu +t-s-I[. TaaEid] 

Y4 [. TaaEid] - [. TcLkE)ar faSakE)cw] I 

where the approximate values of the output probabilities 

are calculable from the statistics in Table l(b) as 

follows: 

9x 100% 19 % 48 

11 
23% Y2 48 x 1000ý6 

= 
10 

x 100% 21% Y3 48 

30 
= 63% Y4 48 x 100ý0" 

It must be added that, like any variable rules in the 

present study, the last two presuppose a set of non- 

linguistic constraints of the kind 

" Jordanian 

" Educated 

" Informal 

etc. 

The patterns and regularities discernible in Tables 

(a) , (b) are reproduced in Tables 2 (a) , (b) ,3 (a) , (b) 

and 4 (a), (b) which respectively picture the reactions of 

the 48 speakers to sentences 6,9 and 10 (in part 1 of 
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the questionnaire) 
1. 

As above, the stative verb phrases 

in these sentences occur in the 4 environments under 

discussion. The tables are presented without comment; 

it is quite unnecessary to duplicate the analysis. 

However, as this section of the discussion is primarily 

addressed to the behaviour of stative verb phrases, qua 

category, in contexts of progressive-cum-habitual aspect 

(cf. environment II, which is progressive-habitual), it 

is necessary to write variable rules which take care of 

the details in the entire set of tables (1(a), (b)-4(a), 

(b)). 

Fortunately, the variable rules at III and IV do 

account for all the details as they stand, except that 

the output probabilities require adjustment. The task 

is simple, and the new set of values of the x Is and y Is 

that permit variable rules III and IV to apply to the 

category of stative verb phrases (as sampled by the 

sentences 3,, 6,9 and 10) are as follows: 

ýlw 
9 +8+ 

48 x 
9 
4 

+ 15 
x 100% = 21% 

x 16 + 13 + 16 + 33 
x 100%. = 40% 

48 x 4 

20 + 10 + 15 + 28 
x 100% = 38% 

48 x 4 

x 
31 + 29 + 41 + 40 

x 100% = 73% 
48 x 4 

1. These three tables appear at the end of this chapter. 
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2+ 10 +4 
48 x4 

4+ 14 + lo 
48 x4 

10 +3+ 13 +9 
48 x4 

30 + 15 + 30 + 25 
Y (iv) 48 x4 

100% = 13% 

100% = 20% 

100% = 18% 

100% = 52% 

comparison of the range of values Of x(ii) and 

x(iii), on the one hand, and y(ji) and y(iii) , on the 

other hand, reveals, that environments II and III exhibit 

virtually the same degree of sensitiveness to the admis- 

sibility of stative verb phrases. It is, therefore, 

possible to eliminate one of them without prejudicing 

the facts. 

The foregoing disucssion shows that the category 

of stative verb phrases in ESAJ (represented by the head 

verbs /E--rf 'to know', /Tf-bh 'to resemble', /-imn to 

believe' and /R': rF-h 'to hate') do not stand in sharp 

contrast with nonstative verb phrases (e. g. /k-tb 'to 

write') in regard to colligability with the grammatical 

indicators of progressiveness and habituality, as claimed 

in Chapter 4 of the present study. The foregoing 

evidence suggests that the distinction between stative 

and nonstative verb phrases -a distinction which it is 

tempting to think of as being discrete - should be 

modified. It is more realistic to conceive of it in 

statistical terms, whereby stative and nonstative verb 
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phrases are seen as forming a squish, a quasi-continuum. 

Verb phrases which are most stative-like tend to cluster 

towards one end of the squish, whereas those which are 
least stative-like would cluster towards the other end. 

5.2.3.1 Variation within the category of stative verb 

phrases 

Having dealt with the phenomenon of variation in the 

category of stative verb phrases in contexts of progress- 

ive and habitual aspect, let us turn now to a brief 

examina ion of intra-category variability. 

Consider Table 1 (below), which shows the cumulate 

total of endorsements as to acceptability of each of the 

four sentences discussed above, namely 3,6,9 and 10 in 

part 1 of the questionnaire, in each of the four environ- 

ments with [Eaml . 
Table 1 

Acceptability 

Serial no. of in in in in difference 
sentence in environ. environ. environ. environ. 
part 11 11 111 IV 

IV- I 

3 9 16 20 31 22 

6 8 13 10 29 21 

9 9 16 15 41 32 

10 15 33 28 40 25 

The figures in this table constitute a fairly accurate 

index of the freedom of occurrence of each sentence in 
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the four environments. In other words, the figures 

reflect aspects of the relative variability exhibited 

by the stative verb phrases in question. Graph 1 (p. 244) 

converts into a clear, global picture the relationship 

lynplicit in Table 1. It can be seen that, notwithstand- 

ing the shared tendencies discussed in the previous 

section, the syntactic behaviour of these stative verb 

phrases reflects the following differences: 

1. In environments I and II there is little 

difference between the acceptability of the 

stative verb phrases in S3, S6 and S9. 

But in contrast with all of these, the 

stative verb phrase in S10 seems to be 

much more acceptable. 

2. In environment III, S3, S6 and S9 remain 

fair-ly close together and stand in contrast 

with S10 as before 

3. In environment IV, the picture changes 

in that S3 and S6 remain very close 

together; but S9 shoots upwards in this 

environment and reaches an acceptability 

score as high as that pertaining to Slo. 

4. A rough and ready indicator of the fluc- 

tuation in the behaviour of the individual 

verb phrases is given by the difference 

between the number of endorsements in 

environment IV and, say, I. The higher 
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--- -TT I 

scores 
I 

42 

40 

38 

36 

34 

32 

30 

28 

26 

24 

22 

20 

18 

16 

14 

12 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

/ 

S(o 

I II III IV 

Environments with [Eam] 

Graph 1 

[Fluctuations of acceptability judgments withregard to the 

sentences: S3, S6, S9, S101 

The sentences contain the following stative verbs: 

S3: /-E-rf 'to know' 

S6: /-Ibh 'to resemble' 

S9: . 
/-3! m-n 'to belive' 

S10: /Yr--h 'to hate' 
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the difference the greater the range of 

variation. As can be seen in the right- 

hand column of Table 1, the relative 

distributional variability of the four 

verb phrases may be expressed as 

S9 ý' 
,; 
7 S 10 S3 -ý7 S6 

where I>I means 'more variable than'. 

5. A glance at the graph reveals that the 

greatest difference in the acceptability 

judgments pertains to S10 and S6. 

This suggests that the verb Vliý-rh. 'to hate' does 

not behave like \/Ibh 'to resemble' in ESAJ. The latter 

is (or appears to be) much more stative-like than the 

former - assuming, of course, that the criteria advanced 

above, i. e. the four environments, are valid, in the 

sense that they measure what it is thought they measure. 

5.2.4. Relative frequency of occurrence of the aspectual 

, 
id/ in stative verb particles /Eam/ and /FLaar 

. phrases 

Native speakers of Jordanian Arabic will no doubt agree 

that whereas /Eam/ belongs to urban speech, /iaaEid/, 

or its variant /gaaEid/, is a mark of rural origin. 

But since villagers and town dwellers meet and converse 

with one another in the course of their daily transactions, 

not to mention the influence of the media on narrowing 
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the gap between rural and urban speech, it is inescapable 

that both particles should be used, and of course under- 

stood, by speakers of both origins. Nonetheless, one 

expects to find differences in the relative frequency 

of occurrence of these particles in the speech of educated 

persons from the village and the town. This section is 

devoted to an investigation of the sociolinguistic con- 

straints which facilitate or restrict the use of either 

particle in stative verb phrases. It is based on the 

information in part 1 of the questionnaire in reference 

to S3, S6, S9 and Slo, having regard to the biographies 

of the informants, notably their sex, residence and level 

of education. It will be remembered that each of the 

above sentences occurs once with [Eaml and once with 

j. 2aaE; id1 in each of the four environments. The focus 

here is on the relationship between the biography of the 

informants and the relative frequency of acceptability 

judgements in respect of [Eaml and [S! aaEid] - other 

variables being constant. 

The relevant information is displayed in Tables 1A, 

1B, 2A, and 2B. Opposite each informant are plotted 

the total number of endorsements he/she provided for 

S3,, S6,, S9 and S10 in the contexts of [Eam] and [iaaEid] 

separately. 
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Tab le 1A 

Total endorsements of S3. S6F S9y Slo (out of 

a possible maximum of 16, available to each 

informant) 

Informants Context [Eaml Context [iaaEid] 

(m. v. h. ) 3 0 

1 (m. v. h. 3 0 

14 (m. v. c. ) 2 0 

15 (m. v. c. 4 0 

16 (m. v. c -) 3 1 

21 (m. v. c. 5 3 

27(m. v. c. ) 15 9 

28(m. v. c. ) 10 6 

TOTAL 45 19 

Average 45 
= 5.6 

8 

19 
= 2.4 

8 

m= male, v= villager, c= college graduate 
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Table 1B 

Total endorsements of S3, S6, S9, Slo (out of 

Informants 

a possible 

informant) 

Context 

maximum of 16, available to each 

[Eam] Context [iaaEid] 

2(m. t. h. ) 7 6 

3(m. t. h. ) 6 3 

4(m. t. h. ) 5 5 

5(m. t. h. ) 7 4 

6(m. t. h. ) 5 1 

7(m. t. h. ) 4 0 

8(m. t. h. ) 6 8 

10(m. t. h. ) 5 5 

26(m. t. h. ) 6 3 

13(m. t. c. ) 2 0 

25(m. t. c. ) 6 3 

38(m. t. c. ) 4 1 

9(m. t. u. ) 4 1 

12(m. t. u. ) 4 2 

22(m. t. u. ) 6 4 

23(m. t. u. ) 4 4 

24(m. t. u. ) 6 3 

TOTAL 87 53 

Average 87 
= 5.1 53 

= 3.1 

17 17 

M male, t= town dweller, h= high school graduate, 

c college graduater u= university graduate. 
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Table 2A 

Total endorsements of S3, S6, S9, sio (out 

of a possible maximum of 16, available to 

each informant) 

Informants Context [Eam] Context [iaaEid] 

17(f. v. c. ) 7 11 

18(f. v. c. ) 9 7 

19(f. v. c. ) 4 0 

20(f. v. c. ) 7 7 

39(f. v. c. ) 9 5 

40(f. v. c. ) 13 6 

41(f. v. c. ) 9 3 

42(f. v. c. ) 7 0 

43(f. v. c. ) 8 7 

44(f. v. c. ) 9 9 

45(f. v. c. ) 12 6 

TOTAL 94 61 

Average 94 
= 8.5 

11 

61 
= 5.5 

11 

f= female, v= villager, c= college graduate 
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Table 2B 

Informants 

Total endorsements of 

of a possible maximum 

informant) 

Context [Eam] 

S3, S6, S9, Slo (out 

of 16, available to each 

Context liaaEid] 

29(f. t. c. ) 6 0 

30(f. t. c. ) 3 1 

31(f. t. c. ) 7 7 

32(f. t. c. ) 6 0 

33(f. t. c. ) 16 9 

34(f. t. c. ) 7 2 

35(f. t. c. ) 10 8 

36(f. t. c. ) 5 2 

37(f. t. c. ) 10 11 

46(f. t. c. ) 9 5 

47(f. t. c. ) 16 16 

48(f. t. c. ) 12 5 

TOTAL 107 66 

Average 107 
-9 

66 5.5 

12 12 

f= female, t= town dweller, c= college graduate 
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It follows from these four tables that 

1. the average endorsements with respect to 

[F, aml are: 

a) male and female villagers: 

45 + 94 7.3 (1A, 2A) 8+ IT 

b) male and female town dwellers: 

87 + 107 
= 6.7 (1B, 2B) 17 + 12- 

the average endorsements with respect to 

[. TaaEid] are: 

a) male and female villagers: 

19 + 61 
- 4.2 (1A, 2A) 8+ 11 

b) male and female town dwellers: 

53 + 66 
- 4.1 (1B, 2B) 17 + EF 

The implications of these figures can be summarized as 

follows: 

1. Informants from rural regions find stative 

verb phrases with [Eam] more acceptable than 

with [iaarsidl; the average endorsements 

are respectively 7.3 and 4.2. 

2. The same conclusion also holds with respect 

to the urban informants, except that this 

group exhibit more moderation than the rural 

group concerning the average endorsements of 

[Eam] - cf. 6.7 (urban) with 7.3 (rural). 
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These results will probably shock the native speaker 

who would expect the averages to be biased in favour of 

[Eaml in urban regions, and in favour of [iaaEidj in 

rural regions. However, it is not without interest 

that the results should run counter to expectation. 

Perhaps the different prestige values of [Eam]and 

[. Taap, id] have contributed to the observed facts. 

Educated speakers of rural origin are usually aware that 

some forn-s/f eatures of their speech are regarded as 

stigmatized. As often happens, these speakers would 

correct or even overcorrect their forms of speech in 

the direction of more prestigious urban forms, unless, 

of course, there are reasons which motivate them to 

retain their own forms, intact or with some minor 

modification. 

The phenomenon of (hyper-) correcting one's speech 

in a prestige direction is, of course, very well known, 

and, as observed by e. g. Labov (1972CL-. 39-40), comprises 

one aspect of social pressure on language structure. 

So it seems that the rural informants in the above tables 

are anxious to demonstrate their sensitivity to what 

they regard as prestigious, which might explain why 

they endorsed more of the sentences with [Eam] than with 

[. 2aar, id], even to the extent of doing 'better' than the 

urban group on this score. This phenomenon of (hyper-) 

correction is a powerful accelerator of the ongoing 

process of language change. 
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It remains to be added that neither of the particles 

[Eaml and liaaEid] occurs in the standard written lan- 

guage which is one of the sources that inform, and 

enrich educated speech. The comparatively higher value 

of [Eam] presumably derives from its being an urban 

markerl. 

If hyper-correction can be regarded as an index of 

Ilinquistic insecurity' (cf. Labov, 1972a: 117-118) 

whereby those individuals and groups who hyper-correct 

a great deal can be said to be experiencing 'negative 

attitudes toward their native speech patterns' (Labov, 

1972a: 117) and consequently tend to abandon them in 

favour of more prestigious ones, it can be seen from 

Table 1A that of the male, rural informants, college 

graduates appear to be more 'insecure' than high school 

graduates. This, perhaps, is not too difficult to 

explain considering that colleges are established in 

or near big towns and urban centres, which means that 

college students are exposed to the urban forms of speech 

much more than high school graduates. 

Table 2A shows that, perhaps for similar reasons, 

female, rural informants are likewise highly sensitive 

to the urban norm: they have accepted far more [Eam]ls 

than [. TaaEid]'s. Moreover, the females have gone beYond 

the level of the males in this respect (cf. averages: 

1. Moreover, the impact of Syrian practice, where [Eam3is 
very common, cannot be ignored for it adds to the 
prestige associated with [Eam]. 
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8.5. (females), 5.1 (males)). This suggests that 

educated females are playing a significant role in 

effecting language change; their contribution far exceeds 

that of comparable males. This observation lends 

support to what Labov (1972a: 301-304) and others have 

found out namely, that women play a more significant 

role than men in promoting language change. Paradox- 

ically,, however,, this conclusion is at odds with what was 

shown in Part I of the present study (Variation in the 

demonstrative system), where, it will be recalled, 

evidence was adduced to the effect that women did not 

play such a leading role in promoting language change. 

The question that arises is whether educated women 

in Jordan are initiators of language change in a selective 

manner so that their role is prominent in respect of 

some, but not all types of change. A satisfactory 

answer to this question cannot be supplied without further 

research. What is needed is to identify a battery of 

language features (phonological, grammatical and lexical) 

which are undergoing change and set out to examine the 

relative contribution of women, as against men, in ins- 

tigating the change. However, notwithstanding the present 

inconclusiveness of the evidence, one might hazard a 

cautious guess that in changes having to do with prestige 

forms of modern standard (written) Arabic (the demons- 

tratives are a case in point) women tend not be be so 

innovative as men, whereas in changes involving rural- 
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urban norms (cf. [Eam]) women do seem to pioneer and to 

contribute much more significantly than men. 

5.3. Choice of the active participle against the 

nonpast to express durativeness 

It was pointed out in Chapter 4 that durative aspect 

in ESAJ can be expressed, inter alia, by means of the 

nonpast tense or the active participle of an appropriate 

verbal root. For example, both l(a) and (b) permit a 

durative interpretation. 

1. (a) EammcLcLr (Eam) bimli/yimli 

fi I laarip, 

'Ammar is walking in the street. ' 

EanmcLcLr maa IifiII aari p, 

'Ammar is walking in the street. ' 

Put another way, an educated Jordanian wanting to express 

the notion 

'Ammar is walking in the street' 

can, in theory, choose any one of five alternatives in 

l(a) and (b), i. e. he has at his disposal five related, 

but formally distinct possibilities of filling in the 

blank in 

Eammaar fi I laariEr 

viz: 

i. bimli 

ii. yimfi 

iii. Eam bimli 

iv. Eam yimli 

v. maa Ii 
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The availability of five options such as these is rest- 

ricted to certain subclasses of verbs in ESAJ, e. g. 

'motive' verbs like /m-Ty- 'to walk' and 'sensory' verbs 

like /-smE 'to hear'. Cf. 

(a) ! Rana (nam) basmar/RasmaE Soot 

Yariib. 

'I hear a strange sound. ' 

(b) Tana saamiE Soot yariib. 

'I hear a strange sound. ' 

Verbs like /-lEb ' to play ' and /*Iý-tb 'to write I, which are 

neither 'motive' nor 'sensory', permit the use of the non- 

past, with or without /Eam/, for expressing durativeness, 

but block the use of the active participle for the 

purpose. Thus, 4 is durative, but 5 is not. 

4. basan (Eam) bilEab/yil6ab tanis. 

'Hasan is playing tennis. ' 

5. basan laaEib tanis (imbaariý). 

'Hasan played tennis (yesterday). ' 

Stative verbs, e. g.., /-67r-f 'to know' seem to behave like 

motive and sensory verbs in this respect, allowing for 

constraints on the associability of /Eam/ with the non- 

past (cf. 5.2. ). Thus; 

6. (a) Tana (ram) baErif/iaErif taariix 

ilEarab 

know the history of the Arabs. ' 

(b) iana Eaarif taariix ilEarab 

know the history of the Arabs. ' 
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Part II of the questionnaire was designed to test 

native speakers' preference for the active participle 

against the nonpast, with or without /Eam/, for ex- 

pressing durative aspect. It comprises five 'situations' 

only two of which are relevant in the sense of permitting 

the choice in question. The remaining 'situations' 

were merely interspread as distractors. 

The first 'situation' incorporated the following 

instructions addressed to the respondents: 

You live in Amman. An old friend meets 

you and asks where you are living. Consider 

the following replies: 

(a) S! ana saakin fii Eammaan 

(b) ! Zana baskun fii Eammaan 

(c) FLana Taskun fii Eammaan 

Tana Eam baskun fii Eammaan 

(e) Tana ram Taskun f ii rammaan 

of these 5 replies, the subjects were asked to select the 

most suitable, and to identify any unsuitable ones. 

The second 'situation': 

(imagine that) a friend of yours tells You 

that your brother has passed a particular 

examination. Consider the following 

replies: 

TaErif innu naajib, 

(b) baErif innu naajib 

(c) Eaarif innu naajib 
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(d) Eam FLaErif innu naajib 

ram baErif innu naajiý 

of these five replies the subjects were asked, first, 

to select the most suitable one, and, secondly, to 

identify any unsuitable replies. 

Table 1 displays the responses of the 48 informants 

to the first 'question', i. e. the most suitable variant of 

the five options, in both situations. It can be seen 

from the figures in the table that the five variants in 

each situation are not in free variation; indeed, the 

very concept of 'free variation' is suspect. 

rn, 'L- 1-1 

I Situation I 
and root of 
the main 
verb 

Cumulative frequency as the most suitable reply 

. Ta+ ba+ Eam Ta+, /- Earn ba+, /- A' P. Total 

1. 
" 
/S-] E 9 5 4 0 30 48 

2. /E-rf 12 15 0 2 19 48 

Options which may seEm to be in free variation turn out on 

closer examination to be not so. For if they were free 

variants the 5 options in each situation would divide 

between them, fairly evenly, the judgments of the 48 

informants. The expected chance score on the basis of 

equi-probability is 
48 9.6 5 

1. (S! a + \/'-- )>S! askun, -T aErif. 

(b a+ /- )> baskun, baErif. 
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for each variant. But as the table shows, the active 

participle in the first situation is regarded as the most 

suitable variant by 30 (out of 48) informants. That is, 

approximately 63% of the informants would select the 

active participle as the most suitable reply, in contrast 

with 37%, only, in favour of all the remaining four 

variants. In the second situation, the active par- 

ticiple figures as the first choice in 19 tokens (cf. 

the chance probability of 9.6) thereby accounting for 

approximately 40% of the responses. The remaining four 

variants between them account for 60% of the responses. 

The f act that the active participle of vrs-Fn- attracts 

more of the positive responses than that of, /E--rf can be 

explained in terms of differently weighted constraints 

having to do with the various subclasses of verbs to 

which ,, 
/-sF-n- and /ýE-rf belong. What is not in doubt, 

however, is that in both situations the active participle 

did at-tract far more positive responses than any other 

variant. 

Now consider Table 2 which displays the rejection 

scores associated with each of the 5 variants in the two 

situations. As the table shows, the highest rejections 

are associated with the variants of the nonpast in the 

context of /Eam/; next in this respect are the variants 

of the nonpast without /ý; am/, and least of all are the 
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Table 2 

'Situation' Rejections of the variants 

and root of 
the main 
verb ! Za+,, /' ba+, /- Eam Ta+, /- pam ba+,. /- A. P. 

1. 5 5 38 34 2 

2 v/E-r f 5 3 39 38 3 

rejections associated with the active participle. The 

judgments of the informants 'are therefore consistent. 

Both tables lend support to the conclusion that where a 

choice is available between the active participle and the 

nonpast, native speakers tend to prefer the former for 

expressing durative aspect. 

5.4. The acceptability of the aspectual particles /Eam/ 

and /S! aanid/ in progressive-cum-iterative propositions 

5.4.1 What 'aspects' do the particles /Eam/ and 

/. TaaEid/ signal in ESAJ? 

Primarily, of course, these particles are signals 

of progressive aspect (cf. Chapter 4). But to a lesser 

extent, and in a variable manner, they colligate with 

other aspectsý for instance, habituality, thereby 

constituting a meaningful modification which will be 

discussed anon. But first, evidence to substantiat'e the 

assertion that /Eam/ and /iaaEid/ are primarily markers 
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of progressiveness as against, say, habituality is 

obtainable from the data in part 5 of the questionnaire. 

The informants were asked to fill in spaces in three pairs 

of related sentences,, where one member of each pair contained 

the temporal specifier /iiliaan/ 'now', and the other, 

the temporal specifiers /kull yoom/iusbuuE/ 'every day/ 

week' or /Eaadatan/ 'usually'. For instance, the first 

pair comprised: 

1. (i) samiir ... ilwaDiife kull yoom 

(ii) samiir ... ilwcLE)iife 1S! aan. 

Four options were provided which consisted of forms of 

the nonpast of a particular verbal root, e. g. )/ý`Il, 

'to solve', with and without /Eam/, viz. 

bibill (b) ir, -am biýill (c) Eam yiýill 

yibill. 

The results can be seen in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Serial no. Frequency of choice of Frequency of choice of 

of test /Eam/ + nonpast + /Eam/ + nonpast + eg. 

item /Miaan/ (i. e. /kull yoom/ (i. e. 

Progressiveness) Habituality) 

1 30 0 

2 37 3 

3 34 3 

TOTAL 101 6 

Thus /Eam/ is approximately 17 times as frequent with 
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progressive as with habitual aspect. 

However it was shown in 5.2 that these particles 

are not incompatible with stativity. In addition, they 

also colligate with composite progressive-iterative 

predications. Consider: 

! Rittarfiie ittilqcLcLii ... Eammaalu yiBEif 

mustawci TTullcLcLb (Tape 35) . 

'Automatic promotion ... is weakening the 

standards of pupils. ' 

Now,. compare 2 with 2(a) where /Eammaalu/ is left out. 

2. (a) Tittarf iiE ittilqcLcLii ... biftif mustawa 

TTU 1 lcLcLb . 

'Automatic promotion ... weakens the standards 

of pupils. I 

2 asserts that a certain effect is being experienced 

iteratively over a limited period of time, whereas 2(a) 

states a verified conclusion (hence a recognized fact) 

or a hypothesis awaiting verification. The verb phrase 

in 2 is aspectually progressive-cum-iterative, while 

that in 2(a) is timeless. The inclusion of the aspectual 

particle /Eammaalu/ in the verb phrase of 2 enables the 

meaning of the latter to be stated as: 

" Progressive 

" iterative 

" Restricted duration 

in contrast with the timelessness of 2(a). 

It would be wrong to regard 2 as habitual for it does 

not colligate with, say, /kull yoom/ 'every day'. Cf. 
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*2 (b) . 

2. (b) *. TittarfiiE ittilqcLaii ... Eammaalu 

yiftif mustawa iTTUllcLab kull yoom. 

'Automatic promotion ... is weakening the 

standards of pupils every day. ' 

Now consider 3 in contrast with 2. 

3. MTaalibe ... Cam tit6arraD bilyoom marra 

iaw mcLrrteen lahaada lmawqif. (Tape 12, Side 2). 

'The student (fem. ) ... is facing this situation 

once I or twice daily. ' 

This is, by definition, a habitual statement (cf. /bilyoom/ 

'every day' / 'daily') made in conjunction with the aspectual 

particle /Eam/. Compare 3 with 3(a): 

3. (a) TiTTcLcLlibe ... btitEarraD bilyoom marra 

! ZcLw marrteen lahaada lmawqif . 

'The student (fem. ) ... faces this situation 

once or twice daily. ' 

Again, by definition, 3(a) is a habitual proposition, 

only this time it is not associated with the aspectual 

particle /?, -am/. The difference between 3 and 3(a) 

pertains to the length of the period over which the habit 

extends: in 3 the period is more limited, more restricted 

by virtue of the presence of the particle /Eam/ than in 

3(a); i. e. 3 is formalizable as 
. IEM 

" Progressive 

" Habitual 

" Restricted duration 

The difference boils down to saying that 3 is simultaneously 
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progressive and habitual while 3(a) is just habitual - 

progressiveness being a 'restrictive modification' 

(cf. Twaddell,, 1963: 9-12). Moreover, the insertion of 

progressive /Eam/ into an iterative assertion most probably 

introduces a modal element with the effect of intensifying 

the speaker's attitude (of approval or disapproval) and 

accentuating the transitory contemporaneity of the situation. 

This point is further illustrated by the following additional 

examples of educated Jordanian speech (cf. the under'Lined) : 

4. Tu kull yoom 
_Eam 

tit! ZcLxxctr. (Tape 84) 

(lit. ) 'And every day you are being late. ' 

(Disapproval) 

5. halramaliyye haabi tikrcLcLrha Eam bisabbib 

. 2irtifaaE wacLBib tamaaman. (Tape 12) 

'The recurrence of this process is causing a 

very clear rise (in prices)' (Disapproval). 

Note that in each of the last two examples an inherently 

iterative element of structure /kull yoom/ 'every day' 

and /tikraarha/ 'its repetition', cooccurs in conjunction 

with progressive /Eam/ + nonpast. In such a case one 

cannot fail to recognize the progressive-iterativity of 

the whole. Progressive predications of the form [Eam 

nonpast] sometimes permit an iterative reading even in 

the absence of an inherently iterative element. However, 

native speakers' perception of this type of iterativity 

is indeed subject to variation. Part 3 of the questionnaire 

provides evidence of such variation. The question is 

dealt with from two complementary angles: 
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1. given a partic'Lllar expression, which of two 

alternative semantic readings do educated 

Jordanian speakers associate with the expression? 

2. given a particular semantic reading, which of 

two alternative expressions do educated Jordanian 

speakers associate with it? 

5.4.2 From le? Tression' to 'meaning' 

The informants were asked to pair one reading, (a) 

or (b) , with a stimulus sentence. If both readings were 

deemed acceptable the informants were asked to indicate, 

to the extent that they were able, which was the more 

appropriate reading. The first sentence was: 

1. samiir pam bitkallam mcLEhcL min rooma. 

The two readings provided were: 

(a) samiir Fala ttalifoon haabihi llaýBa 

'Sameer is on the phone right now. ' 

(b) samiir Eaadatan yatakallam maEahaa min rooma 

wcL laysa min cLDDaruuri £an yakuun gala ttalifoon 

haabihi llabBcL 

'Sameer usually talks to her from Rome; 

is not essential that he be on the phone 

right now. ' 

Table 1 shows the distribution of the informants, 

it 

responses 

to this item. 
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Accept progressivel 

reading (a) only 

ril m 1--, 1 xn I 

Accept iterativel 

reading (b) only I 

Accept bothl Accept both 

readings, 

but regard 

progressivel 

(a) more 

appropriate 

43 3 2 

readings, 

but regard 

iterative 

more 

appropriate 

The implication of these figures is that, in the absence 

of further contextualization, the test sentence receives 

0 

a progressive interpretation in the overwhelming majority 

of judgments: 

43 x 100% = 90%. 

48 

Only 3 (out of 48) respondents, i. e. 6%, accept an 

iterative interpretation; and 2 accept both the progressive 

and the iterative readings but regard the progressive 

as more appropriate. 

This provides further evidence that /Eam/ is considered 

primarily a marker of progressive aspect. Note that 

without /Eam/ the test sentence permits, inter alia, 

progressive and iterative interpretations - perhaps with 

equal probability. 

The second test sentence was: 

2. wa laakin wa maE baalik Eam biyiib, 

and the alternative readings: 

(a) Eaadatan blyiib 

'Usually he plays truant' 
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(b) 2innahu yaaiib haa6ihi 11cibBa 

'He is absent now. ' 

Table 2 shows the distribution of the judgments. 

Table 2 

Accept non-iterative Accept iterative Accept both Accept both 

reading (b) only reading (a) only readings readings 

but regard but regard the 

the non-iterative iterative 

more 

appropriate 

more 

appropriate 

9 23 4 12 

As the table shows, the judgments in this case are skewed 

in favour of the iterative reading. To understand why 

this is so, consider the same sentence without /Eam/. 

3. walaakin wa mcLE baalik biyiib 

'And yet he plays truant. ' 

This sentence permits one reading only: iterative. Even 

in conjunction with /Eam/ it still retains its iterative 

character as shown by the judgments in Table 2. However, 

as /Eam/ is commonly associated with progressive aspect, 

its presence in test sentence 2 must have induced, in some 

small measure, the acceptability of the non-iterative 

reading (b) . 
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5.4.3 From Imeaning_' to_, 'expression' 

The respondents were instructed to imagine that they 

hear a strange sound every night, and were asked to choose 

one of two alternative expressions, (a) and (b), to 

describe the situation to a policeman. If they regarded 

both (a) and (b) as acceptable, they were told to indicate, 

where possible, which was the more appropriate. Here 

are the alternative expressions: 

(a) Eam basmaE Soot yqriib kull leela. 

(lit. ) 'I am hearing a strange sound every 

night. I 

(b) basmaE Soot'yariib kull leela. 

'I hear a strange sound every night. ' 

The difference between (a) and (b) is one of simultaneous 

progressiveness-cum-iterativity versus 'pure' iterativity. 

The responses of the 48 informants are shown in 

Table 1. 

Table 1 

Accept (a) only, j 

progressive- I 

cum-itera ive 

aspect 

6 

Accept (b) only, 

'pure' 

iterative aspectl 

26 

Accept both lAccept both 

but prefer but prefer 

(a) 

4 12 

Clearly, the 'pure' iterative expression (b) is the more 

favoured of the two candidates for this situation. This 

option accounts for 26 out of 48 responses, but, in 

(b) 

addition, it won 12 out of the 16 judgments which regard 
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both (a) and (b) as acceptable. 

'pure' iterative is accepted by 

All in all, then, the 

26 + 12 
x 100% = 80% 

48 

of the respondents. The progressive-cum-iterative option, 

on the other hand, is endorsed by 20% of the informants, 

which is not an insignificant percentage. This leads to 

the conclusion that although progressive-cum-iterative 

predications are not so frequent/acceptable as progressive 

or iterative predications in ESAJ, yet such composite 

aspects have to be recognized. They can, of course, be 

included in the form of variable rules like the following: 

x1 [+Progressive] 

x2 [+Iterative] 

-, 

[Fam] 
nonpast] 

x 
+Progressive] 

3[+Iterative 

5.5 The active participle vs. the past tense in 

perfective aspect. 

5.5.1 The relevance of the active participle to aspect 

in ESAJ was briefly considered in Chapter 4. The variation 

concerning the choice of the active participle vis-a-vis 

the nonpast tense to express durative aspect was dealt 

with in section 5.3. In the present section, the focus 

is on the variation which governs the choice of the active 

participle as against the past tense for expressing 

perfective aspect. Before embarking on that, however, it 

is necessary to distinguish the most salient aspectual 

features signalled by the active participle in ESAJ, 
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notably with reference to coordinated sentences, since 
these are particularly relevant to the acceptability of 
the sequence of active participle and past tense. The 

point of departure is a sentence taken from the corpus 
(Tape2) on. the subject of cheating in examinations. 

1- Eala rrcLym min baalik, tajid iTTacLlib 

bitqaddaak, faatib iu bunqul. 

'In spite of that you will find the student 

provoking you, opening (his book, etc. ) and 

copying. I 

In this sentence, the active participle /faatib/ 'opening' 

expresses durative aspect and is appropriately conjoined 

to the nonpast tense form /bunqul/ 'is copying' which is 

also durative. 

Now.. the active participle /faatiý/ is potentially 

capable of expressing either durative or perfective 

aspect in ESAJ. This is illustrated by ringing all the 

possible changes on the active participle and tense forms 

of the roots VIT-b 'to open' and yrn'-q-l 'to copy I in the 

frame of coordination by /iu/ 'and' (cf. Mitchell 1978a) . 

Paradigm Aspect 

faatib (A. P. ) Tu bunqul 

(nonpast) 

faatiý (A. P. ) iu naaqil 
(A. P. ) 

faatib (A. P. ) S! u naqal 
(past) 

both durative 

both perfective 

both perfective 

1. The question mark indicates that this sentence is 

probably unacceptable. 
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Para 

(iv) f atab (past) 
. 2u bunqul 

(nonpast) 

M? fatab 
1 

(past) S! u naaqil 
(A. P. ) 

(vi) fatab (past) Tu naqal 
(past) 

(vii) biftab (nonpast) iu bunqul 
(nonpast) 

(viii) *biftab (nonpast) S! u 
naaqil (A. P. ) 

(ix) *biftaý (nonpast) S! u naqal 
(past) 

Aspect 

perfective and durative 

respectively. 

both perfective 

both perfective 

[+ Historical present] 
both perfective 

or 
[-Historical present] 

both iterative 

The auxiliary VIZwn 'to be' may precede all the acceptable 

patterns and it functions as a tense carrier thus locating 

the action at a particular time with respect to the moment 

of speaking. For instance, /kaan/ 

i(a) kaan faatib iu bunqul 

where the auxiliary /kaan/ simply projects the durativity 

(in this case, progressiveness) of the coordinated elements 

into the past. 

5.5.2 Active participle vs. .p st tense 

Choice of either the active participle or the past 

1. The question mark indicates that this sentence is 
probably unacceptable. 
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tense of a particular verbal root to express perfective 

aspect is available to speakers of ESAJ. Examples of 

verbal roots which permit this choice are the following: 

vrm-ýJ-y 'to walk' IV/T 1 to go out 

N/E 
Tzi 'to go down' -lE-b 'to play 

... I- N/ik 1 to eat - -Tt ý 'to open 

, /, Tyý 'to fly, YYS-Yt 'to spend the night' 

,, /qTE 'to cut' etc. 

But it should not be assumed that all verbal roots exhibit 

this relationship between participle and past tense. For 

instance, the subclass of what might be called linchoativel 

verbs (cf. Cowell (1964: 250)) block this choice, e. g. 

, /, E-T-I 'to be/become thirsty' 

'to be/become small' 

. Twl 'to be/become tall' 

, /m--rE) 'to be/become ill' 

%, /ýJWE 'to be/become hungry' 

These verbs are related to adjectival forms derivable from 

the same root such thati, as Cowell (op. cit. ) puts it 

an adjective means 'x', then its inchoative paronym 

means 'to become x'". Cf. 

2. (a) Eali jaaE (Past) imbaarib 

'Ali was hungry yesterday. ' 

*pali jaayiE (A. P. ) imbaariý- 

3. (a) samiir miriP (past) imbaariý 

'Sameer became ill yesterday. ' 

-I- measure) imbaaril, 'b) ^sainiir mcLcLriB (A. p. 

Part 6 of the questionnaire deals with the issue of 
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choice between the active participle and the past tense 

in signalling perfective aspect in ESAJ. Three questions 

may be raised: 

1. Is the choice random or systematic? 

Is modality a factor in the choice? 

3. Are there any accordance/discordance 

constraints on coordinating participle 

and tense? (cf. Mitchell (19 78a) ). 

5.5.2.1 Is the choice random or systematic? 

Consider the informants' responses to sentences 

2 (a, b) ,3 (a, b) and 4 (a, b) in part 6 of the 

questionnaire. The results are shown in Table 

M-1-1- I 

Serial no. jNb. of informants 

of sentence 

and vexbal 

root 

who consider the 

A. P. to be 

preferable 

2 v'I ý Ub 6 36 6 

3 vriiý-T 14 28 6 

4/-1ry 6 37 5 

TOTAL 26 

lNo. of informants ý No. of informants 

who consider theiýwho find both 

past tense to beýthe A. P. and the 

preferable 

101 

past acceptable 

, to the same 

ýdegree, i. e. 

Ino choice. 

17 

These figures indicate that where a choice is available 
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educated Jordanians fairly systematically prefer the past 

tense to the active participle. The former accounts for 

101 
x 100% = 70% of the responses, the latter accounts 

144 
26 for x 100% = 18% of the responses, while 12% express 
144 

no preference either way. 

It is instructive to compare the responses to the 

sentences at 2 and 6, namely, 

2. (a) samiir katab ittaqriir imbaariý.,. 

samiir kaatib ittaqriir imbaarib. 

'Sameer wrote the report yesterday. I 

6. (a) samiir katab ittaqriir min iusbuuE. 

samiir kaatib ittaqriir min iusbuuE. 

'Sameer wrote the report a week ago. ' 

(lit. from a week). 

The responses to these sentences are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Serial no. A. P. as 

of Ifirst choice I 

sentence 

Past as 

first choice 

No preference 

2 6 36 6 

6 24 20 4 

As Table 2 shows, the active participle is four times more 

appropriate in the environment of /min iusbuuE/ 'a 

week ago' than in the environment of /imbaariý, / 'yesterday. 

Preferability of one variant or the other is therefore a 
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function of cooccurrence restrictions, i. e. linguistic 

constraints, and, consequently, categorical rules fall 

short of accounting for the phenomena in question. 

It may be worth pointing out that in the environment 

of [min + X], where X is an appropriate temporal 

specifier, the active participle, as Mitchell (1978a) 

says 'carries the implication of the "current relevance" 

of past acts that in general terms characterizes perfect 

aspect I- hence the enhanced acceptability of the active 

participle in this type of environment. 

Be that as it may, the point to be emphasized is that 

the choice at issue seems to be systematic and rule- 

governed: the past tense is preferred to the active 

participle except in the context of current relevance of 

a past act where the active participle seems to be slightly 

more appropriate. But there is more to the question than 

just that: modality also plays an important part in the 

choice as will be shown in the next section. 

5.5.2.2 Modality as a factor in the choice 

Consider, first, the responses of the informants 

to sentences 8(a, b) and 9(a, b) in part 6 of the 

questionnaire. 

(a) smiEt innu samiir katab ittaqriir. (past) 

(b) smipt innu samiir kaatib ittaqriir. (A. P. ) 

'I heard that Sameer wrote the report. ' 

9. (a) biquulu nnu samiir naajiý- 

(b) biquulu nnu samiir najab. (Past) 

(lit -) 'They say that Sameer passed. ' 
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The introductory verbs in these pairs of sentences, 

namely /smiEt/ 'I heard' and /biquulu/ 'they say' have 

the effect of not holding the speaker responsible for 

the truth value of the propositions involved. The responses 

of the informants to these sentences are displayed in 

Table 1. 

Table 1 

Serial no. of A. P. as first 

choice 

Past tense as I No preference 

sentence first choice 

8 33 15 0 

9 30 16 2 

Evidently, the active participle is chosen by a 

two-third majority of the respondents as a device of 

expressing a noncommittal attitude towards the truth value 

of the proposition. In these circumstances the past tense 

implies that the speaker is committed to the authenticity 

of the proposition. This conclusion receives full support 

from the informants' reactions to the sentences- and-s ituations 

presented in sections 3 and 4 of part 6 of the questionnaire. 

Given I the sentences at (a) and (b) below, the 

informants were asked to state which one indicated that 

the speaker was an eye-witness of the event. In cases 

of uncertainty, the informants were instructed to put a 

question mark in the box provided. 

(a) samiir DcLrcLb (past) muniir. 

(b) samiir BcLcLrib (A. P. ) muniir. 

Forty-six informants chose the sentence at (a) , i. e. the 
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past tense, and 2 only chose the sentence at (b), i. e. 

the active participle. This suggests that the active 

participle is not a suitable device to use in, e. g. the 

witness-box of a court of law. In this context of situation, 

the judge and jury are not interested in rumours - they 

demand first-hand evidence for which the past tense and 

not the active participle is the recognized guarantee. 

Further evidence of the positive modal implication 

of the past tense against the active participle in ESAJ 

comes from the informants' responses to the following 

'situation' (section 4, part 6 of the questionnaire): 

You are a surgeon. You have performed a 

successful operation on Sameer's eye. You 

want to convey this good news to Sameer's 

relatives who have been waiting. Which of these 

two sentences (a, b) would you choose? If 

you are uncertain which sentence you would 

choose, put a question mark in the box provided. 

(a) bahanniiku, 1Famaliyye naajba (A. P. ) 

(lit. ) 'I congratulate-you, the operation 

successful. ' 

bahanniiku, 1ý; amaliyye najýat (past). 

(lit. ) 'I congratulate youy the operation 

succeeded. ' 

As in the case of the previous pair, 47 informants 

chose (b) , i. e. the past tense, and only one chose (a) , 

i. e. the active participle. 
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There is no doubt that these results furnish conclusive 

evidence that in such situations the past tense expresses 

commitment and certainty on the part of the speaker 

whereas the active participle suggests lack of commit- 

ment, even scepticism. 

5.5.2.3 Accordance/discordance relationships of verbal 

forms in coordinated structures 

This section aims at showing that the choice of the 

active participle versus the past tense is conditioned 

by considerations of syntagmatic accordance obtaining 

between the verbal forms in coordinated structures. 

A. C gordination with /laakin/ 'but' 

Consider the first pair of sentences in part 6 of 

the questionnaire, namely: 

1. (a) ! Zana miETiihum(A. P. ) wcLEid laakin 

bcLTTCLlt (past) 

(b) Tana S! cLpTeethum (past) wcLEid laakin 

bcLTTcllt (past) 

'I gave them my word (lit. a promise) 

but I went back on it. ' 

The informants were asked to choose the more appropriate 

sentence of the two versions at (a) and (b) . If they 

felt uncertain over which variant they would prefer, 

they were told to put a question mark in the box provided. 

Further, the informants were instructed to put a cross 

(X) opposite each sentence they regarded as 'unusual 

and unacceptable' (cf. part 6. section 2 of the 

questionnaire). 
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As things turned out, only 2 informants chose (a), 

i. e. the sentence with discordant verbal forms, as the 

more appropriate version; the overwhelming majority 

(44) chose (b), and 2 were unable to decide. None of 

the respondents regarded either version as unacceptable. 

This makes it clear that while both (a) and (b) are 

acceptable, native speakers prefer the version with 

accordant verbal forms; in this case, past tense in the 

company of past tense. 

It is unfortunate that the questionnaire does not 

include the two sentence forms: 

(c) ?* ! ýana miETiihum (A. P. ) wcLEid laakin 

imbcLTTil (A. P. ) 1 

(d) ?*S! ana TcLETeethum (Past) waEid laakin 

imbaTTil (A. P. ) 1 

But the acceptability of these two variants is in doubt, as 

indicated by (? *) . At any rate, the sentences at 7 (a, b) 

below, r though with a different conjunction /wi/ 'and' 

as opposed to /laakin/ 'but' in l(a, b), do illustrate 

the accompaniments involved in l(c, d) above, and can 

therefore be considered to compensate for the missing 

evidence, although the change of 'person' in regard to the 

subject of the sentence cannot be dismissed as irrelevant. 

B. Cootdination with /wi/ land' 

The two sentences at 7 (a, b) were administered to 

1. Three speakers of ESAJ at the University of Leeds 

regard sentences (c, d) as either unacceptable or questionable 
This is indicated by the use of (? *) . 
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the same informants with the same instructions as those 

described above for 1 (a, b). 

(a) samiir icLETcicLhum (past) wcLEid 

wimbcLTTil (A. P. ) 

samiir miETiihum (A. P. ) waEid 

wimbcLTTil (A. P. ) 

In this case, 9 of the informants chose (a), i. e. 

the version with discordant verbal forms, 37 chose (b), 

i. e. the version with accordant verbal forms, and 2 were 

undecided. But note that 20 of the respondents consider 

i. e. [past] + [wil + [A. P. ],, to be unacceptable. 

Thus,, the evidence presented at (A) and (B) indicates 

that the patterns of response are in agreement concerning 

respondents' preference for accordant verbal forms. The 

variable nature of the informants' behaviour is not in 

doubt,, but neither is the systematicity of the variation, 

complex though it is, once the relevant linguistic and 

situational factors are recognized. 

5.6 Conclusions 

one is conscious of the drawbacks of questionnaires 

in general, and of the fact that native speakers' 

disagreement over the acceptability of a test-sentence 

may well be caused by what Bolinger (1971C'. 524) calls 

'a subject's unawareness of what he might do or say given 

the right conditions. Sentences are hosts to many 

built-in distractors; it is hard to find one that highlights 

only the phenomenon in question. ' However, the proper 
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contextualization of the test-items, the clarity of the 

instructions, the procedural precautions undertaken as 

well as the objectivity of the tests should substantially 

attenuate the force of objections which might be raised 

against the above questionnaire. Indeed, it is reassuring 

to note the consistency and nonrandomness of the judgments 

made, which can only mean that the tendencies observed 

are rule-governed, and that the questionnaire is a fairly 

reliable device which measures underlying language 

regularities. If so, it should not be unreasonable to 

draw the following conclusions from the above discussion. 

1. Aspect in ESAJ exhibits a fairly extensive range 

of variability. It is, of course, appropriate to formulate 

aspectual rules, but unless variation is given serious 

consideration, such rules will fall short of satisfactorily 

accounting for the facts of language. The evidence adduced, 

to quote Mitchell (1978b) 'supports a theoretical view 

of language, the object of the linguist's study, as 

simultaneously embodying continuity and change, stability 

and flux ... ; it is not the homogeneoust tightly organized 

affair in which many wish to believe. ' (cf. for instance, 

the ' squishy' nature of the stative/nonstative opposition). 

It is obvious that the variable rules discussed in 

this chapter are part of the 'knowledge' of the speakers 

of ESAJr and, to quote Labov (1969b: 759), 'if some of 

these rules are cast in a different form than traditional 

categorical rules, then we must clearly revise our notions 

of what it means to "know" a language. ' The variable rules 

are more complex than the categorical ones, but the former 
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are more realistic and come closer to descriptive adequacy 

than the latter. 

2. Aspectual features which may seem to be in free 

variation turn out to be so differentially conditioned 

by a host of linguistic and socio-stylistic constraints 

that the very notion of free variation becomes highly 

suspect, to say the least. (cf. choice of the active 

participle versus the past tense in perfective predications) . 

3. The percentages and averages that have been 

calculated are not empty statistics; without them one 

cannot do justice to the linguistic facts. As Labov 

(1969b: 759) says I*.. we are in no way dealing with 

statistical statements or approximations to some ideal or 

true grammar. We are dealing with a set of quantitative 

RELATIONS which are the form of the grammar itself. ' 
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Table 2 

(a) (b) 
[p, aml Environments [iaaEid] Environments 

Speakers I II III IV I II III IV 

1 x x x x x x x 2 x x x x x x 
3 x x x x x x 4 x x x x x x x 
5 x x x x x 
6 x x x x x x x 
7 x x x x x x x 
8 x x x x x x x I/ 9 x x x x x x x 

10 x x x x x x ? 
11 x x x x x x x x 
12 x x x v x x x x 
13 x x x x x x x x 
14 x x x ? x x x x 
15 x x x I/ x x x x 
16 x x x v x x x x 
17 x x x x x x x 
18 x x v x x x 
19 x x x x x x x x 
20 ? ? x ? ? ? x ? 
21 x x x x x x ? 
22 x x x x x x 
23 x x x x x x 
24 x x x x x x ? 
25 x x x x x x ? 
26 x x x x x x ? 
27 x x x x x 
28 x x x x 
29 x x ? V x x ? x 
30 ? x x lo/ ? x x x 
31 V/ I/ ? x x x ? 
32 x x x x x x x x 
33 / 1/ 1/ 1/ x ? x 
34 1 x x x x x x x x 
35 x x V x x I/ 36 x x x x x x x x 
37 x x I/ I/ I/ 38 x x x x x x x x 
39 x x x x 
40 x x x x x x 
41 ? ? ? ? ? ? x 
42 ? ? x ? x 
43 x ? x x ? 
44 x x ? x x ? 
45 x I/ x x x 
46 ? ? ? x ? x 
47 1, / 1/ 1/ V/ I/ 
48 x V V/ x x x I-Y 

Acceptability 8 13 10 29 243 15 
totals 
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Tab le 3 

(a) (b) 
[Eaml Environments [iaaEidl Environments 

Speakers I II III IV III IV 

1 x x x x x x x 

2 x I, / I/ x I/ 
v 

3 ? ? x -V ? ? ? 
4 ? x x I-V x x x 
5 x x x x x I/ II/ 6 x x x x x x x 
7 x x x x x x ? 
8 x -. l/ I/ x I/ II/ V I/ 9 x x x V x x x I/ 10 x x x I/ x x 

11 x x x x x x ? 
12 x x x x x x I/ 
13 x x x V/ x x x ? 
14 x x x x x x x 
15 x x x x x x x 
16 x x x x x x 
17 x V x x x 
18 v I/ I/ V/ v/ 19 x x x x x x x 
20 1/ x x I/ 
21 x x x x x x I/ 22 x x x x x x 
23 x x x x x x 
24 x x x x x x 
25 x x x x x x 
26 x x x x x x 
27 1/ 1/ 1/ 
28 1/ x x x V x 
29 x x x x x x x 
30 ? x x x ? x x x 
31 x x x V/ I/ x 
32 x x x x x x x 
33 V V 

34 x x 
35 ? x x x x 
36 ? x x x 
37 ? x x x 
38 x x v x x x 
39 x x x x x 
40 V x 
41 ? ? ? ? ? ? x 
42 ? ? ? ? ? ? x 

43 x x X x 

44 ? ? 
45 x x x x 
46 ? ? x x 

47 1/ 1/ 1/ 
48 X. x x x 

ACCE-IptabilitY 9 16 15 41 10 14 13 30 

totals 
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Table 4 

(a) (b) 
[Eaml Environments [iaaEid] Environments 

Speakers I II III IV I II III IV 

x x x x x x x 
2 x V 

I/ x x x 
3 x x x x x 
4 x x x x %/ 5 x I, 

/ x x x 
6 1/ X x x x x 
7 x x x x x x ? 
8 x x x x 
9 x x x x x x x 

10 x I/ 
v x x x / 

11 x ? x x ? % ? 
12 x x ? x x ? I/ 13 x x x x x x ? 
14 x x J x x x ? 
15 x x %/ x x x ? 
16 x x x x x x ? 
17 x I/ J v 

I/ 18 x x x x x x l/ 19 x x x x x 
20 ? %/ x ? %/ x 
21 x x x x x 
22 x x x x x 
23 x x x x x x 
24 x x x x x 
25 x x x x x 
26 x x x x x 
27 1/ 

J x %/ 
28 x x x x I/ 
29 x I/ I/ I/ x x x x 
30 x x ? I/ x x x x 
31 x x ? x %/ x 
32 x x x x x x 
33 1/ v x x I/ l/ 
34 x x x x x 
35 x x x I/ 
36 x x x x x x 
37 x %/ x %/ 
38 x x x x x x x 
39 x %/ 

x x %/ 
40 1/ %/ x x x x 
41 %/ IV %/ x x %/ x 
42 x %/ 

x x x x 
43 x x x x 
44 ? ? I/ 
45 x x x J 

46 x x x x 
47 1/ 1/ 
48 x x x I/ ý 

Acceptabi i tY 15 33 28 40 4 10 9 25 

totals 
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APPENDIX 1 

Transcription of the questionnaire 

. Talgismu liawwal 

. 
TiqrcL. T kullan min aljumal ittaaliya, wabayyin raiyak 

fiihaa. Maa kaanat iljumla maqbuula DaE Ealaamat 

muqaabilahaa filhaamil iliayman, wa iibaa kaanat iljumla 

yayr mcLqbuula, DcLE Ealaamat (X) muqaabilahaa filhaamif 

il. Tayman, wcLFLibaa lam takun mutaiakkidan min SibIj-at 

iliumlao, DcLE Ealaamat istifhaam (? ) muqcLabilahaa 

filhaamil iliayman. 

mieaalaan 

1. samiir pam bilEab I/ 

2. samiir Eam biýibb yinjab. 

ialmi8aalu i88aanii jayr maqbuul, waSSabiib £an 

naquul: 

(samiir bibibb yinjab) 

3. Eam baErif taariix ilEarab haa6ihi llabBa. 

S! aaFid baErif taariix ilEcLrcLb haa6ihi llcLbBcL. 

samiir Fam bi lbah xaalu haabihi llcLbBcL. 

samiir TaaEid bilbah xaalu haabihi llaýBa. 

9. Eam ba. Taamin billaah haabihi llab9a. 

. 
Taapid baTaamin billaah haabihi llaýBa- 

10. samijr Eam bikrcLh irriycLcLDiyyaat haabihi llaýBa. 

samiir S! aaEid bikrcLh irriyaaDiyyaat haabihi 

1 1CL bBCL - 

15. Eam baErif taariix ilEarab halFLayyaam. 

. 
TaaE; id baErif taariix ilý; arab haliayyaam. 
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18. samiir Eam bilbah xaalu haliayyaam. 

samiir iaaEid bilbah xaalu haliayyaam. 

21. Eam ba. Taamin billaah haliayyaam. 

iaaEid ba. Taamin billaah haliayyam. 

22. samiir Eam bikrcLh irriyacLDiyyaat haliayyaam. 

samiir TaaEid bikrah irriycLcLDiyyaat haliayyaam. 

27. ScLcLrlu sanateen Cam bi6rif taariix ilEcLrab. 

ScLcLrlu sanateen TaaEid biErif taariix ilEarab. 

30. ScLcLrlu sane Eam bi lbah xaalu. 

ScLcLrlu sane ! ZaaEid bi lbah xaalu. 

33. Sactrlu jahur Eam biiaamin billaah. 

Sciarlu jahur -TaaEid biiaamin billaah. 

34. ScLcLrlu sane Eam bikrcLh irriycLaDiyyaat. 

ScLcLrlu sane iaaEid bikrah irriyaaDiyyaat. 

39. Eam baErif taariix ilEcLrcLb iak8cLr faiak8ar. 

. TaaEid baErif taariix ilEcLrcib iak8ar faiak8ar. 

42. samiir Eam bi lbah xaalu icLkecLr faiakear. 

samiir FLaaEid bilbah xaalu iak8ar faiak8ar. 

45. Eam ba. Taamin billaah iak8ar faiakear. 

FLaap, id baiaamin billaah iakear faicikear. 

46. Eam bclkrclh irriycLcLDiyyaat iakear faiakear. 

FLaaEid bakrah irriyaaDiyyaat iakear faiak8ar. 

. TalSlismu 88aanii 

! Zalmawqifu liawwal 

laka bayt fii Eammaan. qaabalaka Sadiiqun qadiimun 
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wcisa. 2alaka Ean makaani ! Ziqaamatik. 

ttaaliyah: 
-TunDur iliijaabaati 

(a) ! ýana saakin fii Eammaan min sanateen. 

S! ana baskun f ii Eammaan min sanateen. 

(c) S! ana Taskun fii, Z; ammaan min sanateen. 

iana Eam baskun fii Eammaan min sanateen. 

(e) Tana Eam iaskun fii Eammaan min sanateen. 

S! ajib Ean ilias2ila ttaaliya lmutaEalliqcL bilmcLwqif 

il. Tawwal. 

1. min bayn iliijaabaat ilxamsa a, b, c, d, e, iixtar 

il. Tijaaba llatii taCtaqid iannahaa hiya Hansab 

lilmcLwqif il. Tawwal, wa DaE il! Zijaaba fii haaba 

SSunduuq E: 
2. ii5aa kaanat bcLEDu liijaabaat ilxamsa ssaabiqa laa 

taSlub lilmcLwqif iliawwall DcLE daaiircL ýawla haabihi 

l. Tijaabaat illatii taEtaqid iannahaa yayr munaasibah: 

abcde 

. 
TalmcLwqifu eeaanii 

. 
2cLxbcLrcLkcL Sadiiq -Tanna . 2axaaka naajib fi mtibaanin maa. 

S! unBur iliijaabaati ttaaliyah: 

(a) TaErif innu naajib. 

(b) baErif innu naajib. 

(C) Eaarif innu naajib. 

Eam TaErif innu naajib. 

(e) pam baErif innu naajiý. 

. Tajib Ean iliasiila ttaaliya lmutaEalliqa bilmcLwqif 

ieeaanii - 
1. min bayn irruduud ilxamsa a, b, c, d, e, iixtar 
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irradda llabii taEtaqid S! annahu huwa liansab 

lilmciwqif i68aanii wctDcLg haa5a rradd filmurabba?, 7 
i lmuqctcLbi 1 --0, 

2. iiäaa kaanat baEDu rruduudi lxamsa ssaabiqa laa taSlub 

li lmawqi f ieeaanii I DcLE daaiiratan bawla kullin min 

haabihi rruduud illatii taEtaqid annahaa yayr 

munaasibah. 

abcde 

ialqismu E)E)aaliE) 

ialmcLwqifu l. Tawwal 

taxayyal iannaka samiEta lEibaarata ttaaliya mun5u labBa: 

"Isamiir Eam bitkallam maEhcL min rooma". 

. 2ayyan min almaEnayayn a. b tafham min alEibaara ssaabiqa ? 

DcLE daaS! ircLtan "Jawla liawcLcLb issabiiý. Tibaa kunta 

taEtaqid ianna lEibaara tabtamilu lmaEnayayn a, b DaE 

daaFLiratan bawla kullin minhumaa. 

(a) samiir Eala ttalifoon haabihi llabBcL. 

samiir Eaadatan yatakallam maEha min rooma wa laysa 

min ctDDcLruurii £an yakuun gala ttalifoon haabihi 

1 la ýBct - 

S! ibaa waDcLEta daaiiratan bawla kullin min a, b, bayyin 

S! ayyahumcLcL ictk8ar mulaaiamatan lilEibaara ssaabiqa, 

wa 6aalika biwcLDE iljawcLdb fii haaba lmurabbaE -4 

. 
TalmcLwqi'fu 8E)aanii 

taxayyal S! annaka tasmaEu Sawtan yariiban kulla laylah, wa 

laa tadrii min Tayna yaiti SSawt. 

S! ayyan min alipibaaratayn ittaaliyatayn a, b tastaEmil 
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lituElima rajula flurTa bimaa tasmaEu kulla layla (DaE 

daa. 2ircL) . 
(a) Eam basmaE Soot'yariib kull leele. 

(b) basmar, Soot yariib kull leele. 

£ieaa kunta tagtaqidu £anna kullan min algibaaratayn 

a, b taSlub lihaaba lmawqif Dag daa£iratan bawla kullin 

minhumaa, wa laakin bayyin £ayyahumau £ak6ar mulaa£amatan 

(£in kaana äaalika mumkinan) wa baalika biwaDgi Uibtimaal 

il£cLk8ciri mulaa£amatan lilmcLwqifi 88aanii filmurabbag 

i lmuqcLcLb i1 

£almclwqifu eeaaliG 

taxayyal iannaka samiEta mudiira lmadrasati yatabadda8u 

! 'Lilaa wcLliyyi iamri TcLcLlibin qcLctiilan: 

"wa laakin wa maE 6aalik Eam biyiib". 

. Tayyun min almaEnayayn ittaaliyayn a, b, yulaaiimu lEibaara 

ssaabiqa (Dag daa£iratan bawla ljawaab ilmunaasib) 

(a) Eaadatan biyiib. 

(b) . 
2innahu' yaa. Tib haa6ihi llcLbBcL. 

S! ibaa kunta taCtaqidu ianna kullan min a, b yunaasibu 

lEibaarata ssaabiqcL, DaE daaiiratan ýawla kullin minhumaa, 

wa laakin bayyin iayyahumaa iak8ar mulaaiamatan lilmawqif 

jeeaali6 (£in kaana baalika mumkinan) wa 5aalika biwaDE 

il. Tiljtimaal ilicLkE)cLri mulaaiamatan. lilmcLwqif i88aaliE) 

filmurcLbbctE ilmuqcLctbil. 

. Talqismu rraabiF 

bayyin raiyaka fii kullin min aljumal ittaaliya. 

S! i6aa kaanat iijumla Eaadiyya wa maqbuula DaE 
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Ealaamat (V) filhaamil jSalaa yamiin iljumla. wa 

S! ibaa kaanat iljumla yayr Eaadiyya wa yayr 

mcLqbuula, Dag galaamat (X) filhaamil galaa 

yamiinihaa. wa Jibaa lam takun mutaiakkidan min 

Sibbat iliumla, DcLE Ealaamat istifhaam (? ) 

filhaamil Ealaa yamiinihaa. 

12. samiir Eaadatan biErif taariix il6arab. 

13. hiyaam tuimin biljinniyyaat eaadatan. 

14. hiyaam tuimin biljinniyyaat kul iusbuuE. 

15. samiir bijbih xaalu Eaadatan. 

16. samiir bifbih xaalu kull sane. 

S! alqismu lxaamis 

! Zimla. 2 ilfcLrcLC[y fii kulli zawj min aljumal ittaaliya 

bilEibcLcLrcL lmunaasiba min aliibtimaalaat ilmudrcLja taýta 

kulli ZCLW3. laa tastaEmil ilEibaarata lwaaýida iak8ar 

min marra waabida. 

1. samiir .... ilwaBiife kull yoom. 

samiir ... bilwcLBiife liaan. 

bibill, (b) Eam biýill,, (c) ram yiýill, 

yibill) 

samiir ... taqriir iliaan. 

samiir ... taqriir kull iusbuuE. 

( (a) Fam yuktub, (b) Eam buktub, (c) buktub, 

yuktub) 

3. Eaadatan ... iingiliizi mcL6 ilmudiir. 

hayyu ... S! ingiliizi mcLE ilmudiir iliaan. 

yitkallam,, (b) bitkallam, (C) Eam yitkallam, 

Eam bitkallam) 
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! Zalqismu ssaadis 

. 2awwalan: 

DaE daa! ýiratan bawla iabad iliibtimaalayn a, b litubaddida 

1S! cLScLbba minhumaa. ii5aa lam takun mutaiakkidan, DaE 

6alaamata stifhaam filmurabbair 
, 

illabii Eala lyamiin faqcLT. 

1. (a) ! Zana miETiihum wa6d laakin baTTalt. 

(b) iana iaETeethum waEd laakin baTTalt. 

2. (a) samiir katab ittaqriir imbaariý. 

(b) samiir kaatib ittaqriir imbaarib. 

3. (a) ween xcLyyaTit halbadle 

(b) ween imxayyiT halbadle 

4. (a) mneen miltari sayycLartak ? 

(b) mneen iftareet sayyaartak ? 

6. (a) samiir katab ittaqriir min iusbuuE. 

(b) samiir kaatib ittaqriir min iusbuuE. 

7. (a) samiir iETaahum wa?:,, d wimbaTTil. 

(b) samiir miETiihum waEd wimbaTTil. 

8. (a) smiEt i nnu samiir katab ittaqriir. 0 

(b) smiEt i nnu samiir kaatib ittaqriir. 

9. (a) biquulu nnu samiir naajib. 

(b) biquulu nnu samiir najab. 

8'aahiyan: 

. 
TunBur iilaa iazwacLji 1jumali ttisx, -i ssaabiqa, wa 

Dag galaamat (X) galaa kulli jumla tagtaqidu £annahaa 

yayr Eaadiyya wa'yayr maqbuula. 

eaaliean: 

. 
TunBur Tila liumiatayn ittaaliyatayn: 
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(a) samiir Barab muniir. 

samiir BclcLrib muniir. 

ýayyun min aljumlatayn a, b tufiid ianna flaahid raia 

1ýaadi8 biFaynih ? DaE iljawcLcLb fii haaba lmurcLbbcL 

T. i6aa lam takun muta! 2akkidan, DaE Ealaamata stifhaam 

fcLqcLT filmurabbaE nafsih. 

rcLcLb i P. an : 

. 
Tanta TcLbiib jcLrraab. iajrcLyta binaiaabin Eamaliyyatan 

ligayni samiir. turiidu £an tanqula haaea nnaba£a 

sscLcLrrcL S! ilaa iahli samiir fii qcLcLEcLti 1S! intiBacLr. 

. Tayyan min aljumlatayn ittaaliyatayn taxtaar ? DaE 

iljawcLcLb fii haaba lmurabbcLE 

(a) bahanniiku lEamaliyye naajba. 

(b) bahanniiku lEamaliyye najbat. 

ii5aa lam takun mutaiakkidan, Dar,, Ealaamata stifhaam 

faqcLT filmurcdabaE nafsih. 
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APPENDIX 

Brief biographies_ of the Jordanian informants 

cited in the thesis 

(i) For material in Chapter 3 

4: Male; 37 years old; M. A. in Education; Principal 

of a Teacher Training College. 

5: Female; 40 years old; M. A. in Art; Art supervisor. 

6: Male; 36 years old; B. A. in Arabic; Arabic supervisor. 

7: Male; 34 years old; B. A. in Arabic; Arabic supervisor. 

8: Female; 32 years old; B. A. in Home Economics; 

Home Economics supervisor. 

11: Male; 26 years old; university student, reading 

English. 

13: Male; 30 years old; B. A. in Arabic; Arabic teacher. 

14: Male; 50 years old; Ph. D. (Arabic); university 

administrator. 

17: Male; 50 years old; M. A. in Education; civil 

servant. 

18: Male; 38 years old; B. A. in Economics; diplomat. 

19: Male; 47 years old; B. A. in Arabic; diplomat. 

23: Male; 24 years old; university student, reading 

Public Administration. 

24: Male; 23 years old; university student, reading 

Public Administration. 

25: Male; 40 years old; B. A. in Islamic Religion; 

college lecturer. 
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26: Male; 40 years old; high school graduate; accountant. 
27: Male; 37 years old; M. A. in Islamic Religion; 

college lecturer. 

28: Male; 45 years old; high school graduate; clerk. 
29: Male; 35 years old; college graduate; lab. 

technic ian. 

30: Male; 35 years old; B. A. in English; college 

lecture r. 

31: Male; 30 years old; B. A. in English; college 

lecturer. 

32: Male; 28 years old; B. A. in English; college 

lecturer. 

33: Male; 30 years old; high school graduate; radio 

interviewer. 

46: Male; 50 years old; B. A. in English; qualified 

barrister. 

69: Male; 37 years old; postgraduate student, reading 

Physics. 

70: Male; 32 years old; postgraduate student, reading 

Engineering. 

71: Male; 42 years old; audio-visual aids specialist; 

administrator. 

72: Male; 40 years old; B-Sc. in Physics; curriculum 

specialist. 

73: Male; 40 years old; college graduate, procurement 

officer. 

74: Male; 60 years old; college graduate, accountant. 

75: Male; 32 years old; B. A. in Arabic; clerk. 
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76: Male; 55 years old; high school graduate; civil 

servant. 

77: Male; 57 years old; B. A. in Economics; Bank 

manager. 

78: Male; 58 years old; college graduate; civil 

servant. 

80: Female, 17 years old; 

81: Male; 40 years old; 

82: Male; 45 years old; 

83: Male; 50 years old; 

administrator. 

86: Female; 38 years old; 

housewife. 

high school student. 

university graduate; politician. 

university graduate; politician. 

Ph. D. (Arabic) , university 

postgraduate student; 

(ii) For material in Chapter 5: 

1: Male; 30 years old; high school graduate; 

origin. 

2: Male; 19 years old; high school graduate; 

origin. 

3: Male; 20 years old; high school graduate; 

origin. 

4: Male; 19 years old; high school graduate; 

origin. 

5: Male; 18 years old; high school graduate; 

origin. 

6: Male; 19 years old; high school graduate; 

origin. 

7: Male; 18 years old; high school graduate; 

origin. 

rural 

urban 

urban 

urban 

urban 

urban 

urban 
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8 Male; 19 years old; high school graduate; urban 

origin. 

9: Male; 26 years old; university graduate; urban 

origin. 

10: Male; 19 years old; high school graduate; urbari 

origin. 

11: Male; 30 years old; high school graduate; rural 

origin. 

12: Male; 30 years old; university graduate; urban 

origin. 

13: Male; 26 years old; college graduate; urban 

origin. 

14: Male; 22 years old; college graduate; rural 

origin. 

15: Male; 23 years old; college graduate; rural 

origin. 

16: Male; 30 years old; college graduate; rural 

origin. 

17: Female; 23 years old; college graduate; rural 

origin. 

i8: Female; 25 years old; college graduate; rural 

origin. 

19: Female; 23 years old; college graduate; rural 

origin. 

20: Female; 23 years old; college graduate; rural 

origin. 

21: Male; 25 years old; college graduate; rural 

origin. 
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22 Male; 30 years old; university graduate; urban 

origin. 

23: Male; 27 years old; university graduate; urban 

origin. 

24: Male; 30 years old; university graduate; urban 

origin. 

25: Male; 27 years old; college gr aduate; urban 

origin. 

26: Male; 30 years old; high schoo l graduate; urban 

origin. 

27: Female; 27 years old; college graduate; rural 

origin. 

28: Male; 25 years old; college gr aduate; rural 

origin. 

29: Female; 24 years old; college graduate; urban 

origin. 

30: Female; 22 years old; college graduate; urban 

origin. 

31: Female; 27 years old; college graduate; urban 

origin. 

32: Female; 23 years old; college graduate; urban 

origin. 

33: Female; 24 years old; college graduate; urban 

origin. 

34: Female; 22 years old; college graduate; urban 

origin. 

35: Female; 22 years old; college graduate; urban 

origin. 

36: Female; 24 years old; college graduate; urban 

origin. 
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37: Female; 30 years old; college graduate; urban 

origin. 

38: Male; 25 years old; college graduate; urban 

origin. 

39: Female; 23 years old; college graduate; rural 

origin. 

40: Female; 24 years old; college graduate; rural 

origin. 

41: Female; 23 years old; college graduate; rural 

origin. 

42: Female; 23 years old; college graduate; rural 

origin. 

43: Female; 22 years old; college graduate; rural 

origin. 

44: Female; 24 years old; college- graduate; rural 

origin. 

45: Female; 25 years old; college graduate; rural 

origin. 

46 Female; 24 years old; college graduate; urban 

origin. 

47: Female; 30 years old; college graduate; urban 

origin. 

48: Female; 22 years old; college graduate; urban 

origin. 
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